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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Two Sections
Today
Sixteen Pages
Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
"A gossip talks about others,
a bore talks about himself; a
brilliant conversationalist talks
about you •
the place where,
is
"Home
when you have to go there, they
have to take you in". ..Robert
Frost
Letter from a good friend
decrying the loss of so many
birds to household cats. It is
natural for cats to stalk lards,
rob bird nests of young ones,
etc So, if you have a cat and
also have a neighbor who loves
birds, it would be the intelligent
thing to do to keep your cat out
of your neighbor's yard. There
are few things which rub neighborly feathers the wrong way so
much as a neighbors cat
stalking your birds, or a neighbor's dog ruining your shrubbery. Neighbors tend to keep
quiet about such things for fear
of starting some kind of
argument, but this is little
reason to let such things continue. Your yard is your yard
and you fix it the way you want
it No body or no dog or cat has
any. right to violate it.
Here is an excerpt from a
letter to the editor of a widely
circulated newspaper on Purple
Martins.
My husband and I saw one of
our neighbors cats make
several tripe to an undisclosed
site of a mockingbird's nest.
Each time returning to its own
yard with a tiny bird in its
mouth as we stood helpleSily

In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 8, 1973

WOUNDED KNEE, S. D. Wednesday. Two elderly men
AP)—Men and children have who were among the 11 persons
begun evacuating Wounded held hostage nearly two days
Knee. Militant Indians say they last week also left the village are "prepared to die" at the
Many of the children, bundled
historic hamlet they occupied in a var. and several cars, aprune days ago and federal of- peared to be suffering from
ficials picture the situation as 'respiratory problems. Federal
officers carrying high-powered
extremely grave.
The Justice Department said rifles and automatic weapons
Wednesday that all nonresi- surveyed the vehicles carefully
dents of Wounded Knee must before allowing the caravan to
depart unarmed without the depart
Ralph Erickson, special asthreat of arrest by 7 p.m. CST.
After that time, any of the in-' sistant to the U S attorney genvaders attempting to leave will eral, said Wednesday the leadbe subject to immediate arrest. ers of the more than 200 InFederal authorities also de- dians involved in the takeover
clared that negotiations could are "bent on one of two
not continue with militant In- courses—total capitulation by
dians who took over the village the U.S. government to their ilon Feb. 27. They urged all legal demands or violence."
He said the demands of the
women and children to leave.
Leaders of the American In- AIM leaders "amounts to nothdian Movement said the federal ing more than intolerable
position was a threat that the blackmail "
Federal authorities are
estimated 300 marshals and
FBI agents maintaining a per- caught in the middle of an inimeter around the village would tratribal political battle among
mount an attack. The militants the Oglala Sioux, most of whose
said they were "prepared to 13,000 members live on the
die" in Wounded Knee, site of Pine Ridge Reservation
The AIM leaders are dethe last major battle of the Inmanding that tribal president
dian wars
Four women and 38 children Richard Wilson be dismissed
who are among the 200 per- and that new elections be held.
They also want the release of
manent residents of the Sioux
village left the encampment three Indians arrested Tuesday

Army To Seek Further
Views On Lake Zoning

at a federal roadblock after
FORT STOCKTON, Tex.
marsbais said they found gasoline tire' bombs in the Indians' (AP -- -People panicked. I
saw a big flame coming up the
cat
middle aisle. People were
Charles Stiller, assistant genand kicking windows
screaming
eral counsel of the Interior Deopen," a passenger said in department who has been negoscribing a fire touched off by a
tiating in Wounded Kiree Mace
bus-trailer truck collision on a
Monday. rejected AIM's tribal
narrow bridge.
demands. Ile said they conAuthorities said at least 15
tradict U.S policy and law that
died, 21 were injured.
persons
Indians shall govern their own
Many screaming passengers
tribal affairs unless there is a
who survived the impact of the
breakdown in the government
crash Wednesday night leaped
process
from the flaming bus. Some
Erickson said the demand for
landed on the bridge, some
release of federal prisoners was
dropped into the dry bed of
"similarly unacceptable."
Tunis creek about 15 feet beWilson told newsmen Wedneslow.
day the Interior Department's
Lilly Jasmin, 49, of lake
top official for Indian affairs
Charles, La., who described the
would come to Pine Ridge at
terror on the burning bus, said,
his request in a short time to
man came up and pushed
"A
begin investigating problems on
me through a window" She
the reservation
suffered a broken back and
body burns.
The Greyhound bus was on a
cross-country trip from San
Francisco to Miami.
It was being operated by the
Kerrville Bus Co. at the time of
Plans for a banquet for the the crash 30 miles cut of this
basketball and cheerleader West Texas community
squads of the Faxon ElemenThe Texas Department of
tary School tq be held March 24, Public Safety said 15 bodies
were made by the Faxon had been recovered.
Mothers Club at the meeting
held Wednesday at 1 30 p.m. at
the school
Mrs Sue Vance, president.
presided at the meeting and
announced that the second
AP)—KenWASHINGTON
order of the club cookbooks
would arrive soon. Persons tucky Sen. Walter I Dee) Hudwanting a copy may contact me dleston has received hand-carof the mothers or call 753-740or ried proof that even a proper
zip code can't insure foolproof
753-3747
The club will sponsor a delivery of the mall.
Gary Huddleston i no relaCountry Music Show and Chili.
supper. on Saturday, March 31, tion), who lives near LaGrange,
with the serving of chili, Ng Ky., reached into his rural
dogs, cake, pie, candy, sad mailbox last week and round a
LEAPING FOR SPRING—Nine-year-old Steve Batley jumps on his hoppity-hop ball in anticipation
drinks, to start at 6:30 p.m, i)--.(1 letter addressed to Sen Walter
Huddleston, U.S. Senate, Wash- of the coming spring weather. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.Carlos Raney of Murray.
the show at 7:30 p.m.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Winning the room count was ington, D C —with the proper
the fifth grade, Mrs. Gladys Washington zip code, 20510.
- The LaGrange Huddieston, a
Tucker, teacher.
ber of a Kentucky Farm,
The next meeting will be
Wednesday, AprU 4, at I . 30 p.m. illutesu delegation in Washineton this week, hand carried the
letter to its intended recipient.

Faxon Mothers Club
Meets Wednesday

Huddleston Gets

'Mail Fail' Proof

Art Exhibit
Showing At
Capri-Cheri

Routine Business
Conducted At
School Board Meet

Rev. Jerry Hendley
Is New Pastor Of
First Assembly

Slides Shown At
New Concord Meet

Members of Local School Boards
To Attend State Board Meeting

The Weather

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 57

Evacuation Of Wounded Knee Bus And Truck
Collide Today,
By Women And Children Begun Narrow
Bridge

CADIZ, Ky. (API — The the shoreline, but eventually
Army Corps of Engineers will will allow no moorage or clearseek
.further public views on its ing on the remaining 69 per
proposed zoning regulations for cent
Hank Lindsey, executive dithe $s.Of Lakes. Berkley
_
arid Cumberland in a hearing rector of Kentucky's Western
Waterland Inc., said the regu"Later I asked this particular tonight at the Lyon County
which the corps plan to
lations,
Courthouse-at
Eddyville.
please
could
cat owner if he
effect this summer, go
into
put
for
proposed
regulations
The
do something about his cats. It
too far.
didn't take long for him to tell government property around
He said the regulations would
me he wouldn't do anything the lakes were criticized by a
61 per cent of lot owndeprive
and
tourism
recreation
promoabout his cats 'til others did
tional group and others who ap- ers along the shoreline of priabout theirs"
peared at a hearing Wednesday vate moorage and would result
in a band of trees and foliage
night at Cadiz.
See what we mean'
The proposed zoning will per- that would block the view of
mit paths and private moorage the lake from shoreline resifrom property on 31 per cent of dences and cottages.
With the world getting smaller
"Without access — both physall the time, we have to be more
ical and-iitsual — the desire to
and more conscious of our
construct lakeside recreational
neighbor's rights.
housing will diminish," Lindsey
said, "thereby greatly damThe little man was passing a
aging the tax base of Trigg and
Lyon counties and the entire
dark alley, when out of the
shadows loomed an enormous,
Routine business was con- western portion of Kentucky."
Lindsey said he represented
ugly monster, who grunted:
An art exhibit by local artist
ducted at We regular monthly
an organization of 350 members
"Hey, Bud... For 50 bucks I'll let
Steve Goodman will be an
meeting of the Calloway County
in tourism and recreation reyou see something you'll like."
display throughout this month
School Board this week, aclated businesses.
"W-wh-hat is it" asked the
In the lobby of the Capri-Cheri
cording to William B. Miller,
One of several other speakers
little man.
Theatres, according to Tommy
Superintendent.
"TOMORROW!" thundered
opposing the regulations, J. B.
Brown, manager of the
Several resignations were
the heavy voice.
McCloud, a Cadiz automobile
theatres.
accepted, and Mrs. Ruth
dealer, said the "tax loss from
Goodman is the son of Mr. and
Razzell and Tom E. Travis were
be
regulations
would
zoning
the
Mrs. J. C. Goodman, Route
Odd how we can see the faults named as new bus drivers by
too much for this county
Four, and attended Calloway
of other people so clearly and the board.
Rev. Jerry Headley
(Trigg) to bear."
County High School.
how completely blind we are to
New Concord liViicipal Bob
The shorelines, he said, "will
Goodman's works included
our 011T1
Allen was given the authority to
be covered with junk (unmostly drawings of ducks,
dispose of surplus property at
dergrowth) and in two years
geese, and deer, and are done in
Fellow says the happiest the school, including desks, you won't be able to get to the
oil, paint and ink. His exhibits
items.
other
and
ending in the movies is when the tables
water's edge from the private
have been shown at Kenlake
The 4-H club and the Jaycees
guy behind you finishes his
lots."
Park,the Banana Festival
State
use
to
permission
given
were
popcorn.
The Corps of Engineers
in Fulton, Garvin Park in
the Calloway County High
achas
Hendley
Rev
Jerry
said it wishes to avoid extenEvansville, Ind., the Land
School building, and Howard
the pastorate of the First
A Leningrad newspaperman Crittendon and Johnny Bohanon sive subdivision dominance, cepted
Between the lakes area, and
Church,
Japan were named as co-sponsors for and that the proposed regu- Assembly of God
in
that
reports
Street the Bank of Murray
16th
located
South
at
everything is permitted that is a benefit program for Rodney lations would permit a wilderaccording
China, Paschall. The program, a ness effect without stifling lake- and Glendale Road, church.
not forbidden. In
the
for
a
to
spokesman
developshore
subdivisions
everything is forbidden that is gospel sing, will be held April
The new pastor has been
ment.
not explicitly permitted. In 20, Miller said.
serving as associate pastor of
India everything is permitted
the First Assembly of God
what is officially
even
Church at Mayfield, and is also
Bro. Billy Gallimore showed
Russia
In
prohibited.
presently studying at the Mid- slides of the Holy Land from
even
forbidden,
is
everything
College,
Continent Baptist Bible
his collection made on three
what is properly permitted.
Mayfield.
to that area at the meeting
tours
Prior to entering the of the New Concord Parentserved
ministry, Bro. Hendley
Teacher Club held on Tuesday,
Members of the Murray public instruction, State Sen. four years in the U. S. Navy.
March 6, at seven p.m at the
Board of Education and the Clyde Middleton of Covington, For the past five years, he has
church.
of
Clarke
Joe
Rep.
State
and
the
Calloway County Board of
been associated with
Jerry Jones, read the
Education plan to attend the Danville.
Prudential Insurance Company scripture from Proverbs 22:1-12
Partly cloudy and mild today,
Maurice Ryan, chairman of and has been awarded memthree
of
day
session
the
Kenwith increasing cloudiness and
followed by prayer by Dewayne
tucky
School
Boards the Murray Board, is past bership in the "Millicn Dollar
a chance of rain tonight. High
Hill.
Association to be held at the president of the Kentucky Club" each year for selling over
today in the mid 60s, low
Hal Winchester, president,
Association and now serves on a million dollars worth of inBluegrass
Convention
Center,
tonight in the mid 40s. Cloudy
presided and Mrs. Glen Eaker,
Ryan,
directors.
of
board
the
a
him
Louisville, March 11-13
surance. This has earned
with a chance of rain Friday.
secretary, read the minutes.
Gov. Wendell Ford and U. S. along with Donald Henry and lifetime membership ,n the
High Friday again in the mid
Plans were made for a
board
memStokes,
Ed
Will
Table,
Million Dollar Round
60s. Mostly cloudy and mild Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston
Country Music Show planned
Supt.
Schultz
and
Fred
bers,
are scheduled to be speakers.
Rev, Hendley is married to for Saturday, March 24, at
Saturday
Sen. Huddleston will speak at will attend from the Murray the former Rita Bellomy of seven p m Volunteers are
Board.
Portsmouth, Va., and they have needed to work in the conMild through the period, with the opening night session and
Planning to attend from the one son, Timothy, age eight.
Ford
.
give
adwill
Gov
the
increasing cloudiness Saturday,
cession stand.
'
Calloway Board are Lubie
The church extends a special
a chance of rain Sunday, and dress at a banquet on March 13.
The room count was a tie
Parrish, chairman, Robert Invitation to the public to attend
clearing Monday Highs in the
between the fifth and eighth
Other speakers at the con- Ross, and Billy Joe Stubthe services an Sunday to grades. Refreshments were
60s and lows mostly in the 40s vention will be Dr. Lyman
blefield, board members and welcome the new
tustee,
during the period.
served by the third grade
Ginger, state superintendent of Supt. William B. Miller.
church spokesman said.
••IT

10' Per Copy

ey To Be Made
01 1972 Charities
ervice Locally

WatiolieStudents And
-Advisors-At State Meet

The Murray Ministerial
Association is conducting a
survey to determine the effectiveness of the 1972 Christmas Charities Service, acFred
to
Rev.
cording
Morton, co-ordinator for the
project.
The Association will use
students from the Social Work
Department et Murray State to
interview persons who received
various
assistance from
community groups during
Christmas. Results of the
survey will be compiled and
made available to the participating groups to suggest
ways in which seasonal
assistance can be improved to
persons in need in Calloway,
Rev. Morton said.
Many churches and church
groups, as well as several
community organizations
participated. The Jaycees,
Civitans, Kiwanians, Murray
Firettes, and the Distributive
Education Club at Murray High
School participated
Groups from Murray State
also participated, including
Kappa Alpha Fraternity, the
Social Work Club, and Ordway
Hall. Among the cooperating
public agencies were the Public
Assistance Office, the Red
Cross, the Department of Child
Welfare, and the Calloway
County Health Department.

Twelve students and two
advisors from the Murray
Vocational School DECA Club
left early this morning for
Louisville for a three day State
Deca Career Development
Conference where they will be
with
1200
participating
students.
Students attending are:
Lamar
Harrell—Window
Display Contest, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Harrell of Route 4,
Murray, student at Calloway
High.
Jennifer Tabers—Gift

Pvt. James D. Gargus

Pvt. Gargus Named
Symposium Will Be For Honor of Month
Private James David Gargus,
Held Here Thursday serving
with the U. S. Army
A symposium on "Venereal overseas, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Disease" will be hied on Thomas E. Pickard of Route
Thrusday, March 8, at seven 7, Murray, has been named
p.m in the Mason Nursing "Outstanding Soldier of the
Building auditorium, Murray Month for military dress."
State University.
Gargus received his basic
Dr William M. Savage, training at Fort Jackson, S. C.,
director of health services at and special training at Fort
MSU, will be the guest speaker. Lee, Virginia. He is a supply
A film will be shown with a clerk attached to a Ranger
question and answer session to group near Frankfurt, Gerfollow.
many.
The public is cordially invited
His wife , Rita, resides at 415
to attend, a nursing spokesman South Eighth Street, Murray.
said.

Wrapping Contest, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Tabers of
Route 1, Farmington, student at
Calloway High.
Mary Devine—Studies in
Marketing Contest, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. John Devine of
Murray, student at Murray
High School.
Jimmy
Gingles—Sales
Demonstration Contest, son of
Mr and Mrs. Rob Gingles,
Murray, student at Murray
High School.
Roger Reed—DECA Quiz
Contest, son of Ores Nell
Bumphis of Murray, student at
Murray High School.
Ave Colson—Visual Display
Contest, daughter of Mr and
Mrs.Calvert Colson of Route 2,
Murray, student at Calloway
High.
Debbie Nance—Scholarship
Finalist, niece of Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Nance of Murray, student
at Calloway County High.
Rea
Lamb—DE
Rheaneita
Spelling Contest, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Taz Iamb of
Kirk.sey, student at Calloway
County High
Nora
Wyatt --Voting
Delegate, daughter of Mrs.
Eugene Miles of Murray,
student at Murray High School.
Also attending are Danny
Weatherbee, son of Mrs.
Weatherbee of
Wannetta
Farmington, Anna Redmon
daughter of Mr and Mrs.Earl
Redrnon Of Hazel, and Denise
Morrison, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Morrison of Robte 2,
Murray, all students at
Calloway County High.
Advisors accimpanying the
students are Robert Newcomb
and Mrs. Vicki Shell.
SHRINE BREAKFAST
monthly
regular
The
for
breakfast
fellowship
members of the MurrayCalloway County Shrine Chap
and their families will be held at
Trenholm's Restaurant, North
12th and Chestnut Streets, on
Sunday, March 11, at nine a.m.
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NASHVILLE -- Charging
Congress with failure to
past
examine
critically
programs entailing government
spending in terms of benefits
versus costs, the Southern
States Industrial Council
declared today that only such
examination could lead to a
solution of the nation's
economic problems_
"Congress has spent 40 years
adding programs on top of
programs, rarely looking back,
past
eliminating
never
needless
or
mistakes
duplication," said the SSIC in a
statement on control of federal
spending. The SSIC represents
some 3,000 business and industrial firms, employing
3,000,000 people throughout the
country
According to the SSIC,federal
spending on domestic programs
rose by approximately 220 per
cent in the last 10 years and now
takes a two-thirds larger share

Tne Outstandang Civic Asset el•community
.s rtie integrity e4 its Newspaper
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Fewer Stay Home
in a new survey of the changing lifestyle of
Americans. the Census Bureau has found that fewer
persons are at home than formerly The biggest
decrease is in the hours between 8 a.m and 3 p m .
with 12 per cent fewer persons at home than a
decade ago.
Between 4 p m and 9 p m there was a smaller
decline, with only two per cent fewer at home. The
declines were attributed to several factors, including an increase in the number of working wives.
smaller families, and more families with more than
one car The survey revealed little difference between low-income and more prosperous neighborhoods
What use will be made of these statistics? They
will aid the Census Bureau in estimating the cost of
future surveys, it says, by revealing how many
persons will be home and when - Monroe (La
Morning World.

Dry Air
Under pressure to observe Kansas dry laws, two
airlines have instructed their stewardesses not to
serve alcoholic drinks while flying over the Midwestern desert The stewardesses are responsible
fordetermining the air boundaries as they cross the
state We assume that passengers are honor bound
not to swallow from cups already filled during
transit over Kansas.—Charleston IS C News and
Courier

According To Boyle

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIM1.1 rui

Mrs. Lillie Williams. age 72, died yesterday at her
One
Progress of the new Murray Hospital was reported
yesterday at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Speakers included Bernard Harvey, administrator.
'Mayor Holmes Ellis, Bob Seay of the architect firm,
--Allen Worthington, construction, superintendent,
• and Nat Ryan Hughes. chairman of the hospital
board
Mr and Mrs. Everett -1M—Jones annotmce the
•
• engagement of their daughter. Wylene, to William
• Robert White, son of Mr and Mrs. Joe Bell White of
Pine Bluff, Ark
Rue Beale spoke on "How To Plant and Raise
• Flowers" at the meeting of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
home on Dexter Route

FRANEFORT, Ky —Thomas
0 Harris, Commissioner kr
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, was
recently presented with a
landfill
The landfill, a model of about
four square feet, was presasted
to him by ittelents at Frankfort,
County High School They had
built it to help explain what
landfills are and how they can
be built and used.
••The model will help show
Kentuckians how to dispose of
their waste," said Harris "It
shows what can be done when
we work together rather than
ttrow junk &refund the high-

20 Years Ago Today
LED(aER • T1111.11

Fill

Sharpe beat Brewers 56 to 44 and New Concord
beat Hardin 63 to 51 in the semi-finals of the Fourth
District Basketball Tournament at the Carr Health
Building. Murray State College
Rev. Orval Austin. minister of the First
Presbyterian Church and Fred Schultz, teacher in
the Murray High School, were speakers on the
Upper Grades PTA program held at Murray High
School.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cochran of Browns Grove
announce the marriage of their daughter, Bettie Jo,
to Ilurshel Burton. son of Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Burton
of Mayfield Route One. The vows were read on
February 14.
Mrs. Leland Owen spoke on "Spring Planting and
Summer Care of Roses" at the meeting of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

The landfill model is actually
part ol a series of three models
The first isofa ravine and a
dump The second shows the
process of converting the dump
to a landfill The third is the
completed landfill with a
shopping center built on top.
This is the second model
obtained by the Division of Solid
Waste of the state environmental agency. The first,
begun by Tales Creek High
School in Lexington and
finished by the [vision, shows
a football field on top of a
finished landfill.
Since the first set of models
was finished last April, it has
been displayed in 40 percent of
Kentucky's counties, at a
meeting of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
in Denver, a Keep America
Beautiful convention in Atlanta,
at solid waste meetings, and
county fairs. The livision plans
to take its model landfill
to all 120 Kentucky counties.
"With these models", said
Harris, "Kentuckians can see
that a landfill can be a means of
taking a ravine and an unsightly
dump and
turning it into
something worthwhile."

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Ber-trarn S. Browr
Nation* institute ot

Child lied*
A upland gerageas is being
liseaveed se mamba as development at cawassity-imseed
ears fet Makes
mead he
The Prof:Yon .wm algaeincased with a win of recently
announced grant awards totalling claw to 110 million for
ardent cluiklrenS mental health
err/ ArArs in a total of bll facilities
in 35 States and the DIstrret of
Columbia.
The communities sill use the
funds, front the National InstiMental Health ot
tute of
HFW's Health Services and
Mental Health Administrator.
to set up innovative services am:

programs
of the pregrams.
community mental health centers and other service agencies
will pen in providing A cornprebereave range of treatment and
collaborative
In many

follow-up services for ;.hildren
A magor goal of the-federal
aid is to help develop presen-

live programs that will reach
out to children and their families an thcr everyday life settings
10 million
An r•iimated
American children are in need
of mental health services. The

activities to be made possible
by the grants v.,11 help to fill
some of the gaps in this need
By encouraging community
mental health centers to seek
Sive collaboration with other
community resources for ch,I.

dren, progress can be made toward a main goal in child mental health This goal is to provide an optimum environment
for the healthy growth and de-

IWO Viet stokes
Is visit Swaim
Thirteen North Vietnamese
students are expected to ar
Wit in Sweden soon for a meyear visit to study Swedish,
living conditions
The arrangement is in line
with the North Vietnamese
desire for closer cultural relabons between the two COuntries.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And as ye go, preach, sayin. The kingdom of
heaven is at hand.—Matthew 10:7.
Whenever a human life is brought into harmoney

with God's purpose the kingdom is present.

D, D.rector

Mental Health

velopment of all children and to
reduce instatationaluation.
A variety of approaches will
be tried and, if successful, -wed
as models elsewhere.
Parent-child walk-in centers,
prenatal and well-baby clinic
programs, parent education, and
,rinsultation and collaboration
sIth the courts are among the
services being funded under the
N111.1H grants.

By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK ( AP) — Silence
Ii golden, they say, and talk is
cheap
Well, if you put theme two
adages side by aide, one may
be rigid — but the other
couldn't be wronger
Silence, it is true, may often
be more valuable than gold.
But whoever said that talk is
cheap must never have had to
pay the price for shooting off
his mouth
It is the unnecessary remark
that often costs us the most.
Here, for example, are a few
typical offhand remarks which,
once made, may cause the
speaker to wish later that he

Senator
Dee Huddleston
I am by nature an optimist. I believe that men of good
will, working together and utilizing available resources,
,:an solve almost any problem. This country's history from the voyage of Columbus to the moon landing - has
been testimony of what men can accomplish through ingenuity and perseverance.
That brinp me to two vital segments of Kentucky's
economy, tobacco and coal. Both of these products are
extremely important to the Commonwealth's economic
well-being, and both are under serious attack because of
alleged harmful effects on health and the environment.
I would be the first to say these allegations deserve
serious consideration. But I would also be among the
first to contend that with proper funding and research
we can eliminate possible detrimental effects of these
two products.
With respect to tobacco, it would be foolish to take
drastic action against this crop unless its alleged detrimental
effects can be proven conclusively, and unless a thorough
research program has been conducted on solutions to any
harmful effects. You would have trouble convincing me
that a nation that can put a man on the moon and bring
him back cannot eliminate possible detrimental effects of
tobacco.
Kentucky is conducting just such a researih program at
the University of Kentucky, where some $57 million will
be spent on tobacco research over a two-year penod. The
federal government needs to spend much more money in
this area. In fact, I think the goVernnwnt has an obligation
to do so.
The same applies to coal. With the coining energy
crisis, our country will be forced to utilize the 500-year
supply of coal that is still untapped. But in using the coal,
we must avoid harming the land and the environment.
I want to see more federal money put into coal gassification and other types of coal research, so we can eliminate
the pollution from coal burning.
Admittedly. we have problenu with tobacco and coal
But rather than acquiescing to those problems, we must
overcome them. And I ani confident that it can be done,
if we as a nation but have the will.

(MURRAY

All

Open 6:30-Start 7:00
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Some incidents in traffic make us frown and
others make us snarl. For example, my neighbor on
the east frowns when an autoist behind him steps on
the gas instead of the brake. My neighbor on the
west, a traffic engineer, snarls at another driver
when she daydreams at a stoplight
"It appears that among motorists
there is a double standard."
—Kate de la Montagne
in "I Like Men'!

IncOtTle.

"Taxes to pay for poverty.
programs, which are often
dispersed among rich and poor
alike, fall most heavily on the
working poor. Only recently
have people begun to realize
that Social Security benefits,
which are largest for those with
higher incomes,are financed by
extremely regressive payroll
taxes_
"Maintaining the status quo
of spending for social programs
and financing all of it from
corporate and individual income taxes will not work. Income taxes are already
streteched to the breaking
point, penalizing personal
had maintained his golden si- productivity and the aclence:
cumulation of capital. The
"I do!"
corporate income tax falls
"If you think you have such a heavily on
wages, pension
tough time, why don't you funds and consumer prices and,
come to the office some day partly because it diminishes
aid do my work — and I'll stay growth of business and inhome and take care of the dustry, may well injure the poor
kids?"
more than any other tax.
"Anything you can do I can
"Keeping spending at a high
do better."
level and increasing the taxes
"You stay here In the car, on ihvestment and capital gains
and I'll walk to the nearest gas is not the answer either. There
station and get a can. It prob- already is justifiable concern
ably isn't very far, and the about the shortage of capital for
fresh air will do me good."
industrial modernization,
"Aunty, I'm the only nephew pollution control equipment,
you have left. You're not the power plants arid refineries,
kind of weird, rich, old lady renewal of clues and conwho dies and leaves everything struction of housing. High taxes
to her cat, are you?"
on income from business and
"Why do you always serve real estate investment will
roast beef hash for dinner the discourage savings and insame day I already had it at vestment, making the problem
the office for lunch?"
of shortage of capital more
"I know you are one of the serious.
world's living authorities on
"Federal taxes make people
Proust, professor. But I hope I , poorer and less able to meet the
can get through your course in cost of. essential government
French literature without read- services which are mostly
ing anything by or about him. provided by state and local
To me,Posuat sounds like noth- governments In 1936, loca;
•••Iss- taxes exceeded federal taxes
ing but
'Itn"
but the federal tax bite is now
"It sun bas been a niecpar- more than four times as large
ty. Can we give anyone a lift as local taxes. Little wonder
home?"
that citizens feel too tax poor to
"That sounds like a great support their own comIdea, boss. Just put my initials munities."
on it, and I'll put my departThe Southern States Inment to work on it."
dustrial Council took a dim view
"I wouldn't marry you if you of revenue sharing, saying that
were next to the last man on the federal government has
earth. I'd rather marry him."
only borrowed money to share
"Well, of course, we might "All money that isn't simply
play charades."
printed MUIR come from the
"What good are judo tricks to citizens of cities and states, vet
a 120-pound girl like you? I'd everyone applauds the benefits
like to see you try a few of and ignores the costs. For
them on a man my size."
example, New York pays over
"No, if something ever hap- 12 per cent of all federal taxes,
pened to you, I doubt if I'd be and receives 10 per cent of the
in any rush to propose to any- revenue sharing—minus a
one else — not at least until I brokerage fee for federal
got back from the cemetery " handling."

Silence Is Golden,
But Talk Ain't Cheap

Deploy Nemo

Landfill
To Tour
Kati*

rather than to accelerate. But
poverty programs tend to be
evaluated in terms of their
objectives or the amount of
money spent rather than in
terms of concrete results," the
statement from the business
organization continued.
"Considering only federal
spending, we now devote $75
a year to income
billion
maintenance, $36 billion it)
Great Society programs, and
$10 billion to price support and
subsidy programs. The $121
billion total would be enough to
raise 25 million poor people to
upper middle class affluence if
they had no other source of

of the Gross National Product
than it did a decade ago.
"Federal money Is treated as
if it is not real—as though it
came from another planet," the
SSIC declared. "Holding the
line on spending is not Naugle"
Laying the responsibility
squarely on Congress, the SSIC
said that the legislative branch
can and must reduce the burden
of federal spending. "No
program should be immune
from searching cost benefit
analysis and real effort to
develop imaginative alternatives to direct federal Involvement," the Council
declared.
"Almost all the uncontrolled
spending growth has been in
programs ostensibly designed
to alleviate poverty, and much
of the money clearly has been
misdirected. It would be expected that poverty-related
expenditures would diminish as
they accomplish their goals,
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DOUBLE EVIL SHOCK HITS!
LANDFILL—Thomas 0. Harris, (right),
commissioner of the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
examines a landfill model which will be taken
, around Kentucky to explain what a landfill is and •
how it can be used. Looking on (left to right) are B.
Floyd Bryant, the Franklin County High School at
teacher whose students built the model, and
Division af Solid Waste officials Carl Patterson and
Rufus Miller.
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Secretary should follow
instructions or quit

THE FACULTY and staff of Calloway County High School were entertained with a coffee prior to
the opening of school on Wednesday morning by the Beta Club of the school as a part of Its observance
of National Beta Week. Left to right are Howard Crittenden, principal, Bill Parker, Mrs. Betty Riley,
and Mrs. Myrtle Jones, teachers. The latter two are sponsors for the Beta Club. Coffee and donuts
were served in the teachers' lounge.

Sherry Party Held
For Miss Luther
Thursday, March 8
The
Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Glyco Wells at seven p.m.

Friday , March O
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. K.T.
Crawford, Hamilton Avenue, at
1:30 p.m.

Camp 592 of WOW will meet
at the WOW Hall at 630 p.m.

The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at the ComBaptist Women of Elm Grove munity Center at ten with Mrs.
Church will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Nide Puckett giving the lesson
the home of Mr. and Mrs. on "Easy Housekeeping.'
Albert Crider for a potluck
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
supper with husbands as guests.
*I.Tennessee Outland Will be Church will Meet at 9:30a.m. at
the church with Mrs. Earl Lee
program leader.
as leader of the week of prayer
Missions Banquet by Baptist program.
Wotnen, Baptist Young Women,
Mrs. W.J Pitman will be
and Acteens of the Memorial
Baptist Church will be held at leader for the meeting of the
Baptist Women of First Church
the church at six p.m.
at 9 30 a in at the church.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet at the comFriday, March II
munity room of the Federal
The International Women's
Savings and Loan at 7:30 p.m.
Club will have a potluck dinner
at the home of Mrs. Cleburne
Otdama,ZIO North 10th Street, at
Concert by Murray State 6:30 p.m Each member is
to
University Vrerich Horn En- bring a dish
for her native land
semble, Edwin Chandler,
for the supper
conductor, will be at seven p.m.
in the Recital Hall Annex, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Saturday, March 10
"Flip Side," a full color
'Junior recital of Melissa dramatic film for
parents and
Wilkins, piano, will be At 8:15 teenagers, will be
shown at
p.m in the Recital Hall Annex Memorial
Baptist Church at
of the Price 0.9Yk_ihrin...Arts seven p.m. -There is no adCenter, MSU.
mission charge and the public is
A symposium on veneral invited to attend.
disease will be held at the
A bake sale will be held in
Mason
Nursing
Building
auditorium, Murray State front of Roses Department
University, at seven p.m. with Store at ten a.m., sponsored by
Dr. Sauage as guest speaker. the Deward's Chapel Pentecostal Church.
WFC's (Wives and Fiancees
of Cadets) will meet at seven
p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom, MSU. For transportation call 753-5509 or 7676252
The Night Owl Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Kathy Denton, 1806
Monroe, at seven p.m

International Festival,
sponsored by international
students at MSU, will be held in
the lobby and auditorium of the
University School with a crafts
display from two to six p.m. and
entertainment at seven p.m.
There is no charge and
the public is invited.

At Tibbs Home

DEAR ABBY: I am a private secretary to a gentleman
who owns a successful business I like my job and have
been with him for some time.
Recently a young woman has been calling my boss at
least six times a day He seems eager to talk to her as he
has instructed me to put her thru immediately no matter
what. [His wife is told he will return her call when he is
available.)
Sometimes this young woman telephones and leaves an
Involved message which I must relay to my boss promptly
I"Call me at 5 p. m. at home and if I am not there, don't
call again, but leave a message on your answering service
where you can be reached after 8 p. m."1
I have other things to do, Abby, without handling this
"affair," and I also find it embarrassing as well as annoyLng to be in the middle of it. I am instructed to tell his wife
that he is "tied up" in a conference when! know bets
having a long lunch with this new girl friend This rubs me
the wrong way
How do I get out of this bothersome and embarrassing
bind? I -like my job and have built up seniority and many
benefits, and don't want to quit
IN THE MIDDLE
DEAR IN: Yen are paid to handle your boss' telephone
calls, messages and follov, his instructions, so do just that
without sitting in judgment on his personal affairs. If yen
can't fulfill your seen-tareal duties without feeling that you
are a "party" to something which rubs you the wrong way,
the only altenaaUve is to quit. You certainly can't tell your
hoes to choose between you and HER!

Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Debra Jane
Luther, March 9th bride-elect of
Rickey Dan Hill, was the sherry
party held Friday, March 2,
DEAR ABBY: May I add my two cents to the hassle
from four to six o'clock in the
about doctors and mantes calling their elderly patients by
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
their first names?
Phillip Tibbs
You will notice sat a nurse's badge. reads,
"Miss Jones
Hostesses for the special
or Mrs Smith"—eseer -PMary" or 'Anne" And a docile
occasion were Mrs Tibbs, Mrs.
expects to be addremd as "DOCTOR"--never by his first
Mary Beth Valentine, and Mrs.
name, therefore aa ad* patient should be given the sail*
Hal Houston.
--courtesy.
For the event the honoree
I solved that maim recently when I went to see a
chose to wear a multi-colored
doctor I had not ma before He came bouncing into the
dress. Both she and her mother,
examination room an pep and vinegar, and after glancing
Mrs. Cal Luther, had hostesses'
at my card, he said, "And vitae is bothering FRANCES this
gift corsages of white daisies.
morning?"
I replied, "Nothing very serious, JIMMY!"
The table was centered with
After that, I was "MRS."-to him and his staff.
an arrangement of apricot'
GRANDMA [VAN BUREN]
gladioli flanked by hurricane
lamps on each side.
DEAR GRANDMA: flat% what I caU giving a doctor a
Approximately fifty persons
taste of his own medicine. Hooray for you)
were present during the afternoon hours.
DEAR ABBY Someone wrote to you saying she needed
a fake fanny, and your answer interested me Is there
really such a thing on the market' If so, I certainly could
use one. I weigh about eighty pounds and can't seem to
gain I'd look a lot better in clothes if I had a little some1 • .
thing in the back I don't have any trouble with my front
view because I weer a padded bra, so please let me know
where I can buy one ggi those false fannies and I will be
forever grateful.
SHAPELESS IN HOPE, ARKANSAS
--DEAR SHAPELESS: There are hideeil such things ad-,
_
vertised
in
catalogs.
F+Vitil
me
a
stamped
addressed enveThe Current Minions Group
lope and I'll track cloys the address.
of the Baptist Women of the
Memorial Baptist Church met
in the home of Mrs. Lester
PU's Bsollomal 1115-1iWriffAtillltrulbailaJIMIII.1. A..
Garland on Tuesday. February
MIL Ibis 110400.. sil•eddlresesil asosispe.
V, at two o'clock in the afternoon.
/Ism;
Mrs. Verna Mae Stubblefield
and Mrs. Margaret Taylor
presented the Royal Service
program on "Missions and
PETWAY GIRl
National Issues."
Mr.
and
Mrs. Artie Petway,
The Bible study from Mark
Box
7-56, Murray State
8:1-56 on "Faith, Missions and
University, are the parents of a
Salvation" was conducted by
baby girl, Elizabeth Anne,
Miss Gayle Rogers was enMrs. Vera Adams.
weighing eight pounds 6V4 tertained with a Coke party
Mrs. J.O. Reeves, chairman. ounces, born on Saturday, Monday evening February 26,
presided, and Mrs. Stubblefieki March 3, at 10:37 pm at the at the home of Mrs. Kenneth
read the minutes and gave the Murray Calloway County Winters, 1500 Glendale Road.
treasurer's report. Plans for the Hospital
Hostesses for the event were
The new father is a machinist Mrs. Winters, Miss Lisa Winweek of prayer for home
missions were announced for at Emerson Electric Company, lemma Miss Edwina Mills.
Paris, Term.
March 4-11.
_....„.Games were played and
Grandpitrents are Mr and prizes won by Misses Debbie
Refreshments 0(J1, pie,
Moody and Pippa Downing\
coffee, and Coke were served to Mrs. Robert Petway of Calvert
Miss Rogers was attired in a
Mrs.
and
Mr.
City
and
eleven Members and one
Thomas Martin of Detroit green and white checked pant
visitor.
suit. The hostesses presented
Mich
Great grandparents are Mrs. her with a red carnation corAlice Martin of Buchanan, sage and stemware from her
Tenn , Ethridge White of chosen pattern.
Refreshments of hot tea,
Palledga, Ala., Mr. and Mrs.
Artie Petway of Paducah, and cokes and lemon squares were
Mrs. Mable Kenzie of Glen- served by the hostesses.
Approximately fifteen perdora, California.
sons were present.

Women's Group Has
,
Study Meeting At
The Garland Home_

Ysievid tessLotm.•••duntlimis.

FBIRTHS4 Coke Party Held At
Winters' Home For
Miss Gayle Rogers

Saturday, March 10
An open spring dance for
Friday, March 9
members of the Women's
The Military Ball will be held
Society of Murray State
in the Student Union Ballroom,
University and their guests will
Murray State University, at
be held at the Murray Woman's
eight p.m.
Club House from nine p.m to
one a.m. Mrs. J R. Venza and
Mrs Kathryn Langston will
Mrs. Jack Baker are cobe leader for the meeting of
chairmen for the dance with the
Groups I and II of the Baptist
charge being five dollars per
Women of Hazel Church at 1:30
couple
p.m. at the social hall of the
church.
Sunday, March 11
Baptist Women of Memorial
Recital by members of Phi
Master Anthony Vaughn was
Baptist Church will have its Mu Alpha music fraternity will
week of prayer program at the be held at two p.m. in the honored with a party in
church at ten a.m. with Mrs. Farrell Recital Hall, Price celebration of his seventh birthSonya Futrell as leader.
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU. day by his mother, Mrs. Jerry
Vaughn, at their home on
Senior recital by Wayne Murray Route One on Saturday,
Collins, percuss!oh, Calvert February 24, at two o'clock in
City, will be at 3:15 p.m. in the the afternoon.
Due to Water BuildUp
Games were played after
Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle
which Anthony opened his gifts.
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Each child was presented
favors
of birthday hats and
Sunday, March 11
and fast with Wasser
The Murray-Calloway County balloons.
The house was decorated with
Tabs (the genuine Shrine Club will have its
water pill) Wasser
blue party streamers. Refreshmonthly
fellowship
breakfast
Tablets help you lose
ments of birthday cake, ice
water weight gain, for members and their families
relieves body bloat- at Trenholm's Restaurant at cream, and punch were served.
Children present were Tracy
ing. swelling of thighs, nine a.m.
legs and arms—waist
Curd, Roy Wade, Kevin Adams,
enlargement.
Johnston, Lisa Jones,
Coffee Prices Go Up Cheryl
Ricky Hargrove, Virginia
Be sli'rs like you
Belcher, Stevie Hargrove,' and
A bad frost in Braril that
should. Guaranteed or
- destroyed many coffee bean
the honored person.
your money bad Get
crops is the main reason for
Wasser Tablets today
Adults present were his
h the increase in prices shopat •
grandmother, Mrs. Gladys
pers are paying for ground
Garland, Mrs. Joe Johnston,
and instant coffer., according
Mrs. Asher Jones, Mrs. Marcus
-le the Super Market InstiCentral Shopping Center
Hargrove, and Mrs. Vaughn.
tute.

Anthony Vaughn Is
Honored At Party
On 7th Birthday

OVERWEIGHT
REDUCE SAFE

Senior Citizens Of
Hazel Hold Meet
At The Ray Home
The Hazel Senior Citizens met
at the home of Mrs. Gerald Ray
an Thursday, February 22, at
one o'clock in the afternoon.
Artex painting, decoupage,
and beadmaking were crafts
enjoyed by the group At the
conclusion of these crafts, Mrs.
Ray served refreshments.
Mrs. Hazel Alton will serve as
secretary of the Hazel senior
Citizens.
Present for the meet,ng were
Ermine Stewart, Roberta
Brandon,, Hazel Alton, Cora
Jackson, Fannie Owen, Rose
Patterson, Mary Turnbow. Win
Allbritton, Notie Miller, Loyce
Butler,
Linda
Newport,
Aide, Thyra
University
Crawford and Verona Grogan,
directors of senior citl rens

Mrs. Roberta Tarry, Lakeway Shores, member of the Murray Art Guild, has a showine of her art
work includhig-paIntings in oils and pastels with the majority of them either still life's or landscapes
at the Calloway County Public Library. Tbe exhibit will be shown through March 14. Some picture
titles are: Magnolia In Winter,(ountry Scene, Beautiful Autumn, Home In The Country, Country
Farm Road, Lynn Grove Milling ompany. and Farm Machinery Scene in Early Spring.

r Mrs J B Burk

rb... 724-1917 or 71.1-4947

•
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Chapter M Of P.E.O. Sisterhood Meets
At The Hinds' Home; Officers Elected
Mrs. Charles Hinds entertained members of Chapter
M of the P. E. 0. Sisterhood in
her home Monday evening,
March 5, for a business meeting
and an initiation.
Mrs A. C. LaFollette became
the newest member of Chapter
M as she was formally initiated
by officers of the organization.
Irma Green LaFollette, long
active in church and civic acUvitiek—isis tintstitser of the
English Department faculty of
Ohio University for a number of
years. She and her late
husband, a debate coach and
noted speech therapist, lived in
Murray from 1939 through 1044
when they went to Athens and
Ohio University. They returned
to Murray in 1969.
Mrs. LaFollette has been
chairman of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club the past two
years and is a member of the
Alpha and Music Departments:
as Mission Chairman, she is

Miss Vicky Morris
*Shbwer
At Geurin Home
Miss Vicky Morris, Match
17th bride-elect of Jimmy
Geurin, was honored with a
bridal shower in the home of her
future mother-in-law,
Mrs.
Troy Geurin, on Saturday,
February 24, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
The honoree chose to wear for
the occasion a pastel pink
sweater knit ensemble from her
trousseau. Her corsage was of
white hyacinths.
Mrs. R.L. Morris, Jr., mother
of the honoree, wore a burgundy
shirt dress, while Mrs. Geurin
was attired in a mint green suit.
White hyacinths were used for
their corsages.
Guests registered at the table
overlaid with a white linen cloth
and centered with a single white
rose in a cyrstal and silver bud
vase. Mrs. Ronnie Burkeen
attended the register.
Miss Morns opened her many
gifts and displayed them for the
guests to view. The gift table
was decorated with white
wedding bells suspended from
the ceiling by white lace ribbons. -

The tea table was covered in
white linen and centered with a
tall white candle encircled by a
CAREFUL STORAGE
ring of white wedding bells,
FOR POWDERED SUGAR
Of the fine grained sugars. doves, and love knots. Guests
powered sugar is the only one were served individual bell
that requires extra care in shaped decorated cakes, grape
storage Like most powdery punch, white mints, and nuts by
stubstances, it is quick to ab— 'Mrs. Thomas Lane and Mrs.
sorb moisture Dampness, Danny Phillips.
followed by drying, causes
Approximately fifty persons
lumps in the sugar. To help
guard against this consumer were present or sent gifts.
inconvenience, sugar producers
add about 3 per cent refined New! Gel long toiling Relief
starch Proper packaging is
also important in keeping out
moisture Powdered sugar is
sold in line or two-pound multiwall paper hoses containing a
t
StIrrri era Or
layer of plastic material or in tinder:fun
itch. ash. Sea I( •
heavy, polyethylene. plastic ilinitt a creme farmulation
two-pound bags
• .142..X.,11.9...5Yrychoctio.k42122446222.224,.
This widely
medication fighlyi
Steam is the major culprit in hi iI,,iIn baeletia. leile%e% 1.1i1111:Ing
rind burning n hole It gently aninthen
the kitchen for causing damp- tender, inflamed I issue. Quiets nerve
so as snatching stem% natural
nes? in powdered sugar. Store ends
-,ling starts. Drin'uniffer
any unopened packages away I'
yntirdritggild.
GefftiCOZEN
:from your range. Once the
Package is open, empty the
remainder into a container that
Central Shopping Cenitri_,
can be tightly closed

For THAT Awful
ITCHING

Palmer Home Scene
Of Regular Meet
Of Wadesboro Club
Mrs. Baron Palmer opened
her home for the February 21st
meeting of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held at tenthirty o'clock in the morning.
Mrs. Gary Key, president,
presided.
Mexican food was prepared
for lunch by Mrs Lowell
Palmer and Mrs Clarence
Culver for the main lesson.
Each member brought a
covered dish for the luncheon.
Mrs. Dennis Cobb and Mrs.
Clinton Burchett showed the
members how to do sugar
moulding and several eggs were
decorated in the Easter theme
for dispiay.
"Growing Older With A
Purpose" was the subject of the
lesson presented by Mrs. Wayne
Hardie_
Mrs. Gary Key and Mrs
Baron Palmer gave ideas on
"Decorative Trim" and also a
new way to make buttonholes
Others
present,
not
previously mentioned, were
Meadames Burma McDaniel,
Gusts Conner, Clete Young,
David Palmer, Jim Washer,
Max Hurt, Ernest Futrell, and
Charles Archer.

'an ex-officio member of the
Administrative Board of the
First United Methodist Church;
she is a member of the
Magazine Club and holds
memberships
in
other
organizations.
The following officers for
1973-74 were reelected for a
second term: president, Mrs.
John C. Quertermous; vice
president, Mrs. Alfred Lindsey,
Jr.; recording secretary, Mrs.
Harry M. Sparks; corresponding secretary, Mrs. Edward
M. Ntumelee ; treasurer, Mrs.
Morgan Sisk; chaplain, Mrs.
Larrie N. Clark; and guard;
Mrs. Olga Freeman. The officers were installed by Mrs.
Henry
McKenzie,
State
Organizer
Devotions were given by the
chaplain, Mrs. Clark. Delegates
to the Kentucky State Convention, Lexington, May 10 and
11, were elected as follows:
first delegate, Mrs. Quertermous and second, Mrs.
The next meeting will be held
Freeman; first alternate.
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth and Wednesday, March 21, at 130
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Clete
second, Mrs. Lindsey.
Young.
A demit was granted to Mrs.
Fuqua. She will affiliate
. with Chapter W, Memphis. A
1974 nominating committee,
appointed by Mrs. Quertermous, includes Mrs. George
S. Hart, chairman, Mrs. TIV
Aurorai-44:—
svrorth and Mrs. W. J. Pitman;
Mrs. Hinds served an ice
•
cream dessert to sixteen
members. Those present not
previously
noted
were
Mesdames
Maurice
P.
We Can Hardly Wait
Christopher secretary proSee Your Smiling Face
tern ). L. J Hortin, Hugh L.
Oakley and Paul W. Sturm.

itts
OODIE PLAC

Gifts • Decoratives .

FERN

GAZETTE TERRACE

Published at:
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky
Editor: MONA PURDOM
—NEWS—
A delightful party was brought to us by the Alph,(
Lambda Delta Sorority. Thank you, girls, we enjoyed
the songs, refreshments, games, but most of all the
"time spent with us." Congratulations to MR
ROBERT DAVIS for having the "lucky napkin."
A most sincere welcome to another new member ot
the Lodge "family": MRS. NEALIE WELLS from
Memphis, Tennessee
Happy Birthday to MR MARVIN SCOTT who
celebrated his 80th birthday on March 6th.
Welcome back to MRS. EMMA BRAY after her
recent stay in the Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital. Also
to MRS. EDNA EDWARDS who has been visiting in
Memphis. Glad to have both of you back We miss you
when you are away.
May God's love lighten the burden of grief shared by
the family of MRS. GRACE ALLBRITTF.N. Certainly,
she will be sadly missed by our staff and residents.
Old age is the approach to God, and is, therefore, the
fulfillment of adult life. The beauty of these years has
been discovered by all who are privileged to serve the
aged
We at Fern Terrace know the untold happiness that
closeness to them brings. Fraternal Christian love,
mutually shared in an atomosphere of family life, is
our happinest and theirs.
This happiness is also magnified by you, who have
given your time and talents to and for us. How grateful
we are for each of you who have cared and do care. God
in His goodness blesses us each and every day, if not th
your visits, then by your prayers. God bless you!
—WEATHER—
Balmy weather ran many of our residents outhn the
yard, anticipating the coming summer when there will
be much more activity around the Lodge.
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lids And Wildcats To
Meet Tonight For Title

Garbage Shots And Some Hustle
Lead Nets To Comeback Victory
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
How does a basketball team
come back from a 23-point deficit' Garbage shots, defense and
hustle.
That is the way the New
York Nets described their 91-89
comeback American Basketball
Association victory over the
Kentucky Colonels Wednesday
night.
Coach Joe Mullaney of the
Colonels had some other ideas.
The Nets were atrocious, and
with
we kept up
them.' Kentucky won the turnover battle 28-21.
We have never become the
defensive team we should be.
Mullaney said. "We are constantly doing things to give up
the ball."
Mullaney, in a rage after the
loss, chided Arta Gilmore for
not playing defense and allowing the other teams center to
get the ball without any resistance.
In other ABA action, Indiana
stopped Memphis 122-114, Utah

eased past Carolina 128-112 and
Denver edged Dallas 116-111.
In the National Basketball
Association, New York crushed
Philadelphia 120-94 and Cleveland beat Houston 118-100.
"When you are ahead by 20
points at the half, I guess you
aren't supposed to say anything,' Mullaney said.
Losing 51-28 at one point in
the second half, the Nets staged
an amazing comeback and finally tied it at 85 with 4:07 to
go on a jump shot by Billy
PauItz.
George Carter's field goal
gave the Nets the lead 89-87
with 23 seconds to go and Gary
Gregor's two free throws with
eight seconds left iced the victory. Dan Issel scored at the
buzzer for the Colonels.
Carter and Lackey each had
20 points for the Nets while
Paultz added 19. Ism' scored 25
for Kentucky while Lowe
Dampier added 24
The Incliarui Pacers scored its
fifth straight ABA victory at

the expense of the sagging
Memphis Tams.
Freddie Lewis scored 22
points for the Pacers who defeated the Tams for the seventh
time in eight meetings.
Ron Boone scored 34 points
and led the Utah Stars over the
Carolina Cougars.
Boone, Willie Wise and
James Jones combined for 82
points for the Stars in the
battle of division leaders
The Denver Rockets stole the
ball twice in succession late in
the game and enabled them to
defeat the Dallas Chaparrals.
Walt Frazier scored 28 points
and Bill Bradley added Zt to
lead the New York K111CLI over
the Philadelphia 76ers in an
NBA contest.
The game was close just before halftime, but the Knicks
scored eight straight points and
then Frazier sunk 10 of his
points in the second half to
make the game a rout.

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Kentucky plays Tennessee in
basketball tonight, Around
here, that's something like
Mardi Gras, New Year's Eve
and the end of World War II
rolled into out.
And this one is even more
It's for the Southeastern Conference title and a trip to the
NCAA tournament.
Bids for tickets are $100 and
up, but police aren't catching
many scalpers because nobody
will sell any that they have.
The fire marshal will turn his
head so every nook of Memorial Coliseum can be filled.
As usual, Tennessee comes to
town sporting its "Big Orange." Kentucky is countering
with "Blue Night," an array of
blue towels and blue clothing.

in the
Ft ASHY RALLHANDLER. One of the top guards
.
tournament is John Martin. 5-8 junior from Carlisle County
North
of
15
I
leillant
Da
around
ball
Martin ( 1h tries to move the
Marshall. Martin tossed in 15 points in the.((inlets win.

BRANDON'S

Regional Cage Results

Bantam League
Bowling League
team
Teat.

Tigers
The KAM

Five more basketball games and its all over, at least for my
favorite sports but after over four
part. Basketball is one of
months of It, the spring sports are going to be welcomed
at
As for spring sports, we're going to see something new
'Murray High School A girls track team has been organized and
shout 60 girls are presently going out for the squad
Spring football practice at Murray H1111715 corning along and the
weather is giving Tiger coach John lima a break The spirit of the
Tigers seems better than ever and the men think that they are
going to have a winner
Baseball for the Tigers will begin on April 18 Of coorie the
prooence of Brown Crouch and David Hughes will be missed but
they will be welcomed on the Murray State team The Thoroughbreds open their season next Saturday with Rutgers.
There is another new sport we can look forward to at Murray
and
High and that is wrestling The team will begin in the fall
coach
the
be
will
Hula
John
Les Taylor is leaving this weekend for New York The 6-3 senior
d of the Racers may be going to sign a pact with an NBA

it

be
It is rumored that Les will be among the top players to
chosen and there could be a little bonus in store for Taylor

The noise, in decibels, should
be about that of a jet engine in
a phone booth.
But on the floor, the issue
simply is Tennessee's balanced
and controlled game against
the racehorse Kentuckians led
by the late blooming supersophomore. Kevin Grevey.
Grevey, a 6-6 lefthander from
Hamilton, Ohio, has played 175
minutes in the past five games,
scoring 155 points—including 63
of 99 field goal shots—and taking 31 rebounds.
Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
expects Tennessee to use a boxtype zone on the rest of Kentucky's team and put a chaser
on Grevey to try to hold hun
down.
Kentucky, which only a
month ago was all but counted
out of the SEC race by some of
its followers, will be out to

Fly Is Beaten By Bird
In National Point Race
NEW YORK (AP) — The
"Bird" has apparently beaten
the "Fly" for the major college
scoring championship this year.
William "Bird" Averitt of
Pepperdine, with a 33.9 pointsa-game average so far, has all
but wrapped up the title since
the No. 2 through No. 4 scorers
are through for the season.
The only one with an outside
chance to catch the "Bird" is
James "Fly" Williams. But his
chances are virtually nonexistent. He'd have to average 54.4
points through five tourney
games.
Raymond Lewis of Los Angeles State averaged 40.1 over his
last four games in an effort to
overtake Averitt,/but he fell
short in second place with a
mark of 32.9
Tulsa's Willie Biles was third
at 30.3 and Aron Stewart of
Richmond was fourth at 30.0,
according to the statistics released by the National Colle-

avenge a one-point lass to the _
Vols in Knoxville Jan. 20.
With Hall in his first year
succeeding the ledgendary
Adolph Rupp, Kentucky lost
three of its first six conference
games, including the first loss
to Mississippi in 45 years.
'The fans were irate, but Hall
was optimistic. He simpls
noted that his sophomore-laden
leant needed time to mature
and that the schedule was on
his side.
It all came true. Vanderbilt
and Alabama were si orn down
late in the season and a trip to
Vandy gave the Vas their
fourth loss last Saturday
With Kentucky and Tennessee
both 13-4, tonight settles It
"I want this one so bad I can
taste it," Hall said. No doubt.
Kentucky has monopolized the
SEC's NCAA berth for the past
five years and Hall wouldn't
want to lose it on his first try

giate Athletic Association.
Other leaders this week include Elston Hayes of Lamar in
field goal percentage with a
mark of 858; Don Smith of
Dayton in free throw percentage with .910 and Kermit
Washington of American University in rebounds with 20.7 a
game.

14th at Hazard
1st at Murray State
Hindman 84, Whitesburg 71
Paducah St. Mary 86, Wing°
Lee Co 62, M.C. Napier 58
56
to
Royals
Hazard vs. Wolfe Co. 7 p.m.
Carlisle Co. 97, North Mar16
Tornadoes
34.7' 53,7 shall 7
— I-- - Carr Creek vs. Letcher 8:30
Hat SPOTS
33' 541
Bullets
Mayfield vs. Lone Oak 7 p.m. P•111
56
32
Wow stars
Calloway Co. vs. Hickman
High Ind Game (SC)
174 Co. 8.45 p m
coil
-Se
-Basketball Player Dies
153
Sherri Reguarth
"Insure
my furs sod
15th at Johnson Central
2nd at Hopkinaville
131
LAURINBURG, N.C. ( API —
Gary faker
jewelry?"
Catitral
Johnson
77,
Pikeville
Game
(ic)
High Ind
Christian Co 76, Crittenden
A 15-year-old boy died Wednes66
Bryan Scott
Co. 66
day while playing intramural
Reguarth
A Homeowner Polley inMcDowell 80. Belfry 75
Madisonville 54, Union Co 52
Keith Over bey
basketball in the Latirintxag
sures
jewelry and furs to a
7
Virgie
vs.
sheldon
Clark
Hugh Ind Series ( SC)
Lyon Co vs Henderson City
Junior High School gym.
466
Bryan Scott
total UM, loss from theft. If
395 7:30 p.m.
Authorities said the youth,
Sheer. Reguarth
you valuables exceed this
341
Eddte Reguarth
Cloverport vs Owensboro • Althorn City vs Betsy Layne
Kish Aaron Johnson, a ninth
limit,
the Murray Insurance
High Ind Series(HC)
IT)
p
9
Catholic 7 p m
grader, became dizzy and went
Agency advises an en356
Bryan Scott
3rd at Owensboro Sportscento
the
Bill
sidelines.
Coach
16th at Morehead State
dorsenient
for
517
better
Sherri Reguarth
McCracken reported Johnson
497
Boyd Co. 59, McKell 48
Eddie Reguarr
protection.
High Averages
to
stiff,
appeared
but
seemed
Vmversity Breckinridge 66,
Owensboro 75, Breckmridge
113
Eric Story
relax when he was given mouth
111 Co. 60
Sandy Hook 43
Bryan Scott
to-mouth resuscitation and a
110
Don Hargrove
7
Co.
Morgan
vs.
Russell
Edmonson Co. 81, Muhlen100
Sherri Reguarth
heart message. He was taken
INSURANCE AGENCY
p.m
96 berg Central 67
Susan Rogers
to a hospital a few minutes lat94
BE AIR
NT R
Mark Winchester
8:45
Ashland
East
7514751
vs.
Carter
8.45
Co
Butler
Bremen vs.
94
er, but was dead on arrival,
Jett need
94 Pin •
Glen Van Herr k
90
David Story
4th at Western Ky. Univ.
Scottsville 88, Auburn 66
JR —SR AJBC
Franldin-Sunpeon 74. Mato
Bowling League
caffe Co. 69
Bowling Green vs. ADM
f ightttng f-our
p.m.
The Men
Pin Cushions
Russellville vs. Matz Co.
Glory Stompers
8:45 p.m.
Wild Ones
Head Pins
" 5th at Hart Or Be Bops
High Md.
Campbellsville 94. Nelson Co.
Rob Hargrove
Retire Stotts
Phtllip Adams
High Ind Game (HC)
217
Bob Hargrove
Bardstown vs LaRue Co. 7
7)6
Rexie Stalls
708 p.m.
Terry Stalls
High Ind Series (SCI
6th-7th at Freedom Hall
Bob Hargrove
( 7th) Jeffersontown 49, AhNancy Utterback
Richard Scott
rens 45
High Ind Series (HC)
(6th) Valley 74, Iroquois 70
577
Nancy Utterback
567 (20T)
Terry Stalls
548
Sm,th
Sam
(7th) Atherton 75, Waggener
High Averages
157
Garry Evans
140
510 2-Door Sedan
Richard Scott
(8th) Shawnee 51, Bishop Da138
flOb Hargrove
37
vid
1341
Philip Adams
131
Charles Parker
(6th) Butler vs DeSales 7
130
Doug McCann
178
Paul Holland
127
(7th) Male vs. Ballard 8 45
Beverly Rogers
122
Nancy Utterback
171
Robert Underwood
8th at Henry Co.
170
Danny Futrell
Shelby Co. 17, Owen Co. 61
Kentucky Lake
Anderson Co. 59, Trimble Co.
Bowling League
L
W
Team
48
10
66
L indsey's
Scott Co. vs. Buthtt Central 7
62'
Mur ua I of Omaha
36
60
Corvette Lanes
p.m.
56' 2 39'
Moose odge No 1
Oldham Co. vs. Henry Co
41
55
Jerry's
541, 41'
845 p.m.
All Jersey
46
50
Fenton Hodge
48
State F arm Insurance as
9th at Covington Holmes
7
43'
2
52' 7
No
Lodge
Moose
Newport Catholic 83, Boone
54
42
Colonial Bread
Todd Bros Motor Sales 401 7 55' 2 Co. 69
63
33
Murray Auto Parts
Campbell Co. 79, Covington
63
33
Palace Drive Inn
Catholic 72
Motor Parts and
77' 1 68'
Bearings
Covington Holmes vs Ft
High Team Game (SC)
979 Thomas Highlands 8 p.m.
Fenton and Hodge
909
Fenton and Hodge
10th at Mason Co.
897
Moose Lodge No 1
77, Clark Co. 68
Maysville
High Team Game ( NC)
1099
Harrison Co. 81, Augusta 58
Fenton and Hodge
1031
State Farm Insurance
Bath Co vs. Fleming Co. 445
1030
Moose Lodge No 1
p.m
High Team Series (SC)
7738
Fenton and Hodge
Pendleton C.o. vs. Bourbon
7600 Co 8 30 p
All Jersey
Each model in the line is a Datsun Original in its own way. More comfort. safety and no coal ex7570
Moose Lodge No 1
Corvette Cong

By Mike Brandon
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4-PLY GUARD II
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Tubeless
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prices)
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sizes 11

High Team Series 91V
3098
Fenton and Hodge

MOOS* Lodge No 1
Palace Drive Inn
High Ind Game (SC)
Deckie Hodge
Charlie Hargrove
Glen Futrell

THE CRUSADER IS SEARS
LOWEST-PRICED NEW
NYLON CORD TIRE

4.

MOUNTED

1
3
$0

2

tor y7

(Other sizes at comparable low prices)

Phone 753-2310 for low prices

ON

All SIZES

Catalog Sales Office
Southside Shopping

Inners
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1972-510 SEDANS & WAGONS
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Your Car
MOUNTED on

6.00-17

STILL IN PROGRESS AT MURRAY DATSUN
on NEW

nter

Murra , K

High Ind. Game (HC)
Dicke Hodge
Futrell
Glen
Charlie Hargrove
High Ind. Series ( SC)
T C Hargrove
Dan Jones
George Hodge

7969
7947

247
236
236
273

773
759
610
590
587

High Ind Series IHCI

Terry Broach
T. C Hargrove
George Hodge
High Averages
Dan Jones

Ron Pace
Lyman Dixon
Dave BradtOrd
Steve settrer
T C Hargrove

11th at Frankfort Sports Center
Lex. Tates Creek 66, Woodford Co. 65
Richmond Madison 77, Burgin
47
Harrodsburg vs. Era
7 p.m.
Lox. Henry Clay vs. Madison
Central 8:45 p.m.
12th at Danville
Casey Co. 70, Monticello 50
Danvillelt, Somerset 35
McCreary Co. vs. Laurel co
7 p.m.
13th at Whitley Co
Jackson Co. 75, Knox Central

65
176
176
176

Pineville 47, Cumberland 46
• Iliddiesboro,xs. Clay Co. 7,30

FEATURES-Highly Tem
—Perm-a-late
Double In
—Thick Laye
Sides
—Extra Pad
Mattress
—Finest-Mosi
—Lock Stitch
—GUAFIANT

Carr

This produe
checked
GUARANTI
material an
12 YEARS,

Cam

This prods
checked
GUARANI
material an
15 YEARS.

tras, ptus the advanced engineering expertise gained frourproducing sant, agile and comforlable
economy cars for over In years.

a

South 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

TV,
Uncle Jeff's
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St. Mary's And Carlisle Romp )
To Wins In Region Tournament
By MIKE BRANDtN
ledger -Times Sportswriter
There weren't any upsets last
night in the Murray State Sports
Arena as Paducah St. Mary and
Carlisle County rolled to easy
wins in the opening round of the
First Region Tournament.
Unlike some of the District
Tournaments last week, the
games sent according to the
script with St. Mary scalping
the Wingo Indians 86-55 and
Carlisle County scoaring past
the North Marshall Jets 97-74
‘'lltings Romp
It was simply a case of too
much rebounding power on the
part of St Mary that caused
Wing() to fall out of the competition.
St. Mary who went with a

College
Basketball
Results
By The Associated Press
SOUTH
So Carolina 90, Duquesne 79

TWO FOR THOMAS. Thomas Jenkins 135 of Carlisle Count) gets two points as be shoots from
under. Mike Woods (33i of the Comets is positioned for the rebound while North Marshall's Dale
Dunn tries to stop the shot. Jenkins pumped in 26 points to lead I arhsle 1 trunq to a 97-74 win oyer the
Jets.
:Staff Photos by Mike Brandon'

Ailing McCovey To Miss
Some Giant Exhibitions
By GORDON D.S. PETERSON
Associated Press Spbrts Writer
Willie No, he w*L
The San Priinclico'i Giants
have lost the services of their
slugging, injury-plagued first
baseman Willie McCovey for
several exinbition
baseball
games due to persistent foot
and knee ailments.
McCovey, who missed the
majority of last season with a
broken arm, has been hampered by leg problems throughout his career He received an
injection of cortisone Wednesday, a drug usually used to
treat arthritis and other dis-

eases of the connective tissue
McCovey has worked out
lightly this spring although
troubled by a foot arch. The
cortisone was ordered after he
reported some pain m his knee,
which tie apparently favored
because of the foot troubis..The other Willie, New York
Mets' Mays, reported his knee
felt better and stated he would
wait until the end of sprtnit
training to decide if he will retire from baseball.
In exhibition games Wednesday, the New York Yankees
clobbered the Minnesota Twins
11-4, and the Detroit Tigers
beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 8-3.

Sports
In Brief

TOURNAMENTS
!CALA Playoffs
Districts 1 and 5
Championship
E Montana 98, Alaska 91
District 6
Championship
S Carolina St 87, N. Carolina-A.sheville
District 10
Championship
Marymount 82, Bethel 60
District 16-Championship
Wis-Green Bay 69. Wis-Whitewater 52
District 18
• Championship
Slippery Rock 70, Mercyhurst
OT
District 20
Championship
Augustana 109, McKendree 61
District 21
Championship
Hanover 69, Franklin 57
District 23
Championship
Ferris 64, Hillsdale 86
District 29
C-hompionship
Pembroke St. 90, Nor
St

BASKETBALL
DETROIT - Jim Harding resigned his four-year post as
head basketball coach at the
University of Detroit, effecttve
July 1 when his contract runs
out.

frvras
- -DALLAS-Top-seeded Chris
Evert, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
defeated Cindy Brnker 6-0, 6-0
in the 837,000 Maureen Conolly
Brinker women's international
tennis tournament.
SKIING
MT. ALYESKA, Alaska -Bernadette Zubriggen, Switzerland, won the women's giant
slalom World Cup ski race with
a time of 1:23.21.

84

front line of 6-4, 6-3 and 6-1, had added 13 and Meisenheoner 12.
little trouble at all in
St. Mary canned 29 of 54 for a
dominating the boards as the .537 clip while Wingo managed
Vikings had a 45-22 lead in the Just 23 of 60 for a .383 average.
department.
The Vikings, now 14-15, will
Th
meet Carlisle County in the first
' The Vikings were able to get game of the semifinal round.
more than one shot while many Wingo closes its ason with an
times Wingo could get no more 8-22 worksheet.
than one try at the basket
Wing() fought gallantly in the
Quick Comets
opening four minutes of the
Carlisle County unleashed a
contest and held a 10-9 edge vicious press and a-1-2-2 zone
before a basket by Mark defense in blasting North
Meisenheimer put St. Mary in Marshall out of the gym.
front for the rest of the evening.
It was one of the best perSt Mary opened a seven point formances of the season for the
spread before a basket
by Comets as the quintet of Coach
Wingo's Gary Harper cut the Tom Buchanan came to play
gap to five, 19-14 at the end of basketball
the first period.
The Comets, using their
A string of rune successive devastating speed to gain easy
points by St. Mary at the outset fast break baskets, hit 35-63
of the second quarter moved the field goal attempts for a
Vikings to a 26-14 bulge and blistering .556 pace. With that
destroyed any hope that Wingo kind of shooting combined with
had of making a game of the the tough press, Carlisle County
contest.
was never in any serious
Wingo, after tailing 38-22 at trouble.
one point, rallied for the final
By the time Dale Pilant hit
six points of the half as St. Mary the first two pointer for North
held a 38-26 lead at in- Marshall at the 6 25 mark of the
termission
opening period, Carlisle County
It was obvious after watching had six points on the board.
the two teams for the first 16
Four points by 5-8 junior
minutes that Wingo was simply guard John Martin followed by
outclassed. And the Indians' a layup by 6-0 sophomore
rebounding was almost nil as St. Thomas Jenkins vaulted the
Mary had a 19-5 lead in the Comets lead to 10 points.
department during the half.
Like a precisioned machine,
Wingo came back in the first the Comets kept running and
minute of the third period to North Marshall kept chasing in
score four successive pointsand vain. By the end of the period,
trim the Viking advantage to Carlisle held an insurmountable
seven points. But then the 29-8 bulge
Vikings came back with six
Marty Nichols, a 6-3 senior
points in a row and took a 44-31 center who enjoyed a fine night
cushion with 5153 left in the from the floor and on the
period
boards, opened the
second
That splurge by St Mary canto by hitting on a three point
seemed to take away the play to boost the Comets to a 32momentum from Wingo and I Lead,
from that point on the Vikings
North Marshall began to
scored more or less at will. By execute midway through the
the end of the third quarter. St. period and managed to pull
Mary was romping to a 60-39 within 16 points. But the
lead.
shooting of Nichols and the floor
In the final period, St Mary work of John Martin prevented
used its bench for the last six any further challenge as the
minutes but Wingo still could Comets held a 51-31 halftime
lot make up any ground.
bulge
Wingo was paced in scoring
Nichols hit 6-10 in the half,
by Bradley who had 20 points many of which came from the
while 6-3 Martin Yates added 16 long range. for 15 points.
and 5-9 Kenny Ballew_tossed in Jenkins tossed in 11 while ttie
11. Mike Weglicki, a 6-3 seruor Martin Brothers had 20 with
forward, tossed in 24 points for sophomore Robert hitting for 11
St Mary while
Gene Roof and John adding rune.

"Before we came Into this .
game, I told the kids I'd be
one
happy
po if w,e, could justt win Trn
!
itisby..
point," Comet
Buchanan said after the game.
"I feel the same way about the
game Friday night with St.
Mary," added the Coiner
mentor.
Carlisle County is now 26-8.
while the Jets close at 17-11.
In tonight's quaterfina;
round, Mayfield will tangle wok.,
p.m while
Oak
Calloway
llowayCounty
at 7 meets
man County at 845 p.m
St. Mary
19 19 22 26-86,
Wing()
14 12 13 16
St. Mary
1-Weglicki 24,
Roof 13, Meisenheimer
Hannan 8, Cochran 3, Weitlauft,
6, Paxton 8, Felts 6, Davis 2,4
11.
Gibbs and Hollis.
Wingo
55i-Bradley 20,,;;
Harper 8, Yates 16, Bellew 11,
Jones, Harris, Green andt,
Stewart.
Car lisle
N. Marshall

,ost
29 22 16 30--97
8 23 22 21-74

Carlisle
eis
Martin 18, Nichols
ri
n25
k nYates
2t R
2, I
J. Martin 15, Woods 7, Terry 2,
Garrett, Hendrix, Partin and
DeJarnatt
North (741-Siegfried 16, •
Darnell 4, English, Phelps 12, :
Pilant 8, Dunn 6, Jones 25,
Travis 3, Frizzell, Sewell and
Smith.

Dorothy (Doi) Phillips
I. Dorothy Phillips, as candidate for the office of
Calloway County Court ('Ierk, in the %lay Nth,
democratic primary wish to make the statement and
the following promises to the PFIDPLE of ( allow ay
County
It is my true belief that the alloway County Court
Howie belongs to the PF:OPI.E. of Calloway County and
not to the person or persons holding office in the Court
House. Those holding office are merely hired by the
PEOPLE to work for them to the very best of their
ability for four years.

* SPECIAL *
Innerspring Mattress
will

Brad Siegfried, a 6-5 junior
center, tossed in eight for the
Jets as did Pilant. The Comets
hit 17-34 for .500 while North was
12-33 for a .363 mark.
One of the problems that a
running team like the Comets
has is foul trouble. And at the
4:29 mark of the third period, 61 jumping jack Robert Martin
picked up his fourth foul with
the Comets holding a 59-45 lead
The Jets seemed to get a little
encouragement and rattled off
four consecutive points to trim
the Comets' lead to 10 points.
But Thomas Jenkins came
through with four successive
points to move the Comets to a
14 point cushion that stood until
the end of the frame which
ended with the Carlisle holding
a 67-53 lead.
North Marshall, whose full
court press in the third period
bothered the Comets somewhat,
could pull no closer than 14
points in the final period
Jenkins hit 8-12 from the floor
and 10-13 from the line in pacing
Carlisle with 26 points while
Nichols was fired in 25 points
and grabbed 13 rebounds,
Robert Martin added 18 points
while John Martin chipped in
with 15
Keith Jones; a 5-10 senior, hit
on 12-21 for the Jets for 25 points
while Siegfried and Phelps
added 16 and 12 respectively.

THE EXTRAS*
These are my promises to you the PEOPLE.

FEATURES-Highly Tempered Steel Coil Spring Unit
-Perm-a-lator and Stitched Sisal Pads for
Double Insulation
-Thick Layers Felted Cotton on Both
Sides
-Extra Padding in Center Third of
Mattress
-Finest-Most Durable-Ticking
-Lock Stitch Sewing-Neatly Taylored
-GUARANTEED

The Clerk's office will he open on
Saturday for the PEOPLE so that they
may attend to business that the are
unable to do during the week, because of
out of town employment and their farms.
vlso for the
cony enience of the t'ar
Dealers, who sell more nevi cars on
Saturda) than any other day
2.

I will hire only ( allow as Count) people,
since this is Calloway County minfey". and
we haye plenty of qualified people right
here.

'1.

All persons who qualify under the state
laws shall be allowed to register.

i

1 will personally see that all yoting
machines are in operating condition and
that all persons within fifty feet of the
soling machine at 6 o'clock will he allowed
to vote!!

5.

I promise snu an always truthful answer
to all of your questions. Ill do not know the
answer I will tell you so, then I will find out
the correct answer for you, and let you
know as soon as possible.

6.

This office will also he open during the
noon hour for you the PEOPLE.

7.

The clerks office will be handled efficiently and courteously at all times, with
cooperation with all the PEOPLE.

Campbell - 12 Year Guarantee
This product has been inspected and
unconditionally'
checked
and
is
GUARANTEED
defective
against
material and workmanship for a period of
12 YEARS.

Reg.
1120

'7995

Campbell - 15 Year Guarantee
RELAX-O-PEDIC
This product has been inspected and
checked
unconditionally
and
is
GUARANTEED
against
defective
material and workmanship for a period of
15 YEARS.

Reg.
'180

1199
'

ALSO AVAILABLE

15 YEAR Relax-o-Pedic
Queen Size
King Size

16995
$22995

I WILL KNOW YOU NOW AND I WILL CERTAINLY
KNOW YOU WHEN I AM ELECTED.

DUNN'S

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE

TV, FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
'Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Phone 753-3037

WHAAIE "GREATLY
ANYBODY FOR KARATE? Mike Weglicki t35 of Paducah St. Nfarys is all but attacked by Gary
Harper 112t and Richard Bradley i22i of Wingo. Weglicki hit on 11-15 from the floor and scored 24
points in leading St Marys to an easy 86.55%in
1Staff Photo by. Mike Brandon

APPRECIATED

AND NOT FORGOTTEN.
Paid political advertising, Paid by Dorothy Phillips
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The Only Difference Between Men & Bo s
Is the Price They Pay for Their Toysti
honestly say that to the best of our knowledge, we have no dissatisfied owner
anywhere!!
Our low overhead makes it possible to offer you a better r,ig for often less
money.
We challenge you to see for yourself. We offer you a try before you buy deal. We
think that is good business so that each family gets the boat, motor and trailer
combination that best suits their needs.
family and hot ski
We have one of the largest and most complete selections of
boats for many miles around.
Check with us at your earliest convenience for a substantial savings on a better

Somewhere I read a sign to that effect and it does perhaps have some truth to it.
But we at Happy Holiday Travel, Inc. have more to offer you than toys. We really
have put it all together for you this year in the finest selection of ski-boats, family
boats, luxury pontoon boats, as well as performance hot shots. Look these names
over. These are quality...Those of you that study boats know and realize there is
none better!! There is some 500 small boat manufacturers throughout the U.S.—
less than 100 build scarcely any degree of a quality boat. Often people are fooled
by price on a poor quality rig. We don't handle junk!!
This is our 4th year as a licensed factory franchised dealer. Each year our sales
have gained and may we express our gratitude arkdAleepest thanks to you, our
satisfied customers and friends that have recommended,ato your friends.
Our promise to you is *tat we will never 1e4,you down/TMatter of fact we can

Liberal bank financing available

/NW° CI UMW ,1&toe,

Whether you're considering tha smelled
or the largest of the SHORE -LAND'R
sv• guarantee you will find quality
features on each •nd *wary model All
features - from the patented Godbeirsen
Lift to the baked enamel fintsh - essur•
you and your family the ultimate in boat
ing conventional safety, and impoyment

LEO, the princely ruler of the sportboat kingdom, signals/IP*
the golden age of family fun. Let yourself enter LEO's
action den where performance is the password LEO boasts
a ride smooth as a kitten's purr and style as exciting as a lion's roar. Low
profile speed, a stylish deck that allows easy entry, a regal interior
suitable tor a throne room . . truly, LEO earns the royal right to rule.
LEO — ruler among sportboats.
CV 16 Outboard: Super styling and super performance sum up the Glastron

Carlson CV 16 It's one of the most preferred boats by any race boat and ski
enthusiast Plush appointments include GT emblem sweptback wraparound
plexiglass windshield. wraparound deep tOarn back to back ,bucket seats
pleated roaming, deep side pockets. padded dash, easy view instrument
panel burtwood vinyl trim, simulated woodgrain sport wheel Again, supert
metalflake Carlson craftsmanship with cool polypropylene cut pile carpet and
a wealth of standard features! Takes Dower to 1 20
STANDARD FEATURES: Hub caps adjustable bow stop, Godbersen Lift S.
hp wheels comb tootpad.tie down anchor 1!..- & ki" Timken bearings Class
A wiring & lighting Tilt tongue adjustable winch stand walkway's safety
chains-6.1 geared winch large tapered rollers tie downs long bunks

We Build It Best...or
We Don't Build It!!

/
2" , Beam 78' 7", Transom Width 76!..", Depth 34 1.
Length Center Line 16' 51
Color Metalflake Blue and metaiflake Apricot with white

a

If you think GEMINI was designed for beauty, you're
ight. If you think GEMINI was designed for performance,
you're right GEMINI, the illusive sign of the twins,
- -is both. Only GEMINI could give a unique styling blend, inciJding wraparound windshield, fully padded interiors low profile !mak. . all coupled with

Our Bonanza craftsment continually strive to keep Our Quality on the h,4hest level possbie Due to this
'ever ending effort to achieve the very best in manufacturing, our boats are not always readily
vailable You will want to place your order early to assure delivery when the boating season begins
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Standard Equipment
anopy with Side and Stern Curtains, Front Tonneau Cover, Cigarette Lighter. Bow Rails, Stern Rails,
Row & Stern Lights Mechanical Steering, Step Pads Cleats, vents Fold down Lounge type Seats, Rear
Jump Seats, Tinted Safety Glass Walk thru Windshield. Fire Extinguisher, Heavy Duty Battery, Oil in
Engine and Engine Water Tested. Forward Storage Compartments with padded Seats and Back Rest,
Bilge Blower, Bilge Pump. Glove Box, Cut Pile Carpeting, legal Gas Tank 12 gal on 16 Post,ye Foam
Flotation Hull

"We only build a boat once" is a theme which MARLIN
boat builders have successfully applied to keep warranty work to a are minimum. By surrounding each
operation with experienced craftsmen and utilizing the
finest materials available, quality control is assured at
each phase of operation. "MARLIN offers you everything they know about enthusiastic sportboating as
standard equipment" This point is exemplified by the
fact that MARLIN was the first to certify a full line of
skt boats yetis .the Boettna thdtratrY AlleOCtitttOrt. The
BIA certification has given us pride, it will give you the
assurance of safety. quality and durability Styling and
beauty are two elements that are never compromised
at MARLIN The custom intertors found in aft MARLINS
are cut, sewn, and upholstered at the factory. A wide
range of modern colors allow perfect color keying
with your favorite gel coat or metal flake colors
Examine the MARLIN line; you will find a boat to
compliment your personality.

V 156 Outboard Here's the world leadef of 5 toot family runabouts , perfect
for fishing, skiing, scuba, cruising, it planes in seconds with a beautifully
balanced ride Standard deluxe sport wheel lockable glove box. mechanical
Skew •nfa, marine hart/were, or** wetk.ntrough kwerpered etess sirmilsrdefst
With SWirglOur blesIglass center Vent The deep bow compartment has
upholstered benches with storage below There's more storage in the bow
locker and the roomy Side panels Deep pleated leydOwn lounge seats invite
snoozing or sunning Standard all weather vinyl carpet and vinyl softop, plus
optional side and stern curtains Reverse transom design turns back following
seas The de Waft family can't miss with this SporlIter 156 NO wonder
America's most popular 15 foot boat! lakes Power to SS
Length Center Line 15'2", Beam 70' 2", Transom Width 6754", Depth 34'
Color Green, Blue or Orange with White

this age of automation R Is warming to discover
a product which is still built by hand MARLIN
Boats are such a product Many hours of design.-

In

ing, engineering and construction
are necessary to produce
the end result.

Arroveglass new plant means important things to the American
boat buyer A ,5p.ter boat! A safer boat, A boat with more people
comforts,
All Arrowglass boots ere BIA Certified and meet, or exceed, all
rigid requirements of the new Federal 'Boat Safety Act" covering
flotation, fuel sv-..ems, ventilation, running lights, stability, etc.
What's more

Take hull st'iglass hulls
advanced a' ,

to come

4"

Arrowglass 90it5 beyond "legal" requirements!

for example To assure close control, all Arrow"Super" gelcotes, the most
ind-laid And .
-e, assure the owner of carefree beauty for years

^ rrowotass boats carry the fu'l safety standardS
,cation of the BIA (Boating Industry of America)

Imagination and spacious elegance combined with quiet power
highlights the 28 foot Harris Model 1780 Stern Drivel Flote Bete for '73
Deceptively quiet on the go, this is the pride of the entire Harris fine
fleet. Featuring aluminum pontoons, the Model 1280 S Di Captures all
of the finest Harris features in one unique package Of beauty and
durability 28 feet of roomy comfort, topped with a 13 foot canopy,
provides the ultimate in pleasure afloat Responsive to the touch, it only
awaits your command to dig in its heels to perform the most difficult
task with ease and grace. From pulling multiple skiers to jot gliding
along with a host of friends, the Harris Model 1780 stern Drivel Plote
Bote is the perfect choice
TOGETHERNESS
A feeling of togetherness You, your Harris
Flote Bote, a relaxing day
and evening on the water Experience a mood as quiet as the moment or
as wild and exciting as you want it to be Explore a world of total en
lOyrnent bounded only by the limits of your imagination A gently
drifting retreat, cruising cabaret or a chariot racing
across the water to
the rhythm Of the waves All of this and
yet SO much more is waiting for
you onboard the spacious deck of a Harris Flote
Bote Skiing, fishing.
diving, swimming, partying More than just a boat,
a F late Bote lets
you capture all of those moments that would
otherwise slip away with
the wind Through all of this
yOu're Surrounded with beauty and
elegance at every turn Sparkling sun to softly glowing
stars, it's a
whole new day and way of life with a Harris
Fitte Bole and your
, magination

Grayson McClure d/b/a Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake 94E Out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama
-- See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry, Don or Grayson McClure

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, Inc.
Panorama Shores

DEMONtRATIONS AVAILABLE EARLY EVENINGS & HOLIDAYS

Night Phone 436-5483
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U.S. In Energy Crisis Despite
Abundant World Energy Supply
By HOWARD BENEDICT
Associated Press Writer
There is plenty of energy din
the world, enough to last for
centuries. Yet. the United
States finds itself in an energy
bind that can be solved only by
a major revision of oil policies
at home and abroad.
The road out will be paved by
picking the pocked of the consumer, increasing industry
profits, scrapping antiquated
regulations like oil ,,..,import
quotas and investing 'mpre.
find new energy sourtes,Y A
The consumer will'
.1111:41rt Of
Pind
gy ends.
Examples,
led by
Wall Street analysts:
—Regular grade auto gasoline, which sold at an average
31 cents a gallon five years ago
and which now averages 37
cents, may rise another one or
two cents by summer. This is
still a bargain compared with
European prices-99 cents a
gallon in Italy, 81 cents in
France and 77 cents in West
Germany.
—The price of natural gas
could double within two years.
A household now paying 810 a
month would pay $20 in 1975.
- The cost of fuel oil could increase 20 per cent in three
years A Northern customer
who paid.$150 for a winter's
supply would then pay $180.
—The price of electricity
might rise 34 per cent by 1978,
increasing an average monthly
bill of $30.00 by $10.00
After ignoring years of warnings, the federal government is
awakening to the problem
President Nixon is to unveil a
new energy policy soon
Industry and government
sources say Nixon's new policy
will make sweeping changes.
They predict it will call for
higher prices for crude oil and
crude oil products, decontrol of
at least some natural gas
prices, an increase in import
quotas and a new offshore oil
leasing program leading to
drilling off the Atlant.o coast
for the first time.
The message, the purees report, is expected qe pilaxise
opening more government
lands to oil exploration and
more funds to develop new
energy sources from such
things as nuclear, solar and
geothermal power. It also is expected to endorse a centralized
authority to manage, energy
policy, a task now handled
loosely by 65 federal agencies
and departments, each fulfilling
its own narrow mission
No one will be completely
satisfied with the message.
Consumers won't like higher
prices on gasoline, heating and
electricity. Environmentalists
won't like more offshore drilling and new refineries and
deep ports for supertankers
Many oil companies won't like
increased oil imports and probably closer government scrutiny of their operations.
White House aide Peter
Flanigan said the President's
message, still being formulated, will be a compromise
"Everything must give a
little—national security, environmental quality and price,"
Flanigan said.
The alternative could be a
deepening energy crisis that
could hamper America's economic growth and deter industry from expanding and
communities from developing.
The petroleum industry and
some congressmen
have
sounded alarm of a summer
gasoline shortage unless something is done. This prompted

government updating of emergency fuel distribution plans
and raised talk of wartimestyle fuel rationing—which Nixon's plan is designed to head
off.
Natural gas played a key role
in this winter's energy crunch.
Clean air regulations encouraged more and more buyers,
especially industrial, to switch
from coal and oil to less-polluting gas.
Suddenly there was a shortage of natural. gas in some
areas.
And this cleanest and most
convenient of fuels may be the
first to be exhausted by the
United States. Since 1968 the
country has been using natural
gas twice as fast as it has been
finding it and the forecast is
that unless new reserves are
found, the supply will be gone
within a few years
America's proven oil reserves, including the rich Alaskan fields whose production
awaits building of a controversial pipeline, are estimated to equal only a 10-to-12year supply at current rates of
consumption. Potential reserves, including those off the
Atlantic coast, could increase
the supply to 80 years, also at
the current use, which is expected to triple by the year
2000.
On the other hand, the United
States has an abundance of
coal—between one-fifth and
one-half of all the recoverable
bituminous coal and lignite believed. to _edit to the world, or
about 1.9 trilllom tons. Experts
say that's enough to supply all
U.S. energy needs for perhaps
500 years.
But coal's role is severely
limited by environmental problems such as strip-mining and
by pollution problems created
by its high sulphur content.
Technology is seeking means to
lower the sulphur content and
to extract gas from coal, but so
far the processes tried are too
expensive.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 0Wash., chairman of the Senate
Interior Conunittee, says thet
under the circurnotances there"
seems to be no alternative to a
sharp increase in oil imports.
He said recently that in 1972
the United States imported 77
per cent of the oil consumed in
this country He said the projection for this year is 37 per
cent and by 1900 55 per cent or
more.
Thus, sizable amounts of oil
will be coming from the politically volatile Middle East and
North African countries, which
now supply only about 4 per
cent of U.S. needa.
In addition to' any political
dangers, there is the prospect
of a 820 billion increase in
America's impart bill, a huge
entry on the debit side of the
balance of payments ledger.
Import quotas were adopted
by presidential decree in 1959
on national security grounds.
Unrestricted imports, it was
feared, would hook the country
on foreign oil supplies and hurt
the domestic industry. The actual effect was to keep domestic prices higher by denying
U.S. consumers the benefits of
lower prices for the imported
product.
To help ease this winter's
energy shortage, President Nixon suspended quotas on light
heating fuel until next April.
That may have signalled the
beginning of the end of the
quota system.
Because of the growing dependence on foreign oil, Nixon's
fiscal 1974 budget requests $772

million for research into new
energy sources. That's up from
$642 million in a budget where
many federal programs are
being pared.
Another cause of the energy
shortage is a slowdown in the
building of nuclear power
plants, mainly because' of a
tough new set of environmental
standards laid down` by Congress and because construction
has been more complicated
than envisioned.
On Jan. 1, there were 29
plants completed. The Atomic
Energy Commission earlier had
projected 46 by that time, Fifty-seven plants currently are
being built and 76 others are
planned.
The AEC says prospects for
the future are much brighter.
Experts forecast nuclear energy may produce 13 per cent of
all US, power by 1965, compared with about 4 per cent today. By the year MOO the share
might be 26 per cent or greater.
The fast-breeder reactor, on
which the government has invested heavily, will not be tested in an expertmental plant until 1980 or later. Its promise is
that it produces more atomic
fuel than it burns
The government is also supporting research into the possibility of producing oil from
shale, which is abundant in the
western United States.

Taxpayers May
Contribute To
Political Party
LOUISVILLE—A change in
the law now allows taxpayers to
designate part of their tax
Lability to the political party of
their choice, Paul Niederecker
District Director for Kentucky
said today.
•
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A tabulation of the first 1972.
returns received by IRS show,
only a small percentage of the
taxpayers are availing themselves of this privilege. This
change is effective for 1972
returns being filed now 121
taxpayers. If a taxpayer
chooses, he may designate that
one dollar (two dollar on a joint
return) be paid over to the
candidate of a specific political
party, or to a non-partisan
to
according
account
Amounts
Niederecker.
designated to the non-partisan
account will be divided among
all eligible candidates. Also,
Niederecker emphasized that
participation will not change
the amount of refund or tax
liabthty due.
Taxpayers wishing to participate should complete Form
4875 and attach it to their 1972
Federal income tax return.
The forms are contained in the
Tax Return Package that IRS
mailed
to
taxpayers.
Niederecker said taxpayers
filing Form 1040A or Form 1040
may participate.

SINGER

Cosa Velluea

IIURNITURS DIVISION

SINGER

ORO

Practical Vinyl Veneers are enhanced by gold
scotchgarded velvet Attractive carved effects
on fronts are of molded components.

Shenandoah

'69"

FURNITURE DIVISION

The Case of
The Missing Clerk
Specialist Dave Newton
Couldn't believe it. There he
was on his day off browsing
through a bookstore in downtown Baltimore along with 15 or
70 other people when maidenly
he noted an absence of stare
personnel.
He watched disbelievingly as
patrons depokited purchase
amounts on the counter arid
walked out.
"As more and more money
began to pile up on the counter,
I realized that it would disappear at the hands of some unscrupulous person so I went
over and rang it up on the cash
register," Newton said.
Newton continued to accept
purchase money while vainly
awaiting help. Finally, he
decided to call police. An investigative officer told him to
continue to accept the money
after observing Newton's
"business-like touch."
A 20-minute investigation
failed to uncover local
representatives of the women's
organization that owned it, so
police decided to close and lock
the store.
How the store came to be
unlocked and unattended has
still not been determined. The
following day, however, the
chairman of the organization
received word of the snafu and
called the young enlister to
convey her appreciation and to
invite him into town as her
guest to meet the rest of the
organization
Moonlighting In Korea
Pusan, Korea in a long way

rhee warmth of Early American.
Generously proportioned sizes.
Shield door front* are framed
by split posts. Piddle back
shaped cocktail table. Maple
'finish,

from Nashville, Tennessee. But
natives of Pusan are treated to
a bit of the Nashville soiing,
most nights by Specialist?
Chostes, a product of Ameriin's
rural south
By day a medic, the 25 year
old musician serves as an
operating room spedalist at the
llth Evacuation Hospital on the
outskirts of town. At night,
Choates performs with the
same bluesy feel of his friends
Percy Sledge, Dee Clark and
Joe Simon.
Army officials consider
Choates an outstanding young
man and credit the young man
with saving several lives during
his Vietnam tour in the late
sixties.
Quesdos
Of The Week
Do soldiers and WA('s have to
wear their uniform when off
duty'
No. Once off duty, the way
they drew is their own decision.
Flares, jeans, maxi, midi or
mini skirts are all popular with
today's young Army men and
women
Delayed Entry
Program
In today's Army you can
enlist in the Army's Delayed
Entry Program and pick your
awn time as to when you want to
enter active duty. You can pick
your job and place that you
want to work for a minimum of
16 months after training More
information can be obtained
Army
from
local
your
Representative Sergeant Jerry
Work at the Mayfield Shopping
Plaza, or you can call 247-4525
(Collect) for an appointment.

I t RN—STICKLEY
4:16"441.1

$4995
Each

Each

Trieste
The interesting Mediterranean pattern is complimented
by custom designed hardware. Square turned posts
support the shaped top while adding a decorative note.
Light Fruttwood finish.

$69

95
Each

WESTERN-STICKLEN
••

Wgitita Winner

Friday & Saturday Only
(March 9 & 10)

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
-- ONLY --

10% Off

F AMMO

STORE WIDE

sherr
YOUTH SHOP

North Court
Sq.

Phone 642-2932

$3995

MATTRESSES

Each

F II
Twin or .u..

Paris, Tenn.
RANKAkiffliCAA0

SERTA-PEDIC

ma:4et charge
RAILBIRDIES
Youngsters sit along the
Golden Gate Fields, Albahy, Calif., on “Orsen
day, proving you can lose your pants at the trao

e at

9995

$

Per
2-Piece Set

Similar Values Throughout the Store!!
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immersed himself in the Finance Committee's work and
his Senate career has been on
the upswing since. Already he
is gearing for a fifth Senate
Friends say one factor in race next year..
Long's momentary decline was
Finance has jurisdiction over
his first wife, who did not care some of the most important
for life in Washington. Shortly measures to come before the
taxes, Social Security,
after losing the whip's job, Senate:
welfare and foreign trade.
Long was divorced by his wife
and was remarried in DecemSuch bills originate in the
ber 1949 to Carolyn Bason, her- House Ways and Means Comself a veteran of 20 years as a mittee, whose chairman. Reis.
Capitol Hill staffer.
Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark., is
With this turn of events, Long more widely known than Long.

Public Relations Russell Long Impressing Many With Chairmanship
Notebook
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University

Public Relations takes
many forms. ,Usually it is
thoieght of as publicity
advertisements,
releases,
brochures, pamphlets or other
means of promoting a
business fir, or an event. Of
course, all of these things are
accepted as tools of the
profession . . . except in one
- area of public relations in
which we all play a very real
part.
This area of public
relations is concerned with
professional persons, particularly doctors and dentists,
--hilt It-Oleo itiatides attotners
and to sonie degree churches
and hospitals.
It is a standing code of
ethics for doctors and dentists
not to run advertisements in
soliciting
newspapers
business If advertisements
appear at all they take the
form of announcements such
as a change in office location,
the addition of a new
professional person or,
perhaps, in the form of •
signature to a community
goodwill advertisement.
A d or or dentist's public
relationrogram is about as
personal as possible Good
public relation!, for either
depends on sail ied patients
or visitors. If a person has
confidence in a doctor or der,

tist,,it is natural that this confidence will be conveyed to
others. It is through this eonthat
cycle
tinuous
professional persons build
and in:OM-cite A very personal
public relations program.
The success or failure of a
professional person's public
relations depends on the
degree of confidenta in which
his clients place in him. If this
confidence is strong it will be
reflected with an out•flowing
of good will from patients and
will result generally in an increased flow of clients. If it is
weak. it will -fikesense reflect
in that direction.
Professional ,persons are
lic
keenly interested in the
opinion aspect of t ir
business, for in a real respest.
it is their business. They keep
abreast of "trends- throdgh
personal conversations with
persons And most have adopted the practice of asking each
client on their 'initial information form to list the person or persons by whom they
were recommended.
Each of us is a part of this
picture. It is the most personal public relations perhaps
that we have. And it is likely
that professional. people •nd
the public would not be
satisfied if it were any other

been Finance chairman for sev- whip when Sen. Hubert H.
en years, and associates say Hurnphre became vice presionly a change in home-state dent.
politics-or Republican control
of the Senate-could keep him
But Long was not particularfrom holding the job for life. ly active as whip. This, coupled
He is 54
with his sometimes-erratic behavior in the Senate and away
On the other hand, he is givfrom it, led to his ouster at the
en little chance at leadership of hands of Sen. Edward M. Kenthe full Senate. He worked his nedy in 1969. Kennedy, in turn,
way into the leadership struc- was unseated two years later
mittee.
The Louisiana Democrat has ture in 1965, taking over as by Sen Robert C. Byrd.

By JOE HALL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Russell B. Long's 24-year Senate
career has had its ups and
downs. But more and more he
is impressing colleagues with
his handling of one of the
toughest assignments: chairmanship of the Finance Com-
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CLOTHING DEPARTMENT
DECORATOR

FABRIC

TANK
TOPS

Ideal

Pillow covers
Drapes

:3 Specs
;4 Century
plant
15 The movies
17 Dress
protectors
19 Arne of
bords
20 Resrdue
21 Girl s name

21 59vt!,

70
as
9 1.
10 P
11 G
16 P
18 T

22 V

.

African
+maser bird
24 Orstant
26 ROACII)Kit
restaurant
28 Cry
31 ling of
Basilan
32 Muffled
33 Gtsett
Metter
34 ebrded cloth
30, Spanrsh
title
38 Place
39 C,oncluct
41 Genus 01
frogs
43 Squandered
45 Memoranda
48 Cher
50 Eland of color
Si Criaeirc
52 Poem
54 Woody plant
55 Act
56 Goddess of
nearing
57 Pay
atientiOn

24 P
25 N
27 G

(712
15
19

74
31
34

.3

4
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pen MOT!

Sizes S-M -L & XL

MEN'S

Fast

Pain Relief!

Bottle of 100
Limit 2

Cub

Flares & Regular
No 49-021

Slightly

Luminus Dial

WOVEN

TAMPAX TAMPONS
-lute of Regular or Super

SCATTER

•Colorful

Irregulars

75;

RUGS

$ 118
Economy Size Box of 40
Reg. '1.93 Sole

BLONDIE

•Washable

'1.44 Value

•Expertly Woven

Ladies & Girls

PROTEIN 21

Tennis
Shoes

HAIR
SPRAY

Men's & Boy's
Vinyl

Track
Shoes
Values to '5.00

All Sizes

Choice of Regular Of Extra

Robert Baar.
To Direct
All-State

JEANS

Values to 15.95

ALARM
CLOCK

PUT i
TOW

WRANGLER

ANACIN

THE PHANTO

Nold
13 oz

Prices From

Reg. '2.25

NOW

6.7

$ 166

Sole
Complete Stock

MOTOR

3-PIECE

CYCLE

HELMETS
•U.L. Approved

•Safety Approved

Reg.
$14.97

$1

?7
up

3/8" x 50'

GARDEN
HOSE

N

-3 Year Guarantee-

Reg. 51.27

BEATLE BAIL

OUTDOOR TV ANTENNA
Complete

•

Kit

$8.1 7

Reg. '19.95
METAL

Large

YARD
RAKES

Selection of

Reg. '2.57

Hand Guns

Fish Hawk

NANCY

FISH FINDER

TROLLING
MOTOR

3 Spuds - Forward &

$

199

99
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s
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Come In And See Wh,y Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

•
1

One of the major questions 2.2.
One of the major problems
that has long perplexed the
Independent business com- reported by intient ernmunity is this one "How can ployers to the National
there be such high unem- Federation of Independent
ployment,so much welfare, and Business is that lower paid jobs,
yet it is difficult or impossible to after deductions are made for
Social Security and income
find people to fill Jobs""
The first returns to the 1773, taxes, do not afford the
heirds survey of the National potential worker as great a take
Federation of Independent home pay as tax-free welfare
Business indicate that 20 per- affords
The year long survey by the
cent of the respondents report
they have jobs they are unable Federation will be closely
to fill
studied to observe what impact,
This Federation survey also if,,susy', the increased payroll tax
shows that of those that have 1,
*Social Security will have on
unfilled jobs, there is an this trend of preference for the
average of 2 7 jobs open at each relatively greater affulence of
m.
tax-free welfare as compared to
Projecting theseirstlitarris a job paying taxable wages.
from this survey against the
of
universe
Independent
5,500,000 enterprises would
Indicate 'that there are now
2,970,000 jobs open.
While the NFIB surveys do
not go Into the types of jobs that
are open, it is assumed that not
many require highly trained
technical skills and that the
majority of them are probly in
the lower pay brackets
Robert K. Bear, director of
Although independent
large choral activities at Murray
retailing employs a
number of people, only 18 State University, will direct the
percent of the retailers sur- Georgia All State Chorus in
veyed report unfilled jobs Savannah March 15-16-17
The choir consisting of 200 of
averaging 1.9 per establishment. On the other hand, 34 per the best high school singers in
cent of the independent the state will climax the threemanufacturers report unfilled day event with a concert on the
jobs with an average of 4.4 jobs final day.
Bear. who joined the faculty
open per firm.
The next largest labor short at Murray State in 1951, has also
area is in the field of the in- conducted All State Chorus UI
dependent builders, of which 24 events twice in Kentucky and
percent report unfilled jobs with once each in Delaware and
an average of 4.8 new em- Arkansas.
ployees needed per firm.
He has also served as the
I
Independent transportation guest conductor this year for
firms show a high rate of un- several festivals-the West
filled jobs, with 28 percent of Tennessee Choral Festival in
them reporting need for Memphis, the Quad State
l
workers averaging 2.5 each. Choral Festival in Murray, the
a
Independent wholesalers show McCracken County Choral
that 23 percent ci! these firms Festival in Paducah, and the
are in need of an average of 3.1 "Sacred Service" by Ernest
new workers each.
Block of the annual Festival of
When it gets into the Arts in East Lansing, Mich.
vocations where greater skills
Later in the spring he will be
are required the number of the guest conductor for the Fox
decreases. Valley Choral Festival in
unfilled jobs
Among service firms only 17 Aurora, Ill., April 8-9, and the
percent report unfilled jobs with annual Akron May Festival
an average of 2.3 new workers April 26-May 3, in Akron, Ohio,
needed, and 16 percent of both
The Akron appearance marks
the independent finance and the se.-cond consecutive year for
independent professional firms Baar to conduct the series of
report unfilled jobs, averaging three concerts made up of all
1.6 each among the former, and the musical organizations in the
- a
1.7 among the latter.
city of Akron. Scheduled May 1-1
_O
Geographically the labor 2-3, the concerts, include three
II
A
short areas show some select orchestras and all the
distinctive difference. The combined choirs in the Akron
following gives the region, school system.
•
followed by the percentage
_II
70the
with
leave
will
Baer
reporting unfilled jobs, and then
•
choir on
...
the average number of unfilled voice Murray State
a 10-city swing •
jobs reported: New England 20 May 10, for
two-week tour of
111
percent, 3.5; mid-Atlantic 15 during a
is
itinerary includes.
The
Europe.
central
north
east
2.2;
percent,
1111
and
,
Frankfurt
Berlin,
north
14 percent, A,2.7 ; west
le
Prague,
Germany;
,
Nuremberg
central 18 per cent, 2.4; South
•
Salzburg,
vakia;
Altantic 28 percent, 2.8; east. Czecholsla
Innsbruck. Austria;
south central 26 percent, 2.9; Vienna and
Switzerland; and back
west south central 18 percent,4 Lucerne,
and Rothenberg.
2.4; Mountain states n percent, to Heidelberg
Germany.
2.3: Pacific states 16 percent,

It is in these floor battles that
Long, as manager of bills, has
won increased respect from his
colleagues in recent years.

KNIT

4.
7

_Survey Indicates Man
Unfilled Job Openings

Mills normally brings his big
bills to the House floor under a
closed rule which bars amendments. But the Senate has a
completely open rule on amendments-often more than 100
floor changes will be proposed
on tax or Social Security legislation.

"
"Spool

. _.
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But in many respects the Louisiana senator has the harder
task.
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Revf,

Reg. '69.97

MINN-KOTA

PARTNERS

Trolling Motor
Varible Speeds up to 10 Speeds
...

Air Cooled Motor

$

'75.97

LOWRENCE

Q.. • ,..

•.•••.
.. .

DEPTH & FISH
FINDER

mi

-Positive transducer mount
-Transducer brackets fully
justable
-Battery Guage
-Mounted on swively type bracket
can be seen from any position In boat
-Operates on 2, 6 volt lantern batteries.

$

Choice

li 29

1

II
•
1

11 •1

$13917
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•
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UV ABNER
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97

1(

LIFT

-No engine interference
-Bright light Signal

LFP 300 or LEG 300

your

•

iiiral

SKI

609
'--.. ,

Reg

Model

$5097
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7 Greek len*,
8 Sweeny
9 Hawaiian
102121.2a
10 Pitch
II Curls
mcknanw
16 Pinochle term
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22 Ventilated
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BEATS RENT RECEIPTS
This4wo bedroom expandable house on two acres of land
east of Murray. An easy start to home ownership. With only
a minimum down payment and small monthly payments on
your own house instead of a bunch of rent receipts will
provide you with a real estate investment. Complete with
drapes, appliances and air conditioner. Located on Hwy. 732
only minutes from busy downtown Murray. Let us show you
this bargain at $10,750.

ua..„- j
ott.vi
.61
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31

IR 4 I

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN?
This thiee bedroom home on South 13th Street is for you.
Large yard away from the street is the play area for the
small fry and yet large enough for a garden House has a
large family room with fireplace, full size living room, a
kitchen equipped with dishwasher and disposal. This is the
only house with a den and fireplace now being offerred in
$15 to $17,000 price range
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John C. Neubauer
208 South Fourth Street
(Swann Building)
John C. Neubauer, Broker
(Res. phone 7$5-7521)
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JUST LISTED IS THIS LARGE 4 bedroom brick pictured
above. It has a large entrance foyer with stairs up. Has
large living room,dining room,kitchen, den, utility, bath and
1 bedroom, along with double garage on first floor. It has 3
large bedrooms, 2 baths, and large play room on second
floor This house has central heat and air conditioning
tt
largest heat bill under M0.00). Wall to wall carpet, double
oven range, dishwasher, disposal. Extra large patio Priced
less than you could replace house.

ri
)
41;: ON SOUTH 16TH STREET WE HAVE an extra nice 3
bedroom brick that has large family room, wall to wall
wrpet, range, dishwasher, large utility room, nice storage
house, carport, air conditioned, nice drapes $26,500.00.

4
IN; IN KINGSWOOD SUBDIVISION we have a 3 bedroom brick

with large family roam garage, 1,-2 baths, wall to wall
carpet, central heat and air, range, dishwasher, very nice
shrubs. Priced to sell

u
411,

ON THREE ACRES OF LAND, LOCATED near the lake we
have a 3 bedroom brick with large living room, large kitchen, large ceramic tile bath. Utility room,carport, beautiful
hardwood floors. $21,500.00.
ON A NICE CORNER LOT WE HAVE a 6 room brick home,
with gas heat, full basement with 4 rooms, wall to wall
carpet, even in basement. The highest heat bill under $25.00.
If you want a nice economical place to live, see this one.

ON SOUTH 8TH STREET WE HAVE a 3 bedroom house with
a full basement with a 2 bedroom apartment The main floor
:t
s is now renting for $85 00 per month The basement apartment
rents for $75 00 This is a nice home with income or a good
piece of rental property at $14,000.00.

I
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POCt YOU MD C20
et_OtwOre.
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saE COMES NOME,
START CRYING
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ON THE LARGEST LAWN IN TOWN we have this 10 room
house on North 7th Street. The lot is 80':450'. The house has 2
full baths, gas heat. 2 car garage, wall to wall carpet
downstairs and is priced at only $10,750.00

k:
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:11€
'411;
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THE OTHER ONE IS JUST AS NEAT and is on a shady lot X
100'x230' It is presently leased, but you could have 4:
possession in May. It has central heat and air, carpeting, and .4g:five rooms on each side Really a honey and priced to get a 12 4;
1
per cent return on your money.
THI --LEVEL IN THE COUNTRY has everything you could "IP.
want 2L1 baths, central heat, and air, shag carpet, 16101'x36'
recreation room,fireplace, entrance foyer, central vacuum,
3 patios, self cleaning double oven, dishwasher Much more
you must see to appreicate. Take a look, it might be for
you.
SHADY LOT, BEAUTIFUL PATIO, two baths, FOUR
BEDROOMS, family room, living room, garage, concrete
drive, kitchen with appliances, central heat and air, carpeting throughout. Other extras and priced to sell Walking
distance to M.H.S.
SPRiNG AND SUMMER ON BEAUTIFUL Kentucky Lake-if
this la ow dream call us now. Three bedroom year around
house sVarloolung the prettiest scene on the lake

Watch for Roberts Realty's Big Move!

11E
=
•
)4

THE PHANTOM

:

THE BELK BUILDING ON THE COURT SQUARE HAS
BEEN REDUCED IN PRICE BY $10,000.00. THIS IS THE
:
LARGEST BUILDING ON THE SQUARE. HAS THREE
1.• I kX)RS FOR MERCHANDISING, IF INTERESTED IN
IP
BUSINESS HOUSE TO USE OR TO LEASE, THIS SHOULD k:
BE VERY INTERESTING
YOU.
:*
WE HAVE TWO OF THE VERY NICEST duplexes in town
for sale. One of them is located near M.S.0 and has two :
bedrooms, living room, bath or a total of five rooms on each
side It has carpeting throughout, central heat and air and
other extras including built in appliances

WE'VEGOT IT TO SEI.I. "A" FRAME for weekeiscLs or all
summer and winter, INEXPENSIVELY PRICED TOO
REMOTE,but easy to get to. Color T.V , beautiful scenery,
two bedrooms, family room, with fireplace, and priced less
than $14,000.00 It's all at ROBERTS REALTY

/2

vlasi"eltirTh

PICTURED ABOVE ON RIGHT IS A 3 bedroom house just
listed. It has gas heat, glassed room at front and rear and is
priced at $8.750.00.
•
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Phone 753-0101
Robert W. Rodgers,
(Res. pease 7$34111)

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

k

Murray, Kentucky

SOS

REAL MATE FOR SALE

rrCEMIII321MACMCCMCMCCOLVEACCMCComexoccsmelf•i

Real Estate

PUT ont,
11

REAL MATE FOR SALE

REALESTATE FOR SALE

MARCH IN BEFORE APRIL
You can march right into this fine three bedroom brick home
now. Greet your friends as they enter your home through the
attractive foyer. There is a large living room for formal get
togethers, a big family room for casual entertaining and a
grill and patio for al-fresco dining. The efficient kitchen
equipped with dishwasher will make the culinary chores a
breeze. Two tile baths. Plenty of storage room. Drapes and
carpeting. Garage. Near high school. Priced at $31,500.
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

* Membpr of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising Managing

•

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE

-

SEE

Call 153- 1651
)=

0=

4:
Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924 M;

Ray Roberts, G.R.I. - 753-5583

BEATLE BAILEY

Down Concord

Way .. .

FOR RENT

Poem Written About Her Mother's Quilt
By Estelle Spieelaad
March 3, 073

NANCY

REMEMBER, WE'RE EQUAL
PARTNERS IN THIS SKI LIFT
BUSINESS
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As I read the article in the
Ledger and Times about the
quilt exhibit to be seen at
Murray State University from
March 8 to 23, I took out of the
closet an old quilt of my
mothers', and looking at the
tiny stitches, I wrote this poem:
"Just an old patchwork quilt
of a mother's,
Its colors now faded with age,
But still an album of
memories
With each tiny piece a loved
page.
The stitches show infinite
patience
AM long hours of toiling and
care.
I Imagine her head bowed in
lamplight,
Her lips, perhaps breathing a
prayer.
She is planning a better
tomorrow
As her needle sews painstaking seams.
Though she sits by the fire in a
cabin,
She is building a castle of
dreams.
The quilt lining, dyed with the
oak bark,
Has a story to tell all its own,
Of lean days of scrimping and
saving
Such as those of this age have
not known.
Ali, old quilt of the calico

TRAILER, TWO
bedrooms,
10'x50', carpeted and air conditioned. Oil or electric heat Just
patches,
"Her children rise up and call off Highway 121 $6500 per
Though the hands which her bleseed. Her husband, also, month. Nice Phone 489made you now rest,
and he praiseth her."
2513.
MN('

You symbolize old fashioned
virtues
Which time may yet prove
were the best."
I pass this on because while in
the funeral home paying final
respects to a former Buchanan
teacher, Mrs. Ratliff Paschall,
a relative of hers told me how
her mother had saved my letters which held interest for the
aged.
And once at a sale of old books
of a deceased one, I found one of
my letters in the yellowed
pages. So I love talking to those
mothers whose work on earth is
done.
I am glad that senior citizens
in Murray are not forgotten.
Miss Annie Willis' 93rd birthday was honored March 1 by a
party of senior citizens at the
Community Center on Ellis
Drive.
Television provides one
program on channel 5 at 7:00
p.m. Thursdays,"The Waltons"
which may be interesting to old
and old fashioned lovers. Last
week a mother who had
dreamed of singing as a star
found that she had used her
talent best by singing to her
family.
No greater compliment can a
mother win on life's stage than
the words in Proverbs 31728

One of our neighbors. Mrs.
Ruby Kindred, lost her 84 year
old mother, Mrs. Susie Farris,
recently. We sympathize
We hope a speedy recovery
for George Robert Lassiter who
had surgery in Nashville
recently, also John Bucy and
Clint Lawson, and Mrs. Berline
Lovins who will be missed only
a few days we hope, from New
Concord Grocery after neck
surgery

HOUSE. FOUR rooms and bath,
screened in back porch. Unfurnished. No pets allowed.
Phone Hoyt Cleaver, Sr., 753-1779
before 6:00p.m.
M12C

TWO BEDROOM apartment,
kitchen, appliances furnished.
Available now. $150.00 per month.
Excellent condition. Also two
room efficiency apartment with
We hope that
Mrs. Osco central heat and air. $100.00 per
Patterson has recovered from month, utilities included. Phone
nnetunonia by now.
753-4342 or 753-898.
Those interested in New
Concord Cemetery will be glad
that Bruce Ferguson reports THREE BEDROOM house.
that a new caretaker, a retired modern. Near Carter School.
policeman from Illinois who has Available March 24. Only $100 00
the equipment has accepted the per month. Phone 753-5809 MAC
job for $75.00 a month beginning
in April.
Randy McClure and Kent NEW THREE room hotle,
Bucy are two of the vocational carpeted. Ideal for couple or
students who have enrolled for middle age lady. Phone 753M8C
evening classes so they will be 5483.
available for day employment,
now that perhaps the draft for HOUSE. TWO bedrooms. un18 year olds will not hinder
college.
Near
furnished.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if at Available now Phone 753last, the prophesies in Isaiah 2 2227.
M13P
could come.true, "They Shall
beat their swords into plow TWO BEDROOM trailer on
shares" and -Neither shall Kentucky Lake.$35.00 per month.
they learn war anymore."
M9C
Phone 436-2427.
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Nobody Knows Murray and

#

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753 4910
C Bailey Hendricks
753-8958

753-1607 $
753-7638!

Alsz

HI'NIES

home
TAX TIME TIP-Make that move from tenant to
owner Such an eas, move by assuming the loan on 206 North
6th reet witb very little down It's a sharp 3 bedroom home
with carpeting Newly decorated $12.800

NO HEADACHES-FOR THE HOUSEWIFE in this easy to
care for home Large family room- which means a happy
time for TV Excellent kitchen with compactor Lots of fresh
air Call for appointment

414 SOUTH 8TH STREET-Bedroom hunters, here it isbedrooms. large lot Conveniends located Some carpet
Presently being remodeled

TRY TO BUILD IT'' This tri-level could not be replaced at
this price. 5 bedrooms in apple pie order Family room with
fireplace Situated in excellent area with homes of equal
quality Here's one you'll be glad you took time to see

ET THIS BE YOUR LAST WEEK of house hunting' We
have a delightful 3 bedroom, well decorated home at 507
South 7th Street. Wait till you see the tasteful kitchen, all the
conveniences-Cheery too $16.500 00
WALLET WATCHERS-LOCATED ON 121 near the Graves
County line. roomy 3 bedroom home, located on 1 acre lot
Some carpets, F2 baths. Phone 7534142 for appointment.
OLDER HOME ON SOUTH 12TH STREET Lot is 55' x 200',
ma) be commercial S940., CrOod rental PenPert.Y no!.
JUSTREDECORATED-1605 KIRKWOOD has new carpets,
new disposal, new dishwasher and new coat of paint 3
bedrooms, 1,2 baths, large landscaped lot and a garage
Good house, good neighborhood
$25,000 WILL BUY THIS 3 bedroom brick at 810 Guthrie
Drive Family room big enough for pool table and opens to
patio. Newly painted, central heat and air, carpeted, large
kitchen with built-ins, 17 baths You can't build this much
house for the price
- UST WAIT T11.1. SPRING and see this
DORAN ROM5-7-3
professionally landscaped yard come to life One of the most
attractive places in town City school district, nice corner lot.
3 baths. 3 bedrooms, family room, excellent floor plan Try
this patio out now Appointment only
YOUR SEARCH ENDS HERE,IF you are looking for a home
in the Almo community 3 bedrooms, well-equipped kitchen,
central electric heat, large lot Located in Highland Oaks

1.11TS

1

NORTH 18TH STREET, North 16th Street, Oakdale, South
llth Street. Ti, City, Bagwell Manor, Camelot, Coldwater,
Sherwood Forest, Penny Road, Dudley Drive

ACREAGE

--

FOUR ACRES ON NORTH 16th Street. Over 1,000 feet of
road frontage
NEAR TRI CITY APPROXIMATELY 3 acres-been landscaped. Great building site Priced right, too
TWO ACRES JUST SOUTH of Coldwater on Highway 1836.,
Priced right Call us now
63 ACRES EAST OF Dexter. Only $4,700.00.
44 ACRES ON 0011.E,GE FARM ROAD Extended H
barn and 3 small ponds Only $3,756.

LAKE
EIGHT LOTS IN KENTUCKY LAKE Development Corporation. all for 91.800 00 Must see to appreciate"

E-1/*6.r.ttr1.

1/71111e-PRNeft*Stfrstiottr.san414iisy Shores- Late
front and lake yew lots available'
home
nice
WANT CLOSE TT)TOWN'410 South 6th Street. A
on a small lot Has electric heat, carpets, storm doors and
30 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE on Hopper Cemetery
windowsand a ts...r".11 Let usshow gall toyou.
'Welttrial fir a- rifiternehtliorite.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON NolitH 16th Street with
BEAUTIFUL LAKE VIEW LOT and mobile home wit- h
carpets, large family room And big back yard for kids and
sundeck
in Panorama Shores. Complete with all furniture
dogs, range and oven, dishwasher, and lots of book shelves
and appliances including stereo and T V Immediate
Compact small home
possession and priced to sell.
OUT 94 EAST. TOWARDS KENLAKF., we offer a real neat 3
bedroom brick home on 5 acres of land Home is only 6 years
old Very attractive bargain for $21,500.00

TVA FRONTAGE FRAME cottage in Panorama Shores
with central heat and air. Also has carpet Get awns. to the
crappie fishing and enjoy casual living. Only $13,500.00.

LIKE TT)PAINT AND FIX UP,then set back to admire your
purchase' 816 North 19th Street has big rooms, very
spacious family room, 3 bedrooms, 1'1 baths. A good price.
Call now

NEAR 'RYAN COBB-Concrete block cabin on large lake
front lot with tremendous view of Kentucky Lake. For sunning, fishing, or skiing. This is the place Possession with
deed.

THE BUY OF THE WEEK!!! $23,500 will get you this 3
bedroom, 1 12 baths, brick home, with central heat and air,
carpets, drapes and all built-ins in kitchen. Also a dining
room or family room. Call quickly before it is sold.

PANORAMA SHORES LAKE FRONT HOME'' Ideal for a
summer retreat Large sun porch and has boat dock Relax
and enjoy it '

GATESBORO CHARM-LARGE FOUR BEDROOM home
with everything. Large den with pegged hardwood floors and
fireplace, unique kitchen, shag carpeted throughout Great
home for the larger family.
,BRAND NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME on Holiday Drive.
Spacious intenor design with seperate bedroom wing. Kitchen with extra cabinets and all built-ins. Extra storage. Call
for an appointment to see this beauty
IF THE NAME OF THE GAME IS LIVING, come play in
this charming 3 bedroom brick with large living room and
formal dining room. It's located just a short distance from
town on a large lot. A must see"
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
isisiMitewlaitamat
AUCTION SALE, Hazel Auction
met
Vac
Mk
NNW
Kentucky,
Hazel,
House,
Saturday, March 10, 1:00 p.m.
Old dressers, . antique rocker,
dinette set, serving table, floor
lamps, electric ironer, record
Calloway County Like
player, nice. desk made from,
treadle sewing machine, straight
back chairs, churn, horse collars
with brass hanes,kerosene lamp,
records, Avon bottles, two sheets
of slab marble, pink depression
cake platter, green cookie jar,
Phone 753-4342
green juice glasses, several
pieces of pink and green
depression glue. UM of odds
and ends. For all your auction needs
contact Wilson & Thompson
Auction Service. Wayne Wilson,
Auctioneer, Charles Thompson,
M 10C
apprentice auctioneer.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

y

"
60100
RIBMISIRIMINIE1-8-2161818-16Mq16212-61212121612181r51.1 El.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
TIO\ SALE

'I

(-•-•

ff-1

L

L,

inxitSHOP THE WANT ADS WA
„c•J'

1973

lilt RSOAY-NIARCH

KENTUCKY

cOMMF.RCIAL & INCOME

LARGE SHOP AND OFFICE In Sunbury Circle is zoned for
tiusiness Building is in excellent condition Has central heat
Office is air conditioned.
C'ORNER OF NORTH 16th & Olive-Now rented to students
for parking. Lot is 75' x 139'. Speculators-take note!!
THREE APARTMENT COMPLEXES AT 1628 Miller
Avenue. in good condition. Rented to University students
Brings in. good revenue. Call ,for an appointment.

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
March 10, 10:30 a.m., rain or
shine, two miles southeast of
Murray, off of Highway 121. at
J.T. Todd Motor Sales, first farm
South.
Will sell all equipment used on
the Jackson, and adjoining
farms, by the late Orien McCuiston, Jackson Brothers were
his partners This equipment has
been well cared for, sheltered
and repaired when needed.
Will sell two Oliver 66 tractors,
one with power lift and 3 point
disc,
plows,
14"
hitch,
cultivators, culUpacker, planter,
1 row corn picker, manure and
lime spreader, tractor seeder,
combine, New Holland bailer, 2
years old. 40' hay or grain
elevator, 2 rubber tire wagons,
new beds, with fifth wheels, 6'
bushhog, rotary hoe, side
delivery rakes-1 practically
new, and mowing machine.
Miscellaneous items: table saw, 2
Black & Decker skill saws, 20"
chain saw, compressor, electric
drills - motors-heaters and
fans.
Nice cabinet type Ashley
heater, also coal heater, beam
scales, carpenters tools, hand
planes, boxes of nails, bolts,
chains, sledges, and wedges, cant
hook, 2.x5' metal mortar box, 100
gallon metal tank, push plow,
cast iron bathtub, wash kettle
and fescue seed. Possibly other
collector's items in the farming
line A hay rake for 1 or 2 mules,
1945, never assemtried.
This is one of the better sales.
Eats and drinks served. If
ground solid, plenty of organized
rking. Not responsible for
• •
_1.Ni:del Late Onen
McCutston individually owned
1168 Chevrolet pickup, spotless,
with 23,000 miles, will also sell.
Plan to be with us March 10.
Douglas Shoemaker, associate
Shoemaker Auction & Livestock
Company, in charge of sale. For
information phone Murray, 75317C
3375.
• 4 Of'

SEVENTY ACRE FARM with a 2-bedroom mobile home, good well, outbuildings, fruit
tre.-s, plenty of road frontage on Old Murray-Concord Highway. Located approximately 34
mile from the -blacktop road.
8 ACRES OF TENDABLE LAND,a good building site;plus water from a deep well. All for
$7,200.
•
THRET: AcittioF LAND AND A 2- bedroom frame home, recently re-worked. Located 5
miles from Murray, in the Cherry Corner community.
ATTRACTIVE TWO YEAR OLD BRICK HOME on a 100'x260' lot. Has separate dining
room, kitchen built-ins, large ceramic bath, living room, 2 or 3 bedrooms, utility room.
carport, good well. Up to two acres of additional land can be bought with this place. Priced
at $21,000.

FEMALE SALES, help wanted.
20-40 years age,- prefer experience in sales. Apply in pferson
between 3 00-6:00 p.m. Sammons
Bakery. No phone calls
Mk'
please.

AVON HELPS make dreams
come true! Need extra cash for a
dishwasher? An Easter outfit'
Color TV' Find out how easy it is
to make money in your spare
time, as an Avon Representative. Call: 443-3366, Collect
1 2 ('
March

MY COMPANY needs three
1311 MAIN STREET-9 rental units- Room for 19 students.
salesmen to call on customers
HANG OUT THE WELCOME SIGN. If you admire folks who
Goodincome-Good condition--Low vacancy rate
are proud of their homes, maybe you should have a place like
who have requested home
completely furnished with furniture and appliances. Let us
demonstrations of my merthis-and experience a thrill when visitors exclaim "What a
explain the advantages of this type property to you!!
chandise Guaranteed salary,
lovely home!" In like new Condition. It's a 3 bedroom. 2 bath
at 900 South 17th Street. Let us show you the inside'
plus commission, with unlimited
105 NORTH 14Th STREET An excellent opportunity to
potential. I have written
income
acquire some good rental property House has garage
CHECK rIVESE ASSETS: 1 bedrooms ..2 baths. .central
requests from customers who
Home
too.
has
property,
rental
heat
central
is
that
apartment
heat and air...equipped kitchen _beautiful lot. Then call us
have been waiting for as long as 8
and 5 window air conditioners. Zoned R-4. Give us a call.
for an appointment
month.s to see my merchandise,
MMOISSIMI/ACAIW.
AIKAIIIIIMIWASISKAII
MIK
talc
0411111K
and new requests coming in all
Aimssaw.x1111WA11111c MIX WO AM( Alec Maw VW)
the time. The men I select must
:..,
I OR RENT
-t.
foR RENT
be neat, clean, mature, honest,
FOR RENT
Ftilt RENT
"e
starters who can work
1NICE TWO bedroom house situ self
off es
w o .micac
;53_t7izo
Elba
ne 7
wiFth
O
PhAoCE
ths.SF,
CE
close supervision. They
without
garden spot in Alm° Heights
1oo
men who own a serbe
must
I
Couple preferred. Phone 753-596(
FbR RENT
•
•
automobile, are not
vicable
w
after 6:00 p.m.
New 2 bedroom apartment. Dishwasher, disposal, range, •
•
si
i w0 BEDROOM trailer, furafraid to work late hours and are
• refirgerator furnished. Central heat and air, all carpet, 20
conditioned.
Air
nished.
willing to spend some nights
Located
. w feet of closet, large utility room with
ho
UN
e
s
uF
506
at
!
oo-up. is
rYer hook-up.
was
iher-d
•
from home. Sales exPhone
57.
Oaks,
Number
away
Shady
South:URN1SHE1:T7(
1)t
11th
a
1 rtit;
carport, large yard with private patio. $140 per month.•
Street
desirable, but not ab• Large
• 2
.
46 after 5,30 p.m
P
%M
perience
53-97
per
$65.00
month.
Phone
•
753-1509
'Phone 753-7550.......o
i
solutely necessary if you are the
or 753-1513.
ce a complete
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
right man, since
will be
location. Nice. I THREE ROOM
Only
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, FURNISHED two bedroom house, city, good
i :1
full time men
753-3482. M1OC apar tmen7pMiVate
or
753-3895
Phone
carwall
to
wall
apartment,
provided.
bathroom
kitchen,
room,
r
living
unfurnientrance.
air.
apply. Call Mr. Jim Baker
Water and lights furniihed
and shower and bath. One or two peting, central heat and
appointment at
nice.
10'02',
TRAILER,
O.K.Children
HOUSE
location.
Elderly coupleor
for an interview
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Excellent
Sewing & Stereo
Available ladies preferred 202
University.
Rent.
1.
March
Near
Available
Discount
pets.
No
'753Street,
two
ments, South 16th
March March 1. Phone 753-3895 or 753 Phone 753-6173, or after Poplar Center, Main Street, Hazel, Ky.,
April 4NC $145.00. Phone 753-4331.
6609.
6.00 p.m
M8C
3482.
502.02-8812.
M1°C 753-4522.
SC
M9(
1

CC
PERSONALLY
tours to Alaska, Ne
Mackinac Island,
Mexico, New Engl.
Scotia, Ozarks,etc. W
brochure. Mrs. He]
Pennyrile Tours,
llopkinsville. Ky. 4224

INCOME PROPERTY-8600 per month income has been averaged during the past year, yet
the listed price is only 820,000. Owner lives too far away to manage the property and wants
to sell.

•
iwPa ipsneTtiriinlr,
opa

JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM VICK home in Fanview Acres Subdivision Ha
central heat and air, wall to wall carting, built-in range, oven and hood, central watei
system, attached garage, 34 acre lot

•Panelli
•Ceilin

RECENTLY REDECORATED 2-BEDROOM frame home on a 2-acre tract of land
Situated on US-641„, approximately 6 miles north of Murray. On city water.
90 ACRE FARM.located 6 miles Southeast of Murray, on Shoemaker Road. Could be madt
into a good cattle farm and is pi-iced at less than $200 per acre.
ALMOST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in Puryear Heights Subdivision_ Has
central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting,large ceramic bath, patio, kitchen-family room,
large lot and a central water system.
SUITABLE FOR MULTI-FAMILY OR FRATERNITY USAGE-This spacious home has 3
levels of living area, 2 fireplaces, 2)-1 baths, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
oversized lot Located within one block of the University.
85 ACRE CATTLE FARM,on Highway Ky 614, between Wiseharts Grocery and Panorama
Shores. Has 45 acres of open land, running water year around, new fences on two sides, good
well, small stock barn, plenty of blacktop frontage
$800 DOWNPAYMENT AND TAKE over the present mortgage $51.79 per month, including
principal and interest) on this 4- -bedroom) frame home in Hazel. Has a detached garage,
large garden space,city water,sewerage, natural gas heat Full price $5,900.
66 ACRE FARM. ADJACENT TO TVA frontage on Kentucky Lake Has 45 acres of open
land, large silo, stock barn. 30'3[60' frame building, good well Adjoining TVA land may be
leased for additional pastureland
4 R()OM FRAME WITH ALUMINUM SIDING,located on a one acre tract of land North of
Hazel. Has wall to wall carpeting, electric heat.
REDUCED TO $8,600. LARGE FRAME HOME in a good state of repair, near downtown
Murray. Has 7 rooms and bath. 2 fireplaces, gas heat, almost new carpeting.
CHOICE, OF 7 residential building sites at Wiswell With or without trees Priced from
$2,700,

°RmemP od
e elm',

il

751)1
- 1

FREE ESTIMATE
tank installation Pho
7850

BULLDOZER WOR/
also bank gravel, fi
topsoil Phone Hard
or 3544161, after 5:00
JERRY'S REFIN1
Custom Built Furniti
South of Murray on
Jerry McCoy, owner
8837.

JOHN'S REPAIR
Plumbing-electrical-r
carpentry. Phone 753753-7625 nights.

KELLY'S TERM!'!'!
Control, phone 753-391
13th Street "Ever,
delay lets bugs have t
way."

ROY'S LOCKSMITI
Phone Paris, 642-4551

CHOICE OF 5 residential building sites on Stella -Kirksey Ftgid Priced from $1,500.
...located pc, 1,1-641 South
MOBILE HOME SUES or residential construction
)ownpayment can be arranged to fit almost any pocketbook.
MOBILE Fff)ME LOTS NEAR KY LAKE Located on Blood River Church Road, near
dowriPaDrielif and.owner will finance the balance at,6 per cent
Aaniana Mores- 4 Per
interest Some have septic tanks already installed and are available for immediate occupancy. Priced from $795.
i'NKSUM.OPPORTUNITY.--.43-bedroom frame in goon.condition, a mood sized lot. All for
only 14,500.-This home is on city water and sewerage and has natural gas heat.
PARTIALLY COMPLETED 2-BEDROOM frame home in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision
Priced at $5,510.
TWO ACRE WOODED building site, suitable for a walk-out basement. Priced at $3,500
200 ACRES, UNTENDED AND UNCARF:D FOR for 40 to 50 years Needs a lot of cleaning
up, but is priced accordingly. Located approximately 10 miles Southeast of Murray, on the
Ky: -Tenn. border

Boyd, Wood

Stanley, In
Spring

Clean

errivr
Let us do it fl
a
specilists
roofing.
care,
plumbing and shotmoymg We'll also:
lakes•de cab.n in
the surtyrrte.r Mark
today tor
Call
estimate

US-2410

WILL DO housecles
day. Phone 753-353:
message for D. Constantine.

135)(271' LOT ON US-641.South Suitable for residential or commercial usage.

CLIPF
POODLE
grooming. Experier
753-4881.

150'x200' LOT AT the intersection of Lynn Grove Highway and Johnny Robertson Road. Has
numerous huge old trees. One of the best building sites around Murray.

FOR ALL your
remodeling, resil
commercial. New c
estimates. Call 753-61

$2,500 EACH.FOR TWO adjoining residential lots in Meadow Green Acres Subdivision
HELP WANTED

SEAMLESS ALUMIIS
manufactured and i
Atkins Gutter Ir
Murray, phone 7534
8992.

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR LAKE AREA LOTS,check our selection before you buy We
have lots in Panorama Shores, I akeway Shores, Pine Bluff Shores, Kentana Shores, Ky
Lake Development Priced from $300 up

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
4th & Maple Streets

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946:
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

WILL KEEP one
home,days. Phone 7

Myhill I V

Contract Pi

(Interior & E

Appliance I

Phone 753-93
753-6995

5:00 p.

1.i.t1P-OMM141.411111•11PONIIMEMMIIIIIMIK

III 1.1' %,1

FOUR BEDROOM brick house,
dining room, family room, play
and work area, two full baths,
central heat and air. Dead end
street. Wooded lot. Interested?
Phone 753-7309.
MIOC

THREE BEDROOM home. One
bath, living room, large kitchendining area, 5 large closets and
utility room. Under house storage
area. Spacious lot. Air conWanted person to stay in
ditioned. Adjoins open park and
home with elderly couple
playground area. Phone 753SIXTY ACRE farm,8 miles south 8654.
five days a week. (day and
MIOC
of
Murray on Highway 121. 30
night, preferably 7 days)
acres tillable, .30 acres woods,
Phone 489-2510 or 489-2517.
pighway frontage. $350.00 per THREE
BEDROOM house,
raFre. Phone 436-5438.
M 10C central heat and air, built-in
WANTED SOMEONE to break
oven, and range, carpets. Five
up garden plot in city. Also want IN ('ANTERBURY:
Three
to buy 26" bicycle and used chest bedroom, brick, family room, miles north of Murray, just off
Highway 641. Phone 753of drawers. Phone 753-0607. M1OC utility, double garage,
central 5639.
M14('
heat and air. Phone 7536455.
M12(
SPACIOUS FOUR bedroom
COUNTER WAITRESS for day
house. Living room, forer
shift. Must be neat, clean and
dining room, two baths, country
efficient. Contact Mr. Barnes at
kitchen, fireplace, central holt
Burger Chef. Phone 753and air. Under $40,000.00. Phone
7199.
M14C
753-8182 or 753-0391.
/411C

Help Wanted

toe

'AY Omer/

PROFESSIONAL
carpets, furniture,
and specialities sr
Servicemaster colic
7333.

WILL CLEAN hor
with someone dull
Phone 753-9304.

WILL DO baby-sit
home, Monday thr
Phone 489-2355.

BUSINESS OPP

OWN YOUR ow
complete figure se
steam cabinets, vi
low rollers, office
printing. Priced to
For further details
247-8381 or write 1
Mayfield, Ky.
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R & TIMES -MURRAY, KENTUCKY

IT'S EASY

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WANT-ADS

SERVICES OFFERED

• apering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

FOR SALE:

MOBILE HOME, 10':40', two
nice.
bedrooms.
Extra
Reasonably priced. Phone 753M10C,
3297.

SOLD OUT!!
All the shrubbery at the Former
Murray Nursery has been sold, Thank
you for your patronage.

7534916

1064 SALE

NOT1CL

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Mtirrirv, phone 95&41407 or -1138992
April 10C
PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED
tours to Alaska, New Orleam,
Mackinac Island, Michigan,
Mexico, New England, Nova
Scotia, Ozarks,etc. Write for 1973
brochure. Mrs. Helen Miller,
Pennyrile Tours, Route 4,
Hopkinsville, Ky 42240.
?A2OP

THURSDAY--MARCH 8, 197

ci
'4.44

•

Look for the Construction of
the New Tucker TV Sales
and Service
Hwy. 121

MOTORCYCLE, 650
1972
Yamaha. 3200 miles. Excellent
condition. 11,000.00. Phone Paris,
Tennessee 1-901-642-4082. MIOP
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25',
and treated fence posts. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street.
MIOC
ONE TON capacity flat-bed tilttop utility trailer. Use to haul
riding lawn-mower, motorcycles,
small tractors, etc. $200. Phone
753-8654.
MIOC

SFeCiAL/

Great Way to Look...
Small Price to Pay!
GANT-SERO-SHAPLEY-OXFORD
Paints a bold stripe of color in shirts that are
creating quite an uproar on campus this Spring
Compliments Are Catching
New Shipment of Knit Sport Shirts
. . . Great Selection!
Come To The

COLLEGE SHOP

Artell Tucker

Across from MSU Library
14' AIEMA craft boat, model FD,
20 H.P. Johnson motor, low
omp e 'ome
hours. Phone 753-6202 or 7533648.
M14C GAS STOVE, new Tappan, 30".
Remodeling
4 8
HONDA 75 with helmet 9,-.2 H.P.
With self cleaning oven, 8150.00 Evou-ude fishing motor P1
FRE
?3
,4
BOAT
INSURANCE.
Broad
Phone 753-9357
M1OC 436-4582.
"I'D LIKE IT
coverage. Good claim services.
South Fulton, Tenn.
Lowest rates.
Galloway In- 14' GLASSPAR runabout with 40
753-0961
WANTED TO RENT
surance & Realty Phone 753- H.P. Evinrude motor, 1000 lb. GARAGE SALE, 207 North 17th,
FOR
SALE
FRIDAY NIGHT
5842.
April 11C Sears tilt trailer Excellent 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m., Thursday,
FREE ESTIMATE oti spectic
Friday, Saturday and Monday.
WANT TO RENT two or three
tank installation. Phone 753condition. Phone 436-5818. M1OC Boy's summer clothes and other
SEARS 6 H.P. riding lawn JOHN DEERE
4020-D tractor
bedroom house in good condition, (
7850.
mower. Good condition, used 1600
TFC
MlOC
miscellaneous items
hours, extra nice. Phone 435about 3 miles from Murray. Must three
summers. Cost $275.00 new, 4253, Max Workman, Browns KUSTOM 200 PA system. Exhave
water
Will
pay
$50.00
or
cellent
condition.
Used by Ivan
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
first $125.00 takes it Phone 743- Grove.
MIOC Stone Will sacrifice for $450.00. SUPER "A" Farmall tractol,
160 00 per month Phone 753also bank gravel, fill dirt and
7683.
M12C
3655.
M9P
Phone 436-5868 8 30 a.m.-1:00 plow, disc, cultivators and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
1972 MOBILE home. Already set p.m.
M1OC bushhog belly mower. Phone 751or 3544161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
1966-10's:50' MOBILE home, two up
in a good location. Phew 753WANTED TO rent 2 or 3 bedroom bedrooms, P-2
5493
MIOP
baths, shag car- 1856.
M1OC GARAGE SALE, March 10, 10:00
house. Prefer house in country, pets, eye
JERRY'S REFINISHING at
FRI. NIGHT
level oven $2,500.00.
unfurnished, except for stove and Phone 4374270.
a.m.-3:00 p.m., 216 South 12th HUFFY RIDING mower. Good
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
SUN RAYS
MSC
refrgerator. Call Debbie, at 753Street 15 H.P Johnson motor, condition. New camp stove. Set of
South of Murray on Hwy 641
Door Prize
VA LOANS,nordownpsyment for $100.00. Dishes, books,
1916 or 753-6213 after 5 p.m. MIINC
clothes,
Jerry McCoy, owner. 502
BOY'S SIZE 10, regular, short qualified vetiran. 12 years
SAT. NIGHT
to old typewriter, bicycle, bowling table lamps. Phone 489-2248 8:00
and long pants,'size 12. shirts; pay Drive on out almost
TFC
M1OP
a.m.-5:00 p.m
Glenn Littleton's
0
to ball, orkis and ends
Lae, Tracy
M1OC
WANT TO RENT crop land girl's size toddler-3 clothes
Combo
Clarks River Bridge on &Wine.
Phone days 753-5584 or nights 753- Phone 753-3903.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
M9C Bank financing on spot. Bill's
BLUE MARLIN CLUB
9787
Plumbing-electrical-rooftng and
MlOC
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
carpentry. Phone 7534017 days or
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano. Beltline Highway, Paducah,
Ky.,
NIUSIC
753-7625 nights.
Used Baldwin organs Used 443-6150
TFC
MlOCI
PIANO TUNING and Repair Baldwin grand pianos Lonardo
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Jerry Cain, 753-8712 Registered Piano Company, across from
The past year we have had numerous requests for an auto
Control, phone 753-3914,100 South
M9C
craftsman Piano Technician Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
repair, "Do it Yourself Shop" to Murray, Ky. We are
13th Street "Every day you
Guild.
answering these requests and opening our shop and wash
TFC
We have Shorts. Tops, Scooter
delay lets bugs have their
SMITH & WESSON Model B
rooms from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., 7 days a week, effective
PIANO
TUNING-RepairOwner
By
way."
Skirts,
Blazers. Slacks. Vests,
TFC
caliber 30.06 with Weaver 3-9
Friday, March 9, 1973.
rebuilding. Prompt expert serBlouses,
scope.
Remington
Pant Suits. and
model
600,
our
personnel for details and appointments
See
Three bedroom
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Polyester Jr. Dresses 13-131.
pianos for sale Ben W. Dyer, caliber 243 with Weaver 4-12 brick, full basement, newly
Phone Paris, 642-6551
scope. Marlin Century Limited
TFC
decorated, new carpet,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 75322 caliber . Phone 753-0344. 1119C located two blocks from
'911.
12th & Glendale Rd.
South 641
l blocks from
TV RALDWIN PIANOS and organs downtown.
Boyd, Woodward,
Murray Middle School and
PEs1 coNT/tol.
Rent to purchase plan Lonardo
hospital. Price greatly
Stanley, Inc.
Piano Company, across from
reduced. Phone 713-1257.
FOR THE best in pest control
Spring Cleaning?
AlUTOIS FOR SALE
Post Office. Paris. Tenservice and termite control call.
] nessee.
tel us do it tor you We're
M9C
Superior Exterminafirtg
specialists in Writ and lawn
1967 VOLKSWAGEN bug. Body
care, rooting, wiring,
pany,
753-7266.
and engine in excellent condition.
March 27(-7 TRAVEL
TRAILER. 1971
plumbing and short distance
y
TELEVISION, BLACK and
S m :4.1W
moving We'll also get that
Price includes two mounted mow
Holiday, 20' Pressurized water
white, $20.00. Also wanted
14111•111•1111111
1111
lakeside cabin in shape tor
111W
=1*M
system, holding tank, gas or
Phone, 753-8692
the summer marines ahead
sorneolO dQ Illyt7L.T9rk: 1663
aftiri:00 p.m.
Cali today...far ._a. FAKE
M9C
Southside Shopping Center
eteetric reettkerar°r•'3 6urner College Terrace Drive.
MlOP
estimate
of
range with automatic oven. 112
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN 4114ln
About Our
or 120 volt electrical system with
110 H.P. Volkswagen engine, in
THREE BEDROOM ii..
batters Pack Full self c°
1963 bug body. Excellent con^- wide, only $65115.00. Bill's Mobile
Aluminum Sheets
tamed Reece hitch included. ( Homes, south Benue
dition. Phone the bug doctor, 753Highway,
*************************v
WILL DO housecleaning by the °223 or 753-8046.
Phone 436-2112
M12C
Ml3P' Paducah, Ky. Phone 443day. Phone 753-3531 and leave
6150.
MIOC
message for D. ConSEVERAL
1938 PICKUP Chevrolet. Phone
GOOD
used
stantine.
automatic washers and dryers.
M12C
MIOC 753-0722, ask for Rex.
20 H.P JOHNSON, 14' aluminum
- BULLS or HEIFERS
Also good used electric ranges.
The Ledger & Times
Mirrorcraft boat and trailer.
at
See
Wiggins
Furniture, 2ks $650.00.
1964 GM( widespread pickup,
Phone Bobby Grogan at
and
CLIPPING
POODLE
103 N 4th Street
miles, north of Murray on Hwy Murray
new metal bed, radials, tape
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
Federal, 753-7921 or 753JOE
PRITCHETT,
for
grooming. Experienced. Phone player. Phone
641.
753-4566
Phone
MI3C
753-7856 or 753- magistrate
Murray,
Ky.
4978
home.
M1OC
for District 1. March
March 19NC
7534881.
0250
For Further Information
MI3C irvc
Phone 753-1916
GARAGE SALE, Tuesday,
Ammommumna. Wednesday and Thursday, TWO HUNDRED bales of hay
FOR ALL your additions- PLYMOUTH 1970 Duster, 340-4
March 6-7 and 8. All left over 1970 Chevrolet pickup truck, V8,
remodeling, residential or speed. Good condition. Phone 492FOR SALE
articles. 1613 West Main. Phone straight shift, long wheel base
commercial. New or old. Free 8856.
M9C
II0***************************
estimates. Call 753-6123.
M8P and wide bed. Phone 489TFC
AKC REGISTERED Irish setter 753-9268
2180.
M9(
970
VOLKSWAGEN
puppy,'7 months old, female
Please Phone
ONE AKC registered female! 14' V BOTTON aluminum
BRED GILTS and one male hog.
WILL KEEP one child in my. Squareback, automatic. 27,000
Excellent blood lines Must sell.
miniature Dachshund puppy, or Richline boat with 18 H P.
Phone 753-2967.
MSC
home,days. Phone 751-8531. M8C miles. One owner. Phone 753MSC
Phone 753-3616
Your
k
would trade for AKC registered Evinrude motor and nice trailer
9658.
M12C
King's Den
AUTOMATIC WASHER, Hotblack and tan
miniature 1425.00. Also one year old filly
Men's Clothing
641 NORTH Pet Shop Puppies,
point; drop leaf table; 6 very old
) APPRECIATION SALE
Dachshund puppy.
Phone pinto pony Phone 753-8109 or 435Eskirno
chlhilahuas.
spitz,
toy
1965 MUSTANG, good condition.
and unusual dining chairs, lamp
Southside Shopping
Benton,527-9700.
M1OC 4961.
Myhill & Wilson
MIOC
Poodles.
beagles,
fish
sup.ind
Phone 753-3230
Center
MKT
tables; metal breakfast table and ))
plies Phone 753-1862 or 753If No Results:
chairs; window fan: old foot
FACTORY BOAT trailer, electric
%57.
Contract Painting
March 17(
locker; some glassware. All
1966 FORD LTD, blue, four door,
Phone
meat slicer; oak dining table and
1 - FOR SALE -cheap. Phone Mrs. Joe Harrell, FURNITURE SALE; white
air conditioning, nower steering
(Interior & Exterior)
four chairs; walnut desk and
corner lot in Canterbury
CARPET
CLEANINGE
ST
753-7941, or Mrs. G.E. Harrell, velour love seat, ( less than 2
Runs good $51:10 00 Phone 753chairs. Can be seen at Uncle
1061(145
cleaner you ever used, so easy
v• Appliance Painting 8109 or 435-4981.
MIOC
753-5498.
M8C years old, lamps, chairs, stereo
Willie's Trading Post, 4 miles
Before 5:00 p.m.,
('all 7534824
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent
console. TV., portable panosonic
south of Murray on Hwy. 641.
term Wallace
Phone 753-9382 or
electric shampooer 11.00. Big K,
Then
1969 FORD Ranger truck, V8,
2 years old ), painting and prints.
JOHN
I TI'
tractor
DEERE
on
30-20
Belaire
MIOC
Center.
Shopping
three speed, air conditioned
753-6995 after
propane gas. Four row John Other miscellaneous items.
p.m.
5:30
After
and
Good conditioned. Phone 753-5596
Deere cultivator. Four bottom Thursday, 10:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m., ti•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:
5:00 p.m.
or 753-8992 after 5:00p.m. M1OC
Until 6:30 p.m.
UPRIGHT PIANO in good John Deere brake and plow. John 427 South 8th Street.
WIC
•
condition. Phone 4374319. M1ONC Deere four row planter John
.
Deere 55 combine with corn THREE BEE hives. Phone 753•
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; VOLKSWAGEN, 1963 new
M8P
FARMALL
header. F761 Ford truck. All in 6282.
with
CUB
atall
carpets, furniture, floors, walls complete rebuilt engine. Runs in
tachments,
condition.
Paris,
Phone
642good
$850.00.
Male 763and specialities services. Call top condition. Reasonably priced.
WANT TO BUY
0964.
M13C 3240 nights.
M9P 1972 YAMAHA 175cc Enduro.
Servicernaster collect 247Phone 753-1556 after 5:00 p.m.
Excellent condition, $525.00.
•
April 4C MIOC
WANT TO BUY or rent second
This year, be smart! Avoid the assembly line
7333(
Phone 767-446)or 753-3219. PAW
12'x12'DARK Green shag carpet,
hand chain saw. Phone 43615' DUO tri-htd1 runabout with tilt
clothes by making and creating
•
5340.
BROWN SWISS heifer, 10 months
WILL CLEAN homes, or stay
M1OP like new.140.00. Phone 753trailer,
trailer jack, electric
MSC
3222.
old,
by
sired
Q.T.
Actor
with someone during the day. FORD GALAXIE, 1967 sedan,
Jersey
your
own
wardrobe.
winch, 65 H.P. Johnson-power
M6P power and air. Very clean. Phone WANT TO BUY hens or pullets or
Heifer, 10 months, old, sired by
Phone 753-9304.
Phone lift, 6 H.P. Johnson. Loaded with
129.00.
ONE
turkeys.
stove,
COOK
Phone
753-6940.
MIOC
Lotus .148. Out of a 12,000 pound
753-2378 after 5:00 p.m.
M1OC
For Better Fabrics, Shop
.
MEIC extra equipment. Phone 753753-9297.
production. Favorite cow. Phone
7658.
M12P
WE PAY top cash for good used
WILL DO baby-sitting in your
489-2624.
M9P
oft on all
TEN PERCENT
home, Monday through Friday. 1970 TORINO GT two door Spinet pianos. Phone 502-443-1761
framing for the month of March
hardtop,
steering,
power
collect.
power
Phone 489-2355.
M8C
M1OC at The Gallery:, 813 Coldwater
4 Miles South of Murray on Hwy. 6411
brakes, vinyl roof. Good conMarch
Road, Murray.
dition. Reduced to 41300.00. WANT TO BUY automobile
Phone 492-8211
BUSINESS OPOORTUNITY Phone 753-0310.
M14NC carrier, used. Cash
Friday 8 Sati;rdely, March 9th 8 10th
for SPOTS before your eyes-on your
••••••••••••••••••
7;7..
gr••
- •••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•••
•
reasonable price. Phone Harry new carpet-remove them with
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
VOLKSWAGEN
1967.
Good
,
electric
Blue
Lustre
Rent
(9011642-5685. Also arc
OWN YOUR own business;
in Basement of Don Stom at
CONSOLE-SP1NET
piano. KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
complete figure salon, includes motor, new tires, 8550.00. Phone welder.
MI2C Shampooer $1 K ik-Pik Market,
Wanted
responsible
party
to variety of pistols. Buy now while
So.
223
1
lth
8
Vine
Street
M1OC
\D(C
Five Points.
steam cabinets, vibrator belts, 753-8182 after 5:00p.m.
assume payment on console you can still get them at
and
supplies
Women's
and
low rollers, office
and Children's Clothes and
Spinet piano. MIT* itrel locally. reasonable prices. Country Boy
WANT TO BUY small 40-120 acre COLOR T.V. 19" portable,
Shoes of all sizes Small Appliances, some
printing. Priced to sell. $5000.00.
Easy terms. For infkrmation Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
For further details call Mayfield MERCURY, 1964 Comet, 289-3 farm, between Murray and Lynn limited quantity. While they last,
Furniture,
lots
of
Bric
write Credit Nanager, P.O. Box from Hopitinsville, Junction 117
A
Brac
Grove.
or
off
on
94.
Hwy.
Phone
247-6381 or write P.O. Box 371, speed Good condition. Phone 753$299.95. Roby Sales, Benton,
741,
'You
Evansville:0nd 47701. M8C and 164. Open Sundays until 4.:00
Must
Believe!'"
See
To
M12C Kentucky
M14C 8505.
Mayfield, Ky. March 16(
MlOP 753-7683 after 5:00 p.m.
p.m.
MIOC

SIEES

odd

oug on

RAY'S LOUNGE

GIFT-WRAPPEP, PLEASE."

LADIES FREE
All Draft Beer - 25 a cup
GO TO RAY'S!!

MV

appy Birthday;
0
Daddy

Spring Is Here
Are You Ready?

"DO IT YOURSELF

For Quick Sale

Clifford's Phillips 66

0

*Trav

Remember...
These Are Name Brands
at Discount Prices!

ashion
Outlet

•
•

Big _Shipment_

FISH

Just Arrived!
Come In and
See Us!

*
•

25'each

HOLSTEIN CALVES

Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.

oreeee°7707ece°
'
Miss Your Paper

'11.,

•••,/ 41.0, SO SO 1.1 .11. P.

SI ...NV SI V .00,

•••

ty• •
SO ••••

Paper Carrier
First

1.4 OM AO.

•••

/100. 41".

4.• 4,
1 0.1 (

41.14

OS IS

AM. 0.41

753-1916

753-7278

I

The X-Citing New Spring
Fashion Season Is Just
Around The Corner!!

•

Nesbitt Fabric Shop•

5 Party Garage Sale

Men's
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New Books For Children Plane Crashes Investigators Report
Are Received At Library In N. Carolina Neglect In Hospitals
On Tour Today
A new shipment of children's
books has been received at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library, according to librarian
Margaret Trevathan Among
the books are.

Around the House That Jack
Built, by Roz Abisch Jack's
new house and its surroundings
are the subjects of this charming book.
Castle Merlin, by Ursula
Moray Williams. A summer
holiday at the Castle Merlin
provides Susie with an opportunity to mature in her
understanding of herself and
others 4-6
Change of Focus, by James
I. Summers. A witty story of
two teenagers who find that a
common interest can bring
strangers together 7-9
veal Slam The Door When
You Go, by Barbara Corcoran.
Judith finds that physically
running from her problems will
not give her a care-free life 6-9
Dorrie and The Goblin, by
Patricia Coombs Goblin-sitting
Isn't as easy as Dorrie
imagined. PreS-3
The Fairy Tale Treasury, by
Virginia Haviland. A lavishly
otautlful volume containing all
the old favorites from the land
,4 fairy tales and fantasy 3-7
Flight Into Danger, by Alet
Schouten An imaginative novel
of flight and danger 4-6
Folk Toys Around the World,
by Joan Joseph A guide to
making various toys that are
representative of the countries
they come from. 5-up
Funny Magic, by Rose Wyler.
A collection of simple slight-ofhand tricks for the young
magician. 24
Gus and The Baby Ghost, by
Jane Thayer. Gus, the ghost,
returns in a charming story of
whimsey and fun. PreS-2
As Island Is A Green Sea, by
Mabel Esther Allan. Maini has
never known anything but life
on an island off Scotland until
her family decides to search for
a better life 4-6
It's a Model World, by
Suzanne Hilton. An Intl'pang
book about reducing things in
our world to modets. 7-up

Mouse Tales, by Arnold
Lobel. Charming stories about
the life style of a mouse family.
PreS-2
Mousekin's ABC, by Enna
Miller Mousekin's journey
through the woods provides
young readers a chance to learn
their alphabet. PreS-2
Our Six-Legged Friends
and Allies, by Hilda Simon The
ecology of insects is the subject
of this volume- insects and
their unportance in nature's
..‘ycle. 5-9
The Perez Arson Mystery, by
Irwin Fouster A fast-moving
('ontemporar) mystery told
against the background of our
legal system in action. 6-12
Rupert Piper and Megan The
Valuable Girl, by Ethelyn
Parkinson. The baseball team
accepts a girl as their team
mascot when they realize that
she has an unusual gift. 3-6
San Domingo, by Marguerite
Henry. An exciting tale for all
horse lovers and those interested in the Old West 3-6
The Secret Name. by Barbara
Williams. Mutual trust and
friendship help Betsy in this fine
story of the problems Indians
face in today's world 4-6.
Soil, A Field Trip Guide and
Winter, A Field Trip Guide, by
Helen Ross Russell Delightful
guides to the enjoyment of
outdoor life 4-6
Tony's First Dive, by Leonard
Shortall In this story for
beginning readers, Tony learns
that swimming can be useful as
well as fun. PreS-3
Wiry The Wind God Wept, by
Eve Titus. An original tale
based on legends of the early
Indians of Mexico. PreS-3
Won't Somebody Play With
Me?, by Steve Kellogg. Kim is
angry with her friends;
however, she doesn't realize
they are preparing a surprise
for her PreS-3
The Wounded Earth, by Carl
Marzani. An impressive range
of environmental information
based on up-to-date information
and research. 7-up
Younger's Race, by Elizabeth
Allen. Drag-racing is an important part of this story about
a family's search for unity. 64

Hospital Report -

It's Not The End Of The
World, by Judy Blume. The March 2, Irrs
sensitive story of a young *
- Ft ADULTS.. 1.15
reaction to the threatened NURSERY ..6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
divorce of her parents 4-6
DISMISSALS
Leo Lion Looks For Books. by
Richard
Allan Swain, 601
Donna Pope. Leo is looking for South 11th Street, Murray, Mrs.
something to read and his A Jean Hamra,Kirs--y Jennings
search takes him to some Trail, Hamlin, Ways* Dalton
unusual places 1-3
Mathis, 508 South 1101 Street,
Murray, Mrs. Edmonia Spann,
and
Miss 'Blanca
the 709 South 3rd Street, Murray,
Bridesmaid, by Margery Sharp. Miss Dana Gail Ingram, Route
An adventure in the life of the 2, Murray, Elvin Farris
delightful Miss Bianca and her Claxton, Hamlin, Mrs Ruth
stalwart mouse companion, Hellen Milby, Route 1.
Bernard.
Mayfield, Muss Sherri Lee
Cagle, Student House Service
MSU, Murray, Mrs. Sheila Mae
James and Baby Boy, Mineral
Wells, Texas, Miss Judith
Harper, Box 824 Regents Hall,
MSU, Murray, Virgil Nathaniel
Gibbs, Route 2,'Murray, Ho-bert Woodman Farris, 1311
Maybe you're one of those people
Olive, Murray.
who thinks of The American Red
Cross only when you see a news
report of a flood or hurricane on Iv
And its true-we're there. in hours
Giving aid And comfort And
Ray Roberts, of Roberts
supplying the necessities of life
Realty, has successfully
All as a gift from You-the
completed three courses in the
American people
Fourth Annual Realtors InBut the Meier things vrealoars fi,ui.1 stitute of •Kentucky, earning
as important. if not so spectacular
him the title G. R. I., Graduate,
And they happen right in your own
Realtors Institute
home town
The national designation is
awarded to those students
The truth of the matter is Red
completing three courses of
Cross is what you need it to be
thirty classroom hours each.
Wherever you live
Whoever you are.'
The Institute, which apThat'S-Why you fintinSifotne
proximately 40 states now offer,
different things in different home
was held February 25-March 3
towns We teach blind kids to swim in Louisville. Instructors in the
m some places. Or matte sure ghetto courses, pertaining to the real
estate field, were from Ohio,
youngsters have ice skates Or
Massachusetts, Delaware,
teach baby care to deaf mothers
Minnesota, and Kentucky.
Or help out with drug programs
Subjects in the courses inYou name it We do it
cluded
marketing, farm
Whatever a community'needsis
brokerage, insurance, legal
aspects, federal taxation,
what Red Cross needs to do
condominiums, land planning
So. in a very real sense, you are
and development, renovating
Red Cross And Red Cross is you
property, commercial property,
And helping the Red Cross is very
and public relations and advertising.
like helping yourself
Roberts is also eerving as the
president of the MurrayCalloway County Board of
Realtors, and is also director of
the Kentucky Asseciattion of
Realtors. He is also a member
of the Education Committee for
The Amer It nr, P•A( to,
the State Association.

good
neighbor.

Roberts Completes
Realtors Courses

+

the
good
neighbor.

SILK HOPE, N.C. (AP) -- A
military plane on a recruiting
tour crashed in a rural area of
North Carolina today. A county
sheriff's sPoltesman said at
least 15 bodies were found in
the wreckage and there apparently were no survivors.
The plane was used by the
U.S. Army's Golden Knights
parachute team, but the Army
said it could not confirm at
once that members of the team
were aboard.
It was not known how many
people were aboard the plane.
A Golden Knights spokesman,
Capt Ctu-ts Neeldes, said at Ft.
Bragg, N.0 that the C47, a propeller-driven craft of World
War 11 vintage, had left Ft.
Bragg en route to Kansas on an
Army recruiting tour.
The crash occurred about 9
a.m. in Chatham County in the
central part of the state.
Witnesses said bodies and debris, Including baggage and
packed parachutes, were scattered over a wide area surrounding the crash site, a heavily wooded area about 30 miles
southeast of Greensboro, N.C.
L.M.Petty Jr , a resident of
the area, said he heard the
plane's motor "come on and go
off" and then heard what
sounded like an explosion

WASHINGTON AP) — Congressional investigators say
there is a pattern of neglect in
the nation's veterans hospitals
that endangers the well-being
of hundreds of thousands of
patients
They allege that an ailing
veteran must wait weeks or
months for admission to one of
the 168 Veterans Administration
hospitals. Once there, they
claim, he is likely to suffer
from cramped quarters and
may seldom see a nurse. Condition.s at some hospitals were reported so bad that a patient
rnay leave in worse shape than
when he was admitted.
Those were the conclusions of
a confidential report prepared
for the House Appropriations
Committee by its staff investigators. A ropy of the report
was obtained Wednesday by
The Associated Press.
The investigators said their
conclusions were based on interviews with VA officials in
Washington and at 14 VA hospitals across the country and examinations of VA records.
VA Administrator Donald E.
Johnson promised a detailed response to the Appropriations
subcommittee currently conducting hearings on the VA
budget
Replying to questions about

56 More Prisoners
ea or iiome o ay
By 'THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Fifty-six more American men
headed home today on the final
leg of their flight to freedom.
The 56 enroute from Clark
Air Base in the Philippines to
family reunions in the United
States are the latest prisoners
of war to be freed.
They left Clark on three giant
C141 hospital planes bound FOC
four locations—Andrews Air
Force Base in Maryland, Kelly
Air Force Base in Texas. Scott
Air Force Base in Illinois and
Travis Air Force Base in California.
Their return brings to 299 the
number of American prisoners
of war _repgtri4ted since the
Vietnam cease-fire. Hanoi says
another 286 are still to be freed.
The 56 were all the freed
prisoners who remained at
Clark, the first stopover on the
journey home. They were preceeded by 80 other former prisoners who returned to the
States Wednesday.
One of those arriving at Maxwell Air Force Base near Montgomery, Ala., was Air Force
Capt. Thomas M. McNish of
Franklin, N.C.
McNish, a POW for flki

First Standby Draft
Lottery Held Today

Postmaster General
Swaps 'Horror Stories'

He said he had seen postal
employes "pitch" a package
marked FRAGILE across a
room.
Parcel damage is "unacceptable, inexcusable and intoler-

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Federal State Market News
Service March 8, 197'3
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
,Market Report Includes Eight
Buying Stations
Receipts: AC%. 952 Est 700
Barrows & Gilts 25 to 50 higher
Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 l)s. $39.5049.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs. $38.75-39.50
US 24240-260 lbs. $38.0048.75
US 3-4 260-230 lbs. $37.25-38.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $34.0045.00
few 35.50-36.00.
US 1-3 350-650 tbs. f33.00-34.00
$22.00-33.00
US 2-3 45J-650 1bs.
few at $31.00
Boars $27.50-32.50 few down to
$25.00.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The has said it cannot provide more
United States has found few na- than a token amount. France
tinns willing to join, its program has shown no inclination to parof international aid for In- ticipate and few other Eudochina, dampening chances
nations are expected to
ropean
that Congress will approve 'contribut
e in any mearungful
American participation.
way.
Of the non-Communist naThe Bonn government's plantions President Nixon is coun- rung for 1973 is to lend no inure
ting on to join in an assistance than $32 million for reconstrucprogram, only Japan has in- tion in all four Indochina
dicated willingness to pay in states. This would have to be
large sums. But even in Tok- repaid over 30 years at 2 per
yo's case there are uncer- cent interest and, for the motainties as to the amount and ment, would be given on a bithe form of contributions.
lateral basis, not through some
The United States won't be international forum.
satisfied with anything less
Weakening Rogers claim of
than a major contribution, cer- widespread international
intertainly far larger than the $50- est has been the response from
million initial payment men- the other participants in the
tioned in Japanese newspapers Paris conference on Vietnam
recently.
Britain and France already
And since Washington prefers are considered largely out of
a multinational effort with indi- the picture. Indonesia has said
vidual contributions as free of it won't contribute at all and,
of
strings as possible, the usual course, the Vietnam states
are
Japanese practice of tying aid to be the recipients, not donors
to investment returns is not
That leaves only Canada
readily acceptable to the moos the non-Commu
nist parUnited States.
ticipants joining the United
With Congress generally cool States in stating a willingness
toward an Indochina aid pro- to provide aid through
a mulgram, particularly if it includes tinational program. But the
OtNorth Vietnam,. Secretary of tawa government's
financial
State William P. Rogers has contribution must be limited
been stressing a plan to involve compared to what
the United
many nations that would share States or Japan
can afford.
the burden.
Of the Communist nations
He has stated that the Eu- that participated
in the Parts
ropean Community as well as conference, China
and the SoJapan has shown a willingness viet Union say their
aid will go
to join in. But if the Japanese only to North
Vietnam and only
position is uncertain, the ,Xu
; on a bilateral basis. Poland and
ropean Community is an even Hungary,
which also particiweaker possibility.
pated in Paris, are expected to
Great Britain, for instance, follow suit.

Kentucky Roundup

this occurring are extremely
remote.
-"Selective Service does not
Instantly produce military manpower-," Pepitone said. He
added it must be prepared to
meet its manpower role behind
the active-duty military, the
Reserve and National Guard
Pepitone noted that this is the
first lottery since it was begun
in 1989 that none of the young
men face certain induction. The
last drawing was in December...
"Indeed," he said, "for the
first time since 1947-26 years
asto—otz nation now is relying
totally on volunteers to provide
manpower or the armed forces
...."

WASHINGTON API--Both Kentucky's U.S Senators have
said they doubt the need to build a 22,000-acre jetport outside
Louisville
Democratic Sen Walter "Dee" Huddleston told members of
the
Kentucky Farm Bureau who were in Washington Wednesday
for
their annual capital visit that he had heard the Air
Board's
arguments for the airport and remained -not convinced
it is
justified at this time
Republican Sen. Marlow Cook termed the project, proposed for
farmland east of Louisville, a "pie in the sky" and said, "There
ain't nobody who needs that size au-port
"An au-port needs only 5,080 to6,090 acres." he added.
'FRANKFORT, Kyr:-1-APy----43or.- Wendell Ford haw
told a
Western Kentucky delegation in Frankfort that when
money is
available he will try to speed construction of Interstate 24.
Ford said he agreed with the delegation from Paducah. lid by PaducahMayor.Dully McNult and State Seri
Terrn
Garret. D-Paducah, that the interstate is needed in their
region
and should be built as soon as possible

The script for this year's lotFRANKFORT,Ky 1AP 1—A Louisville bail bondsman accused
tery is almost identical to those
in past years. The difference is by the state Insurance Department of exceeding his authority by
that only four local students writing unauthorized performance and surety bonds has agreed
are picking capsules out of the to pay the department a $2,000 fine
Claude Benboe admitted writing some of the bonds,
plexiglass drums instead of six
but denied
students the past two years and /hat it was a valid reason to revoke his bill bond license
100 chosen nationally before
LEXINGTON. Ky.
i—Police sought two youths, one of
that.
wn losh company officer Wednesday
The four students are paired whom threatened a do
so that one picks a big yellow with a shotgun while the otr took an undetermined amount from
capsule with a birthdate out of a cash drawer
Officer Manager J.W. Quisenberry said the robbery
one drum while another simul"was over
taneously picks a purple cap- in about two or three minutes.
"One
of them pointed to me and said,'Shoot him if he
sule with a number out of the
moves,'"
other. The number and birth- Quisenberry said ''What can you do when a sawed-off shotgun is
pointing
at
you"
date are matched
The drums are rotated for 20
minutes before the lottery and
periodically while the student
pairs take turns after each 20
ROME I AP I Timothy Cardirtal Nanning.
the Roman Catholic
draws.
archbishop of Los Angeles, has
takempossession of his titular
The drums were locked and church in
Rome, Santa Lucia.
sealed in a closet overnight by
The new cardinal celebrated mass
Wednesday in the church
three outside observers.
assigned to him by Pope Paul VI
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Home Safety
Publications
Are Offered
The medicine industry's
Council on Family Health is
offering two free publications to
help make homes safer for
rhddren.

A 12-page booklet, "The Care
and Safety of Children," by Dr
Jay M Arena, discusses the
importance of poison prevention and other topics related to
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale, preventing accidental injuries
March 7, 1973. Total head 245— to children.
•
Compared
The wall chart, "First Aid in
to last week $10.00 to
March 5, 1973
the Home." covers emergency
$12.00 higher.1
ADULTS 115
25-341bd.
first aid measures
1-2
US
$79.50
which
NURSERY 6
US 1-235-44 lbs.
$78.50 parents can refer to in the event
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
US 1-2 45-54 lbs.
$65.00 of a sudden accident and is
DISMISSALS
lbs.
55-64
1-2
US
2
6.6.50 suitable for posting inside the
Mrs. Annette Collie, Rt,
Murray, Mrs. Mabel Cleo US 1-2 over 65 lbs
852.50 medicine cabinet or near the
Darnell, Rt, L Gilbertsville
lbs.
$67.50-75.50 telephone.
, US 1-3 35-55
Calvert Harris, Rt. 2, Hazel, US 1-3 45-54 lbs.
$62.75
For a free copy of "The Care
Mrs. Ola Olalia Underwood,
$58.00 and Safety of Children." or
118 US 1.355-64 lbs
N. 12th St., Murray, Mrs.
Helen US 1-3 over 65 lbs. $40.50-53.00 "First Aid in the Home," write
Marie French.. Rt. 2;
$43.00 to the Council—on Family
Hazel, US 1-4 25-34 lbs.
John Lunie Clark,
$52.00 Health, 2or rad- Old Street,
(expired). US 1-4 3544 lbs.
Hazel.
US 1-4 over 45 lbs. $25.00-32.00. New York, New York, 10017.

Hospital Report

"Now the line isi 'Smash the
Mafia—mad it Parcel Post."
Klassen conceded that "for
some stupid reason," it takes
six or seven days to get a letter
across New York City from the
Bronx to Brooklyn.

!Tanker Jets America Finds Few
Collide In Takers On Program
Ohio Today
To Aid Indochina

parts of the report, he denied
the allegations of neglect and
maintained tkit VA hospitals
COLUMBUS, ()two (A?) —
are treating inure patients bet- Two tanker jets used for
airter. pi imanlv because of in- borne refueling coWded and
crease•I .cliance on caitpaLtea ,burned to the
predawn cluk•
care
ness today as they taxied to a
Ultimately the report said, runway at
Lockbourne Air
the blame falls on the White Force near here, authorities
House Office of Management said.
and Budget for refusing to alTwo crewmen were killed
low VA hospitals to hire enough and one injured. Seven
other
employes to meet patient needs crewmen
escaped unhurt. The
and for blocking expansion of victims were not
immediately
hospital facilities.
identified but were listed from
The OMB, in the interest of Buies Creek,
N. C., and
saving money, may even force Shuqualak. Mass.,
by base offiVA.tioapital
s
to
dose by.1975 cials.
29
and may intend to force the VA
Col. H. F'. Hackney, assistant
out of the hospital business en- deputy commande
r for base optirely, the report suggested.
erations, said the collision ocDescribing staff shortages, curred when
the two $10 million
the report said "nursing per- KC135 jets,
each carrying a
sonnel are working at an abnor- crew of
five, were taxiing In
mally high pace because of un- the dark toward
a runway durderstaffing - and "many essen- ing a
practice alert.
tial nursing procedures either
The two planes carried about
are not performed or are not 18,800
pounds of jet fuel, he said.
done properly."
"There was not a big boom
One nursing supervisor, who
that sent pieces all over," he
was not identified, was quoted
said. The two planes burned
as saying "she had seen a where
they stopped."
patient permanently disabled
Fire
destroyed one of the
because this nursing care was
not provided and wondered how tankers, a military model of
many such patients in VA hos- the Boeing 707, and a small fire
pitals were crippled or died be- broke out in the second craft. It
cause of the lack of nursing at- was quickly put out, Col.
Hackney said.
tention
"I don't know why it hapThe report noted that the VA pened," he said. A base
investiclaimed to have 98,297 oper- gation team had
started an inating beds as of last Dec. 31, quiry into the accident,
he said.
but the investigators said the
Lockbourne AFB is located
figure may be padded by as about 10 miles
southeast of
many as 2,000.
here

years, drew cheers from the
welcoming crowd when he declared.
"I'm a 30-year-old bachelor
with a lot of lima; to catch up
on!"
A flight companion, Capt. David F. Gray, Jr., 31, of TampiK4Fla, told the Maxwell crowd:
WASHINGTON (A?) — The
"A loving God made me an first standby draft lottery for
American and to America I re- men not expected to be drafted
turn. A loving President pre- began today. .Acting Selective
served my honor and with hon- Service Dirkthr Byron V. Pepior I return. A loving wife wait- tone announced that those
ed with a strong heart and to drawing number 95 and lower
her I return. Thank you heav- sill be classified
He said they will not be procenly Father; thank you President Nixon; thank you Linda; essed, but will be available for
immediate induction if there us
thank you, America."
At Travis Air Force Base, an emergency next year requirTilVy Capt. Ernest M. Moore, ing Cangreaa tri_rentILI•h_e_PTftJr., 43, of Coronado, Calif., ident's draft authority. It exsummed up his feelings on his pires July 1.
Those with numbePs above
return:
"Tonight. I'm golnif to take -95; Pepitone said, will -be-kept
my lovely wife in my arms in the "H" holding clasai—something I have di earned fication that they were put in
about for years. And I will after they registered last year.
know an openness and commu- Most will have no more contact
nion with her that I have never with their draft boards.
Today's drawing involved the
known in the past
"That is why this is my spe- two million men who turned 19
this year and who would be
cial day."
Moore had been a prisoner subject to the draft next year if
for six years.
there should be one.
If they are not needed during
1974. Pepitone said in prepared
remarks, their place will be
taken by men one year younger
who also will be primarily vulnerable for the calendar year
of their 20th birthday, or in
1975. Although men can be inducted after the year of their
able." he said, and helps t<, VX.• 20th birthday, the possibility of
Prabi"ãTiy the privatety-owiett
- - • -- -- • United Parcel Service has taken over 55 per cent of the nation's package delivery service,

WASHINGTON LAP),— tootmaster General E. T. ft:Tamen
has his own horror stories
about bad mail service.
He swapped some Wednesday
with members of the Senate
Klassen promised that the
Post Office Committee, and rePostal Service can and will do
turns today for more.
"Poor service is intolerable better, but "we need more
to us—to me personally," Klas- time" to replace facilities antisen said at the start of an in- quated by years of neglect and
vestigation of the performance install new mail-processing
of the 20-month-old Postal Serv- equipment.
ice.
The postmaster general conChairman Gale McGee, I)- ceded that he was "so
hell
Wyo., said his Christmas cards bent" on reducing
costs to
were delivered after New avoid an already scheduled
8900
Year's Day.
million increase in postal rates
Worse still, )(lessen said, he in January, that "we
perhaps
knew of a woman who received lost track of service."
•
her opera tickets three days
A freeze on employment that
after the performance.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., reduced the service by 64,000
said some postal reports pro- jobs and left some post offices
vide an index to measure utter overstaffed and others short of
help was "just a piece of damfailures.
During the Vietnam war, he ned poor management," nc assaid, people were saying: "Lets serted
turn the war over to the Postal
Corporation; they may not end
it, but they'll sure slow it down.
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WASHINGTON ( AP)--Manolo Sanchez,
President Nixon's
personal valet and an ardent
fisherman, has a birthday this
month and got an appropriate gift from
the President.
Sanchez is displaying a fishing rod
carrying the notation
"Handmade Especially for Richard M.
Nixon."
JEFFERSON, Md.(AP)—Chairman Dixy
Lee Ray of Atomic
Energy Commission has moved her
mobile home from Frederick
County, and an AEC spokesman says
she "doesn't care to list"
her new address.
Dr Ray told inquirers Wednesday
she had moved on Monday,
but she would not say where the
custom-built mobile home is now
located
The home had been Parked on
a 164 acre farm near Jefferson.
but Dr Ray was told by
county officials last month, that the
mobile home did not meet county
regulations.
AUSTIN, Tex. --Carnishment suits
totaling 214,562 have been
filed against the estate of
President Lyndon B. Johnson for debts
allegedly owned by his brother,
Sam Houston Johnson of Austin.
,The latest suit. filed Wednesday
, claims Johnson owes Eastern
Airlines, Inc., a total of 84,082.
The Riggs National Bank of
Washington, D.C.. has filed a glirnishment suit for $10,000 and the
Camille Corp. of Houston, Tex.,
one for $480.
Johnson received a bequest of
$5,000 in cash or property from
his brother.
WASHINGTON ( API—Msgr. John
Kuhn, the pastor of St.
Matthew's Roman Catholic
Cathedral in Washington, will conduct worship services in the White
House Sunday.
The President and Mrs. Nixon
have invited some 300 government officials, members of
Congress and friends to attend the
services.
The Takoma Park, Md., Baptist
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Church choir will sing.
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Reunion To Be Held August 12
In Land Between The Lakes
The reunion will be held at the a 5,000 acre area near the
The second annual Land
Between the Lakes reunion for Fenton airstrip on U. S. High- Lake Barkley shoreline. The
the former residents of the area way 63 near Kentucky Lake. An farm is now open seven days a
will be held Sunday, August 12. all-day affair, it will include a week from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
The date was decided upon potluck supper.
further Information concerning
Tree Planting
during a recent meeting of the
the tree planting program
Local fourth grade students contact TVA, Land Between the
reunion committee and TVA
are invited to plant Christmas Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky
personnel.
Last year's homecoming was trees at Empire Farm in 42231.
an overwhelming success, Land Between the Lakes
Turkey Permits
- attracting over ),200 people during the month of . March._ _ ...Sportsmen interested in
representing 15 states. The Each student will be given three 'hunting for wild turkey, one of
committee anticipates that this seedlings which he will plant America's wariest and most
year's attendance figure will with the help of professional prized game animals, can now
reach an estimated 2,500 people. TVA staff members. In three or pick up their free Land Between
four years they will return to the Lakes permit for the two 3begin a yearly pruning process, day hunts which will be held
finally harvesting the trees at April 19-21 and April 26-28. The
the end of a six- to seven-year permits are available at the
cycle. The trees will then be Information Office in Golden
theirs for use in their homes or Pond or at Center Station in the
schools.
Environmental
Education
This is the second year for the Center. Both hunts will be held
new project which provides the in the Kentucky portion of Land
students with actual ex- Between the Lakes north of U.
The New York Ocean Science periences in horticultural S. Highway 68. This year
Laboratory, Montauk, New practices. They are made to hunters will not be required to
York, a not-for-profit center-for realize the work involved in check in before the hunt but will
of planting, growing and har- be required to check out by 11
programs
integrated
researsh and development in vesting an agricultural product a.m.
the marine sciences, is issuing and the economics such a
Lakes Open for Fishing
a unique commemorative venture involves. Participants
The three subunpoundrnents
medallion.
In a program such as tree located along the Lake Barkley
This is a tribute to Arthur planting are provided with an shoreline in Land Between the
Godfrey--a pioneer in the cause ecological experience which Lakes are now open for fishing.
of conservation. The popular will serve to enhance their Honker Lake, Bards Lake, and
radio and television personality awareness of the environment a portion of Energy Lake were
has given unstintingly of his and the need to conserve our closed during the winter season
time, talents aad efforts to resources.
to provide refuge areas for the
make America a better place in
Since there are a limited waterfowl management
which to live, leading the fight number of trees, reservation/ program. The lakes, ranging in
against the deterioration of the will be accepted on a first-come- size from 190 to 370 acres,
environment and the quality of first-served basis. Empire provide excellent bass and
all Life
Farm is located in the En- crappie fishing during the
commemorative virorunental Education Center,
This
spring•
medallion will not be for sale. It
will be awarded, however, by
the Laboratory to contributors
of $25.00 (Solid Sterling Silver
Mint Proofs); $10.00 ( Antique
Nickel Silver); and $5.00
(Antique Golden Bronze).
The Sterling Silver issue of
25,000 mint proofs, each individually serial-numbered, is
SPACE CENTER. Houston emerged from these chemical
definitely limited. Mint sets ( AP) — The chemical seeds of precursors if there had been
1 one of each type can be life are on the moon and need adequate water at the right
reserved by a gift of 937.50. All only water to change into "a time and places on the moon,"
contributions to the Laboratoi7 prit live living system," a bi- said Fox. 'The main reason I
say Vile is that laboratory exare tax deductible.
ologist reports
Through this projecktly0SL
DrJdney W Fox of the Uni- periments indicate that the subis hopeful that concerne
versity of Miami told the lunar sequent processes from amino
citizens will support the science conference Tuesday acids are ridiculously simple."
He said that, from the ammo
research that he and twc other scientists
Laboratory
in
programs that range •Irom, discovered, the chemical fort, acids, a "primitive replicating
studies of various factors af- runners to amino acids, the afgaidifilw eOuld have evolved.
fecting pollution to the in- basic building blocks of life, in He said this organism is not
Life in the conventional terresvestigation of tumor-inhibiting the Apollo lunar samples.
agents found in clams.
Fox said the chemicals, tial sense but is a growing
Further information may be called precursors, changed into creature called a microephere.
Fox said microspheres he has
obtained and medallions may six types of amino acids when
be reserved by forwarding a the lunar samples were ex- produced in the laboratory
have grown vigorously but are
contribution to Dept. CM, New posed to water in a laboratory.
Science
Ocean
York,
"The probability would have not able to synthesize protein
Laboratory, Montauk, New been high that some kind of liv- or genetically reproduce themYork, 11954.
have selves as does life on earth. MIwould
system
ing
crospheres are considered an
elemental step toward true life.

Medallion To
Honor Ecology
Champ-Godfrey

Biologist Says Seeds Of
Life Discovered On Moon

The scientist said that if water had been introduced on the
moon the precursors "would
have gone from amino acids to
a primitive living system. That
would have occurred in a matter of hours."

BASIS OF CANCER THEORY—
NUTRIENT UPTAKE BY CELL WALL
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Frances Drake

Mayfield-Wave*
ty —V-erratfo nal-Technical Center is holding
nutr,ents
a class to train sewing
machine operators. Skills
are taught through the
project approach.
The class is scheduled to
TORS CiIt 11/ telk.
start each morning at 8:30,
to skew C.41/ 1.11//
and will continue for
approximately ten (10)
weeks at six (6) hours a
. The class will be open
it anytime.
The training is designed
to prepare applicant, for
employment as sewing
machine operators in
garment factories, tailoring,
alterations and
custom-made draperies,
curtains and bedspreads.
Trainees will be taught the
c.)
various sewing operations
that are in demand in the
plants and shops in the
Mayfield, Murray, Fulton
and Clinton areas. The
following companies have
Indicated an interest in this
type of training and will
consider individuals who
complete this course:
Merit, Andover and Curlee
in Mayfield, Standard
Textile, Sager Glove in
explain the different growth
M u r ray H. I. Siegel in
rates of normal cells and cancer
Fulton, Brown Shoe and
cells The answer lies, ac- Garan in Clinton.
cording to the new theory', in the
The training will be at no
outer cell membrane, which cost to the student and
controls the uptake of serum individuals may accept
nutrients
employment at anytime a
In other words, although job becomes available.
If you are interested and
cancer cells are of many different types, and although there desire more information,
are many suspected "causes" please contact Coleman
of cancer, the unifying Mathis at the Center, 502
characteristic ci all cancers South 12th Street,
could be that the cell mem- Mayfield, phone 247-4710,
branes have been altered in or call Joe B. Smith at the
some way that affects nutrients Employment Office,
Mayfield, phone 247-3857.
uptake.
This new theory does not
HOME CONSUMPTION
provide any Immediate apThe U S Commerce Deproach to a cure for cancer, nor
to an understanding of what pertinent reports that 96 per
causes cancer The theory does cent of all American firms sell
suggest a unifying perspective only in the United States, and
for all cancer research, and that that three out of every five
U S exporters have fewer
alone would be a valuable
than 100 amp/oyes.
contribution
•

•

Key To Health

New Cancer Theory Is
Now Under Consideration
In the last few )ears an interesting new hypothesis about
the nature of cancer has
emerged. Like all other
theories about cancer, this one
has not yet been firmly proved
But the initial experiments with
this new approach have been
promising, so it deserved
serious attention.
A common observation in
laboratories that grow animal
cells in culture has been that
normal cells stop growing after
a while and that cells throught
to be cancerous do not. This fact
has usually been attributed to
some chemical "signal" that
tells the normal cells to stop
growing when the cell cluster
reaches a certain density. In
this view, cancer cells are
different because they lack this
special signal
Yet recent experiments at
The Salk Institute, iti UMW
and in other laboratcriat hate
shown that the pan
normal cells stop growing
depends on the concentration of
serum supplied to the ...cells,
regardless of the density of the
cell cluster Also, it has been
shown that one particular step
in the cell growth cycle, for both
normal and cancerous cells. is
dependent on the presence of
various key nutrients.
Thus, it is possible that the
regulation of cell growth is
dependent on the availability of
nutrients, rather than on the
presence or absence of a special
chemical signal.
Now every cell in the body is
bathed in the same ,.oncentration of serum nutrients,
so how could serum nutrients
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Look in the section in which You should revel in most of the
your birthday comes and find challenges offered A fine day
what your outlook is, according
for capitalizing on your gift of
10 the.. stars.
salesmanship
of your wares
ARIES
AND yourself'
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mixed influences: some SAGITTARIUS
disadvantages along with the
NOV 23 to Dec. 21)
advantages. Study every
As with Libra, serious
situation carefully, and your -thoughts should be given before
native intelligence will help you s
tal
uic)iri
eii serious steps. Don't let
make the most of each
rend attractiveness blind
TAURUS
you to flaws at the core of
(Apr. 21 to May 21
propositions
Reckon with the times,
variability of temperaments, CAPRICORN
and strive the harder to bring ( Dec. n to Jan. 20)
Be guided by logic in stress
out the best in your surroundings. Dress up old ideas, revise periods. Give anxiety no
quarter Be prepared to cope
tactics.
with some minor obstacles
GEMINI
114fr which
may appear
(May 22 to June 21
As with many others now, AQUARIUS
miscalculations could have far(Jim 21 to Feb. 19)
reaching repercussions, and to
Sturdy effort will see you
delay in warranted action could
through this day of mostly
set time backward So consider variable influences: Some
likely results before you act.
hours may be really "tricky."
CANCER
All challenges should prove
(June 22 to July 23)
interesting, however.
Do not be dismayed if things
seem to get out of hand. Those PISCES
will be the moments when your (Feb X to Mar 20) X ss.
innately philosophical self and
An appetite for hard work and
level-headed analysis will be consistent accuracy will help
important. So
use them!
you break through •'imLEO
possible" barriers. Reap
iJuly 24 to Aug. 23) J2
harvests happily.
You may tend to be too brief
or too wordy. Find that happy
YOU BORN TODAY have
medium
through
which
misunderstandings are been endowed with a keen,
avoided, and real progress will analytical mind. You are
ensue_ Clarify "cloudy" areas. scholarly in your inclinations
and not only gather knowledge
VIRGO
ceaselessly, but Impart it ably.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Shun a tendency to side-step You would make an excellent
obligations in favor of more teacher You have many talents
pleasurable activities. Set your but, as you career along
sights high, establish pant byways, you will find that your
only real happiness comes
pattern early.
through service
which you
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) IncrI can render in many ways but,
through
art,
Rationalize, think things out especially,
with logic before making im- literature and science; also as
portant moves. Your seeking, lecturer, minister, diplomat,
searching mind will permit you reformer or educator. Your
to see the essentials — and new sympathy for your fellowman is
outstanding, but you can be
opportunities.
taken in by "sob stories." Care!
SCORPIO
Birthdate- of .Arnerigo Vas(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Much competition in store! ma,Ital. navigator.
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SPRING FABRIC SALE
Fri., Sat & Sun.

100% POLYESTER
WHITE JACQUARD

Aer DRAPERY

DOUBLE KNITS

Antique Satins, and floral prints. 45"
to 54" wide in drapery lengths!
Machine wash and dry. Values to 99
cents.

Easy care 100% polyester double knits,
popular jacquard stitches in new
spring white. Machin• wash n' dry.
60" wi do.

9

Jefferson County
Policemen Must
Shed Extra Weight

Fox qualified the certainty of
the process, however, by noting
that most living systems have
LOUISVILLE, Ky I Al' -18 amino acids and the precursors in the lunar soil devel- Members of the Jefferson County Police Force have been givoped only six.
en until mid-June to shed their
"It may be there is some- extra pounds — or be docked 2
thing special that requires all per cent of their pay.
18 amino acids," he said. "If
If that's not enough incentive
this is so, then what we have to lose weight, Chief Russell
on the moon isn't sufficient,"
McDaniel says those who don't
conform to a standard weight
chart by the end of the threemonth period may have to ap-pear before the Police Merit
Board — and face possihle
Patients who are taking ni"We're only talking about a
troglycerin tablets should
NEVER transfer the tablets few men," said McDaniel. • hut
to another contasner, leave they give the force a bad Imcap off the bottle for any
age.
length of time, and always
"When an officer has to apshould.keep the cap on tightly.
pear at someone's home, it
Many people expenence a
looks bad for the department if
tingling sensation under the
he's got an inner tube and a
tongue when taking nitrosloppy look," the chief said.
glycerin, and if the medica"Besides, an officer who is
tion does not continue to protrim will be more mentally
duce this sensation, it may
alert.
have lost its potency and it__
"We're not funning around
may be wise to replace it.
with this," he said, -This thing
has some teeth to it if the men
don't comply."
PACIFIC TESTS
It was reported recently
The weight maximum for a
that France may switch to unman 6 feet tall is 205 pounds,
derground nuclear tests after
for example. But if a man is
a final aerial nuclear test
over 30, he can add 21
/
2 pounds,
The New York Ocean Science Laboratory has issued a comscheduled for this spring at
and if over 35, he may add 71
/
2
memorative medallion, honoring Arthur Godfrey, a pioneer in the the Mururoa Atoll, 800 miles
pounds.
An
officer
past
40
may
cause of conservation.
southeast of Tahiti
add 15 pounds

YD.

3 yds.

POLY-COTTON KNITS
Newest sprin g patterns and colors in
65% polyester-35% cotton blends to
give th• most in looks and w•ar. For
tops, shifts, pants. 601 wide machin•
wash n' dry. YOU'LL LOVE 'EMI

99c

SPRING FASHION COTTONS
ASSORTED

DOUBLE KNITS
The best bargain in the house! Polyester. 60" aide and machine wash
and dry! This fabulous group includes ribs, min-ribs, twills. boucles,
waffles, diagonals, flat weaves and many, many as solids. Assorted
prints and solids

Warning for takers
of nitroglycerin

a

Your Individual Horoscope
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Training Class
For Sewing Machine
Operators Planned

Values to 14.99 yd.

$ 1 00

If on bolts

PURSE BOXES_
—

Barn Box Pumpkin Box
Slant Top
Do your own thing-Carry your own
emotion! Decoupeg• purse boxes in
a wide variety of sizes and shapes,

Reg.
3.50

„..,
&bridle
FABRIC CENTERS

99
El.

AN ASSORTMENT
Includes scarf prints, soft
knits, loop crepe knits,
cotton knits and others.
Al/ on bolts. 45" wide.
Our reg. retail $1.99.

FASHION

KNITS

Acetates, Acetates and nylons, and jerseys. 45"
to 54" wide. Assorted
luscious solids that are
machine wash and dry.
2Y0i
$
1
FOR
Values to $1,99 if on bolts.

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 So. - Murray, Kentutkv
Open Daily 9-9; SUNDAY 12:30-6

4

4 CHINA JADE MUGS
NEW!

V41.1

NEWS OF IMPORTANCE TO EVERY

lkown Groan
SCULPTURED
sAms001

‘e-

-1,11:-Azty
A
GREAT
GIFT

FINE
CHI NA I

DIGGS runs'

EASY
TERMS LOCATED 215 NORTH POPLAR

We will deliver major items free almost
anywhere. However,to keep our losses to
a minimum,& to insure prompt delivery
of yiiiiiiititetageic-piease s•
trucks when possible,as we expect our delivery facilities to be "snowed under" at
these rock bottom prices. Otherwise, deliveries will be made as fast as possible.
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THE SKY IS THE LIMIT ON

A WORD ABOUT DELIVERIES

ON MAJOR PURCHASES.
CASH & CARRY ON SMALL ITEMS.

;1 I 1 11
11 1 1
I

1

I

849 800" IN SURPLUS INVENTORY FOR$24
SALE BEGINS FRIDAY PROMPTLY T
REG. 1.69
SOFA

PIMA
Hi A GALAXY
OF COLORS!

RE(. 19.95
COSTO FOLDING

HI-CHAIRS
sir
CHOICE OF
COLORS

-. O P

REG 89.95
DOOR

REG 15 95
30" BAR

sroqt.s
S6
U

EA
BUY 1 OR
A SET

Reg. $239.95 King Size

CABINET

Mattress &
Box Springs

'4r

149

OAK -

BABY BED

SOFAS-SUITES,
SLEEPERS
Lowest Prices In 20 Years
-$121.95 2-Pc. Sofa Bed 91111,10711110t;
choice of colors
$169.95 2-Pc.lipaidah Sofa Had Smites
gobs* for
$186 2-Pc. Sofa Bed Suites, chidee of
colors at
$189.95 Vinyl Sleeper, foam
cushions, floor sample
$219.95 2-Pc. Vinyl Sofa Bed Suites
w-Platform Rockers, choke
$2311.95 2-Pc. Tuxedo Sofa Bed
Suites, vinyl, choke of colors
$319.95
Sealy
Sleepers
wPosturepedie Mattress, choice of
styles
2-Pc. Spanish Vinyl Living
Room Suites, out they go
$389.95 2-Pc. Kroeitler Herculon
Living Room Suite NOW
1379.952-Pc. Vinyl Wing Back Living
Room Suttee w-Swtv el Rocker.
ONI.N
1481.952-Pr. Sealy Wing Back Living
Room Suite slashed to
$419.95 ICroehler Queen Herculon
Sleepers, choice at
$439.95 2-Pc. Herculon Living Room
Suites, out they go
$440 to $519 2-Pc. Sealy or Kroehler
Traditional Suites, choice
$505 2-Pc. Kroehler Vinyl Living
Room Suite sacrificed at
OM 2-Pc. Sealy Velvet Living Room
Suite now ONLY
$519.95 2-Pc. NYLON Sealy Wing
Back lAving Room Suite NOW
$589.95 2-Pc. Herculon Queen
Sleeper & Chair by Sealy
$715 Queen Wing Back NYLON
Sealy Sleeper & Chair ONLY

awn

$89.88 $119.88
$129.88
$119.88
$159.88
$179.88
$219.88
$229.88
$259.88
$269.88
$279.88
$288.88
$299.88
$319.88
$339.88
$398.88
$419.88
$439.88
$479.88

$4988
'REG' S2159•00-13PC
WROUGHT IRON PATIO
UMBRELLA

TABLE &
4 CHAIRS

'199a
SHOP EARLYI
ONE GROUP

PICTURES &
LAMPS

Price!

1/2
SHOP EARLY!

MIRROR

$1488

W/FRAMEONE ONLY
FLOOR SAMPLE!

Shop Early for Best Selections

$54.88
$99.88
$84.88
$64.88
$32.88
$39.88
$64.88
$109.88

wioperating.Trade

8209.95 G.E. Auto. Washer, filter
permanent press, color
$1$9.95 18 lb, Automatic G.E. Dryer,
slashed to
$281 2 Speed Moe Flo White
Automatk Washer awn
$219.95 Deluxe 18 lb. Heavy Doty
Auto. Washer
$209.95 G.E. Harvest Tone Dryer
slashed to
$2111.96 41" G.E. Electric Range.
Defame, with storage, now
8289.95 Deluxe Automatic Elec.
Range w-clock & timer, NOW
$229.95 30" Electric Range, chipped
top, slashed to
$300 30" Flectric Range w-self clean
oven, white ooh
$259.95 Convertible Dish Washer
priced to sell at
$299.95 G.E. Port. Dishwasher w-Pot
Scrubber, cutting beard lop
$279.95 G.E. Trask Compactor,

REG 26 95 BASSETTPLAT E GLASS

DESKS-BOOKCASES
$79.95 Maple Student Desk wine'
proof top, ONLY
$194 Desk,Chair & Stack Bookcase.
Spanish Oak, close-out
$169.95 As Is Roll Top Desk. 1 only,
slashed to
$89.95 Secretary, choice of colors at
$49.95 Walnut Finish Student Desk
now ONLY
$54.95 Glass Front Bookcase or
Record Cabinet ONLY
$89.95 Kneehole Desk, with mar
proof top, ONLY
$159.95 Spanish Desk with mar proof
top, NOW

APPLIANCES
P nod

SIDE--CHOICE
OF COLORS

HOLDS ANY
"STYLE CUPS

cn

POPULAR
KITCHEN
ACCESSORY IA

7t

ASSORTED COLORS

REG. 299.95

CURIO

LAMPS

$98:5

MEG,4.95
VINYL

IMPS

OTTOMAN

$988

5219'

? ONLY-F LOOR
SAMPLES

SOLID OAK
HURRY.

REG. 32 95
POLE

?ONLY
SAMPL1

GLASS DOOR
WILIGHT

2 ONLY
SHOP
EARLY

REG. 3204-PC
PECAN CORNER

REG 76 50 DELUXE

W/MATTRESS

REG. 29.95
SWAG

CHAIRS

One Set Only - floor
Sample.
Shop Early & Sorel

V

REG. 11.95
UNFINISHED

$15988
CORNER DESKS

CHAlRS-ROCKERS
& RECLINERS
v_prOts-Away

$214.88
$164.88
$188.88
$229.88
$164.88
$214.88
$234.88
$179.88
$218.88
$179.88
$259.88
$219.88

REG: 129.99 METAL

BUNK BEDS
'84

COMPLETE vsZ
COTTON MAT
ONE SET ONLY

$169.95 Speed Queen Wringer
Washer w-Heazy Duty Tub NOW
$229 95 10 cu ft Upright Freezer
slashed to
$309.95 16 cu. ft. Frost Free Upright
Freezer NOW
$250 15 cu. ft G.F. Chest Freezer wdented lid, 1 onb at
$190 het Free7er, Icy. ft. by G.E..
I only at
8209.95 10 cu ft G.E. Refrigerator
going Friday 10 a.m. at
809.95 15 Cu ft 2-Door G.E. Frost
Free Refrigerator, ice maker opUonal
$447.95 18 cu. ft 2-Door
Refrigerator, on rollers, deluxe
$479.95 21 Cu. ft. 2-Door Frost Free
Refrigerators, choice of colors
$149.95 2 only Magic Chef Built-In
Ovens, w-elock & timer, close-out
$259.95 G.E. Built In Dish Washers
w-rinse & hold, 2 only

BEDRM. SUITE

REG 189 95
VINYL

$149.88
$179.88
$294.88
$209.88
$159.88
$169.88
$324.88
$349.88
$379.88
$99.88
$199.88

& PA EL BED
REG. 69.95

PANEL -HOB.

',39"
COMPLETE W/
HOLLYWOOD
FRAME. 1 ONLY.
REG. $139.95 SEALY .
RURAL FRENCH

CHAIR

'4988
ONE ONLYFLOOR SAMPLE!
REG 3000 SPANISH

BENCH
'4988
VELVET--ONE ONLY
FLOOR SAMPLE
REG. 12.95 2-PC.
ROCKER

CUSHIONS
$5.
CORDUROY
CHOICE OF
COLORS
REG. 169.95
ROLL-TOP

DESK

58488
AS IS--BUY
NOW AT
' PRICE!
REG. 194.00 3-PC

DESK, CHAIR &
BOOKCASE

go profits

$56 to $70 One group Boston Rocker
_ & Kroehler Chair
Cfl41P ltdor
11$6.9$'SWt
sample, sacrificed at
899.95 Vinyl Man Sized Recliners on
casters. 3 only at
879.95 Velvet Pull Up Chairs, oat
they go at
$6915 Vinyl Platform Rockers,
choke of colors at
8119.95 Jumbo Nylon & Herculon
Rat. Rockers & Vinyl Recliners
$139.95 Tub Chair, floor sample,
sacrificed at ONLY
$139.95 One group Sealy & Kroehler
Chairs, floor samples, choice
$150 & $160 (inc group Berkline
Recliner & Kroehler Chairs, F.S.
$159.95 Velvet Sealy Tub Chair
slashed to ONLY
8169.95 Berkline Herculon Rocker
Recliner slashed to
$119.95 ffercidon Snivel Rocker by
Kroehler now ONLY
$199.95 Herculon Kroehler Sv*i%el
Rocker slashed to
$219.95 Velvet Kroehler Swivel
Rocker, high back, ONLY

$34.88
$49.88
$49.88
$54.88
$64.88
$69.88
$79.88
$89.88
$99.88
$109.88
$119.88
$129.88
$144.88
$158.88

SLEEPER
119
FOAM CUSHION
FLOOR SAMPLE
••----ONE ONLY'
MEG. 99.95 VINY

RECUNERS

$4988
ON CASTERS
HURRY-ONLY!
REG. 260.00 CON'

STEREO

5109m
W/AM-FM
RADIOCABINET AS
$99.95 VALU
42" METAL

SINK & CA

$7488
SINGLE DRA
SINGLE BOW

LIVING RM. TABLES

MEG. 45.00
BASE

Nothing Held Back
$19.95 Spanish Step or Coffee Tables,
each
$50 Mersman Mahogany Step
Taizies, close-out at
$39.95 Walnut or Maple Step and
Coffee Tables, set of 3
$34.95 Maple or Spanish Lamp lir
Coffee Tables, each
$55.00 2 only Ozerry Mediterranean
Step Tables, each
$45.00 Merman Maple Cocktailor
End Table w-mar proof top NOW
$59.95 Mersman Slate Like Top
Spanish F3ni Tables
$59.95 Large group End or Coffee
Tables by Mersman, each
$65 & $70 Spanish Door Commodes &
Cocktail Tables, each
$75 Pecan Commode, Oetogen or
Cocktail Tables, each _

$14.88
$19.88
$28.88
$22.88
$29.88
$32.88
$39.88
$44.88
$49.88
$54.88_

CABINET
53288
SHOP EAR
& SAVES
REG. 2.59 VI

CUSHION F
$1
"
2 ROLLS ON
SHOP EARL
REG. 149.95
BUILT-IN E

OVEN

$99'

99

W/CLOCK
TIMER-2
ONLY CLO

ONE ONLY
SPANISH OAK!

CLOSING OUT ALL SURPLUS STOCK REGA
6

EVERYONE WITH-IN 100 MILER
DIGGS FURNITURE

SALE
RULES

215 POPtsik44--PAH4S,TANN.

1111141111111

CLOSED
WED. & THURS.

Necessary to close all day Wednesday & Thursday to re.arrange.
uncrate warehouse stock. engage
extra help. slash prices on every
item in stock and make all preparations for this great sale.
SALE BEGINS FRIDAY

PARIS, TENN.

NO PHONE, MAIL OR
C.O.D.
ORDERS
ACCEPTED. Some Items Ow
at a Few of a kind Some
Items said As b". -All
Saks FINAL! BE THERE
'EARLY
FOR
BEST
SELECTIONS.

FT-77

OPEN
FRI.
NIGHT
UNTIL
8 P.M.
SAT. NIGHT 'TN 6 P. M.

WORLD GLOBE
FAccovATIN,‘
OLD WORLD
GLOBE

AN INTERESTING DECORATION

771

tAmmose

Own.

WP

011$26,300°°

T 10 A.M.
REG 495
VIN't

REG. 90.00
KING

MPS

OTTOMAN

HEADBOARD

SAMP

2 ONLY
SHOP
EARLY

6 i2
POE E

OUR TOP-HEAVY INVENTORY CALLS FOR
DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS IN AN
ATTEMPT TO DISPOSE OF HUGE SURPLUS
STOCKS REGARDLESS OF OUR LOSS!

'
$498

LESS FRAMES
1 ONLY

REG. 189.95
VINYL

0

REG 79.95
STUDENT

SLEEPER

BEDROOM SUITES
FOAM CUSHIONS
FLOOR SAMPLE
-.--ONE ONLY!

.88

REG. 99.95 VINYL
."MAN SIZED'

RECLINERS
..88
•.88
.88
9.88
9.88
9.88
09.88
19.88
29.88
44.88
58.88

$4988
ON CASTERS.
HURRY-j ONLY!
REG 260.00 CONSOLE

STEREO

$10988
W/AM-FM
RADIOCABINET AS IS
$99.95 VALUE
42" METAL

SINK-if-CABINET

$74'
SINGLE DRAINSINGLE BOWL!
REG. 45.00 30"
BASE

CABINET

14.88
19.88
28.88
22.88
29.88
2.88
9.88
A4.88
49.88
54.88

$32's
SHOP EARLY
& SAVE,
REG. 2.59 VINYL

CUSHION FLOOR
$1" SO. YD.
2 ROLLS ONLY.
SHOP EARLY
REG. 149.95
BUILT-IN ELEC

OVENS
$9988
W/CLOCK &
TIMER-2
ONLY C1OSE-0

NOW IS THE TIME
DIGGS FURNITURE
IS THE PLACE!

DESKS
Sr, As.!,'

At Rock Bottom Prices
$109.95 3-Pc. Double Dresser Suite
slashed to ONLY
$150 4-Pc. Doable Dresser Suites.
priced to sell at
$145 4-Pc. Walnut Double Dresser
$111-1c 911c..rgiCr_d,at,.
1320 4-Pc. Corner GroupW--Tkit &
Panel Bed, Pecan, close-out
UM 3-Pc. White Pros. Canopy Bed
Suite w-Canopy Frame
$249.95 4-Pc. Coleman Triple
Dresser Suite w-mar proof top
$2119.96 4-Pc. Bassett Oak Double
Dresser Suite, mar proof top
use to $300 4-Pc. Triple Dresser
Suites, choke of styles
$320 to $3304
-Pc. Rock Maple & Hal.
Pros. Suites, choice
$379.95 4-Pc. Triple Dresser Spanish
Oak Suite NOW
$375 4-Pc. Spanish Triple Dresser
Suite w-mar proof top ONLY
$4116 5-Pc Bassett Maple Suite w-4
Poster Bed ONLY
$414.95 4-Pc. Bassett Spanish Door
Dresser Salk now ONLY
Thpie Dresser
$5061
Suite sacrificed at
OPEN STOCK MAPLE-MAR
PROOF TOPS
$1058 Drawer Double Chest
$36.95 1 Drawer NIte Stand
$10.50 Triple Dresser & Mirror
$16.50 Drawer Chests ONLY
$75.00 3 Drawer Bachelor Oust
$49.95 Panel Beds, twin or full
$119.96 Single Dresser & Mirror
$129.95 Double Dresser & Mirror

$79.88
$109.88
$118.88
$159.88$179.88
$169.88
$189.88
$199.88
$219.88
$249.88
$259.88
$279.88
$299.88
$339.88
$ 78.88
$ 26.88
$109.88
$ 64.88
$ 49.88
$ 34.88
$ 78.88
$ 89.88

T.V. & STEREO

REG 289 95 4 PC

BEDRM. SUITE

189'
BY BASSETTMAR PROOF TOP.
REG 239.95 7-PC. .
OVAL MAPLE

DINING SUITE

'169'
W/MAR PROOF
TOP 2 LEAVES
REG. 269.95
7-PC. SPANISH

DINING SUITES
si
W/MA§rOF
TOP VINYL
CUSHIONED
CUSHIONS

$259.88
$199.88
$109.88
$89.88
$159.88
$189.88
$208.88
$449.88

9x12 RUGS

'54"
REG. $4.49 TIE

CUSHIONS
$1.88

EA.
CORDUROYFOAM FILLERS
CHOICE OF COLORS.
REG.8995

BAR
W/2 BAR STOOLS

'6488
It would pay to tans up
,drinking at those prices!

K REGARDLESS OF LOSS!
11

DINETTES-DINING SUITES

BED PILLOWS
$188

Priced to sell on sight
$01.16 5-Pc. Chrome Dinette, floor
sample, I only at
$111.95 7-Pc. Bronze nissettes, out
they go for ONLY
$119.95 5-Pc. Oval Defuse Spanish
Pedestal Dinette
$119.95 7-Pc. Deluxe Bronze Dinette
sew ONLY
$10.91 7-Pe. Dinettes. choice of
styles, ONLY
11119.95 Spanish Glass Door China
sow ONLY
-$V11$15 fifigrraler1Pron
oat Obey go at
-$239.95 7-Pc. Oval Maple Dieing
Suite .-Mar Proof top, ONLY
2211.95 7-Pc. Spanish Dining Suite *Mar Proof Top, NOW
1375 7-Pc. Trestle Table & S Chairs.
mar proof top
$159.95 5-Pc.(berry Dining Suite *Pedestal Table & Hutch
PM 5-Pc. Rock Maple Dining Suits
w-Hutch & Base ONLY
COCHRAN
MAPLEROCK
FORMICA TOPS
$199.50 45" 2 Leaf Oval Table
$IM Drop Leaf. Ext. Table
$1.59.95 SS" Drop Leaf Harvest Table
$299.95 45" Pedestal 2 Leaf Table
$79.95 X" Round 1 Leaf Table
5149.95 Corner China
1230 Glass Front China
$195 Hutch & Base
$259.95 Hutch & Base ONLY
$35.00 Saddle Seat (hairs, ea.
$32.00 Mates Chairs, ea.
$42.00 Comb Back Chairs, ea.

$29.88
$59.88
$88.88
$88.88
$119.88
$139.88
$148.;.:
$169.88
$189.88
$249.88
$449.88
$599.88
$149.88
$134.88
$118.88
$224.88
$ 58.88
$124.88
$199.88
$139.88
$189.88
$ 24.88
$ 23.88
$ 31.88

EACH

I

BIG & PLUMP. NON-ALERGIC.
FANCY LINEN TICKS.
BUY ONE OR A PAIR.

STACK SNACK
ANODIZED ALUMINUM
IN CHEERFUL COLORS
PERFECT FOR PARTIE!
,
OP STORE YOUR
EAVORITT SNACKS

u_s -`•

_ak
W4 P.0-441.TIVL
9
.
A CUTE GIFT:
NICE FOR YOr

itittkiijoY"

CUTI

niers!

ctt:',Isilc. UMBRELLA *-6--nowuts

REG. 79.95 VALUE

NYLON -- CHOICE
OF COLORS.
SHOP EARLY!

Priced with Trade
$350 G.E. Console Stereo w-AM-FM
Radio & Transmitter, as Is cabinet
$290 G.E. Spanish Console Stereo wAM-FM Radio NOW
$250 Natl. Adv. Console Stereo wAM-FM Radio, as IR cabinet
05.95 12" G.E. Portable Black &
White T.V. Set
1175 19" B&W Portable G.E. T.V. wStand slashed to
$209.96 22" B&W G.E. T.V. set wroll-about stand NOW
$225 22" B&W Console W.J. Solid
State G.E. T.V. set now
85I5 25" like New G.E. Color T.V.
used I math,almost new guarantee

MAPLE
MAR PROOFTOP

REG. $4.49 URGE FOAM

SEALY BEDDING
Stack After Stack Sacrificed
9119.95 As Is Sealy Twin Mattress &
Box Springs, I set only at
$119.95 Smooth Top Sealy Mat. &
Box Springs, set
$139.95 Quilted Firm Sealy Mat. &
Box Springs, set
$130 Sealy Twin Ensemble vv-Mat.,
Box Springs, Frame & Headboard
$149.95 Sealy Extra Firm Quilted
Mat. & Box Springs, set
$149.95 Sealy Quilted Super Firm
Mat. & Box Springs, set
1159.95 Queen Size Sealy Mattress &
Box Springs, set
$179.95 Sealy Deluxe Super Firm
Mat. & Box Springs, set
$219.95 King Size Sealy Mattress &
Box Springs, 2 sets only, set
$179.95 Sealy Posturepedic Mattress
& Box Springs, disc. tick, set at
$239.95 Sealy Queen Firm Mattress
& Box Springs, set
$279.95 Sealy Firm King Mattress &
Box Springs, set
M5615 Sealy Extra Firm King
Mattress & Box Springs, set

$68.88
$77.88
$88.88
$89.88
$99.88
$119.88
$129.88
$139.88
$149.88
$139.88
$159.88
$199.88
$219.88

YOU'LL BE DELIGHTED

WALL MIRROR & SCONCE SET
111r
atgat

Ai
"

Wfr

HIGH

A LOVELY GIFT

ATTRACTIVE GOLD FILIGREE
A DECORATOR'S DELIGHT

s

p.
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SPACE AGE REPORT
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